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Abstract 
In recent years, Indonesian migrant women who seek employment as domestic workers 
in foreign countries have caught the Indonesian reading public’s attention with their novels, short 
stories, poems, and non-fiction writings. Creative work by migrant domestic workers was 
established as a genre when Denok Kanthi Rokhmatika, a domestic worker who works in Hong 
Kong published her collection of short stories Negeri Elok nan Keras dimana Kami Berjuang 
(Beautiful and Tough Country where We Struggle) in 2002 (Insani and Raihan iii). The 
publication marks the birth of a new genre, which has become known as “Sastra Buruh Migran 
Indonesia” (SBMI: Indonesian migrant worker’s literature). This dissertation explores the 
portrayal of IDWs’ migratory experiences as manifested in their narratives. In this dissertation, I 
use the term IDWs’ narratives to refer to SBMI. I argue that IDWs’ narratives, as the creative 
work of IDWs, challenge the stereotypes that are associated with this community (for example, 
that IDWs are uneducated, stupid, gaudy, unskilled, and not good for anything besides domestic 
work) and also overturn the derogatory perceptions of the workers that are produced and 
reproduced through media outlets. 
IDWs’ narratives also have the potential to offer a new and fresh lens to address IDWs’ 
identity and plights in their host countries. Their writings show that these women are not merely 
laborers who clean and tend to their employers’ needs. IDWs need to adapt to a wide variety of 
cultural, social, and linguistic tensions and conflicts in the host countries. They have to be not 
only “doers” but also “thinkers” and deal with a wide range of practical as well as emotional 
issues in strange and unusual surroundings. By writing their own stories, these migrant women 
are able to assert and navigate their subjectivities. Articulating their stories by using the first-
person perspective, IDWs try to contest stereotypes and propose new definitions of domestic 
 
 
 
work and those who perform it. Finally, their writing reveals the struggles that IDWs face in 
asserting their rights as human beings, for in the process of migration, these women are often 
dehumanized. 
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Introduction 
In recent years, Indonesian migrant women who seek employment as domestic workers 
in foreign countries have caught the Indonesian reading public’s attention with their novels, short 
stories, poems, and non-fiction writings. In Indonesia, not just the popularity but also the fact of 
migrant domestic workers’ writing is a recent development. Creative work by migrant domestic 
workers was established as a genre when Denok Kanthi Rokhmatika, a domestic worker who 
works in Hong Kong published her collection of short stories Negeri Elok nan Keras dimana 
Kami Berjuang (Beautiful and Tough Country where We Struggle) in 2002 (Insani and Raihan 
iii). The publication marks the birth of a new genre, which has become known as “Sastra Buruh 
Migran Indonesia” (SBMI: Indonesian migrant worker’s literature). It is not clear when the term 
SBMI emerged in reference to Indonesian domestic workers’ (hereafter IDWs) creative writing. 
However, it is now in common usage among IDW writers and those interested in IDWs’ writing. 
The media has also popularized the term in both print and online media. Rokhmatika’s book has 
inspired many other migrant domestic workers to follow her path, writing creatively about their 
experiences and publishing their works. In the aftermath of Rokhmatika’s publication, a 
significant number of works in the genre have been published, including non-fiction articles in 
periodicals, both in Indonesia, and in various host countries like Hong Kong.  
As a genre, SBMI refers mainly to the creative works written by IDWs in countries like 
Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Singapore (Retnaningdyah 22). Prior to the emergence of this term, the 
word “migran” (migrant) was designated to differentiate this subgenre from “Sastra Buruh” 
(working class literature) in general (interview with Maria Bo Niok, August 2017). “Sastra 
Buruh” refers to the writing of those who work as “buruh” (laborers in factories). Meanwhile, 
SBMI largely relates to the writing of Indonesian women who work abroad, commonly identified 
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as “buruh migran” (migrant worker). The thematic concerns in “Sastra Buruh” are primarily 
unjust treatment experienced by the laborers, whereas the themes in SBMI include IDWs’ 
migration experiences in their host countries, illustrating these women’s everyday experiences, 
including navigation of various socioeconomic and cultural differences and, mothering from 
afar, as well as ill treatments by employers. Maria Bo Niok, a writer and former migrant 
domestic worker, states that her stories were based on experiences during her employment. She 
admits that the stories she published, though presented as fiction, were her journal entries while 
employed in Hong Kong as a domestic worker (personal interview, August 2016). This 
underlines the fact that even fictional SBMI does illustrate IDWs’ daily experiences. 
This dissertation explores the portrayal of IDWs’ migratory experiences as manifested in 
their narratives. In this dissertation, I use the term IDWs’ narratives to refer to SBMI. The 
hegemonic discourse on domestic workers in Indonesia frames these workers’ experiences and 
identities as monolithic, assuming that all of these women work in dire condition for meager 
salaries (Anggraeni 104). These stereotypes tend to be applied to domestic workers who work 
abroad. Even though IDWs have been awarded the national title “pahlawan devisa”1 (foreign 
exchange/remittance hero), in reality these women are often disrespected and marginalized. 
IDWs are at risk of exploitation during the three stages of their migration: pre-placement (staying 
at the training center), placement, and re-entry. In their re-entry process, for example, these 
women are required to go through Terminal 3, Soekarno-Hatta Airport, which is specially 
designed to “provide formal, state-regulated, safe and reasonably priced transportation” for the 
returning migrant workers (Silvey 265). This new terminal separates the returning migrant 
workers from other travelers passing through regular terminals to enter Indonesia, and “many 
                                                          
1 The state gives this title to IDWs to acknowledge these women’s contribution in the form of remittance. 
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migrant right activists argue that the segregation of migrants through the terminal has only 
served to exacerbate the marginalization and abuse that migrants have long endured” (266). 
I argue that IDWs’ narratives, as the creative work of IDWs, challenge the stereotypes 
that are associated with this community (for example, that IDWs are uneducated, stupid, gaudy, 
unskilled, and not good for anything besides domestic work) and also overturn the derogatory 
perceptions of the workers that are produced and reproduced through media outlets. Stereotyping 
of IDWs not only exists in the home country but also in the host countries. In Hong Kong, for 
example, IDWs are known for being tomboi2 and for engaging in same-sex relationships (Insani 
and Raihan 23, 59). Nicole Constable, in her exploration of migrant workers in Hong Kong, 
further notes that IDWs are identified as workers who are “less politically organized,” considered 
better to take care of the elderly, and preferable among the Chinese employers simply because 
they speak better Cantonese and cause less trouble than the Filipina domestic workers (40). This 
identification aligns with what Anne Loveband has observed in Taiwan (6). Moreover, both in 
national and international media, IDWs do often receive various attention, but coverage mostly 
focuses on their misfortunes3 in their host countries or success stories4 in Indonesia. 
IDWs’ narratives, I argue, have the potential to offer a new and fresh lens to address 
IDWs’ identity and plights in their host countries. Their writings show that these women are not 
merely laborers who clean and tend to their employers’ needs. IDWs need to adapt to a wide 
variety of cultural, social, and linguistic tensions and conflicts in the host countries. They have to 
be not only “doers” but also “thinkers” and deal with a wide range of practical as well as 
                                                          
2 Tomboi is the term use to identify IDWs who take men’s outfit and play the social role of Indonesian male. See 
chapter 3 for a complete discussion. 
3 Headlines about IDWs center on cases such as abuses, IDWs convicted as criminal etc.  
4 The success stories mostly focus on IDWs’ contribution of economic remittance which has helped their families to 
rebuild houses, provide daily necessity, possess land ownership etc. 
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emotional issues in strange and unusual surroundings. Furthermore, by being involved in the 
process of creative writing, Pratiwi Retnaningdyah observes, IDWs also actively negotiate the 
transnational labor migration’s power structures (23-4). 
In connection with Retnaningdyah’s observation, Shiho Sawai argues that IDWs’ literary 
activities enable them to navigate their subjectivities as migrant domestic workers in their texts 
(19). Writing becomes their way of subverting and reinterpreting “the dominant cultural codes in 
a more desirable way for them” (Sawai 17). In view of these arguments, narratives written by 
IDWs warrant further discussion. IDWs’ narratives are undoubtedly the manifestation of IDWs’ 
struggles and efforts to have their voices heard. As people on the margin, IDWs almost never 
have the opportunity to speak out due to their complex circumstances as migrant domestic 
workers prone to multiple marginalizations. IDWs’ narratives, in this case, have the potential to 
serve as a medium in which these women migrants can articulate their voices better. Presenting 
their own voices in a relatively unmediated form, IDWs’ narratives allow these women to 
challenge the stereotypes and provide counternarratives. In fact, Bayu Insani, a returnee and a 
writer, admits that the main reason she writes is because she wants to break these stereotypes. 
She once wrote an essay titled “TKW dan Kegemarannya Membaca Buku” (“IDWs and Their 
Reading Habits”) published in Jawa Pos—a local newspaper in Java—to make people aware that 
not all IDWs in Hong Kong lead promiscuous lives and engage in same-sex relationships. Insani 
personally aims at combating such stereotypes, which have widely circulated in Indonesia 
(Insani and Raihan 66). 
The conditions under which IDWs write their stories are also significant and should be 
considered. The fact that Maria Bo Niok writes her stories on the back of a calendar, for instance, 
reveals IDWs’ lack of access to writing resources. Mirna (pseudonym), a mother of one who has 
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been working in Singapore for five months, confesses that she writes on tissues, as she does not 
have any other paper to write on (personal interview, July 2017). However, this does not 
necessarily mean that all IDWs are equally impoverished. Some fortunate IDWs in Hong Kong, 
for example, are able to regularly attend writing group meetings during their day off each week, 
meeting their fellow IDWs and participating in numerous activities in various public places 
around Hong Kong. Some in Singapore are also able to attend courses every Sunday, provided 
by humanitarian organizations as well as the Indonesian embassy. These women’s involvement 
in different activities, especially writing groups, leaves traces in their creative works. IDWs in 
Hong Kong, for example, tend to produce more polished creative writing than those in 
Singapore’s because literary practices are more cultivated among IDWs in Hong Kong. This can 
also reveal how IDWs’ engagement with various communities (writing workshops, courses, arts, 
etc.) form another dimension of their lives abroad, which, to a certain extent, manifests in their 
creative writing. 
In terms of themes, feelings of homesickness, missing family, excitement to work abroad, 
and the challenges of working abroad, including abuses, are quite common in IDWs’ writing. In 
addition, their narratives also underscore that financial benefits are still the main reason that 
Indonesian women migrate. By writing their own stories, these migrant women are able to assert 
and navigate their subjectivities. Articulating their stories by using the first-person perspective,5 
IDWs try to contest stereotypes and propose new definitions of domestic work and those who 
perform it. Finally, their writing reveals the struggles that IDWs face in asserting their rights as 
human beings, for in the process of migration, these women are often dehumanized. 
 
                                                          
5 All of the stories in the corpus use first-person point of view 
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Notes on Translation 
 All of the stories in the corpus are written in Indonesian, and all English translations 
excerpted below are my own. For the sake of maintaining a degree of objectivity, all of my 
translations have been proofread by a colleague who is a translator. Italicized words in the 
excerpts have not been translated, with the original word instead being preserved. The third 
person pronoun in Indonesian is genderless, so except in cases where the author specifies the 
character’s gender, I translated the pronoun as s/he. I also provide endnotes to clarify and 
contextualize phrases, terms, and proverbs used in the stories. 
Current Scholarship 
Current scholarship on IDWs’ narratives consists mostly of dissertation projects. 
Attention toward IDWs’ creative writings has flourished as researchers at both national and 
international levels have become interested in this particular genre. Themes explored range from 
IDWs’ literacy practices to emotions embedded in their narratives. An Indonesian scholar, 
Pratiwi Retnaningdyah, dedicates her dissertation project to exploring the literacy practices 
among IDWs in Hong Kong—which manifest in IDWs’ creative writing, cybercommunities 
(blogging, citizen journalism, and social media network), and suitcase libraries6--through 
ethnographic research and textual analysis. Examining the significance of IDWs’ literacy 
practices in Hong Kong, Retnaningdyah argues that the practices have become IDWs’ cultural 
and political tools to destabilize the marginalization of their profession as migrant domestic 
workers (29-30).  
In connection with Retnaningdyah’s research, Shiho Sawai, a Japanese scholar has also 
done a similar project, which focuses on Forum Lingkar Pena (FLP, Pen Circle Forum), an 
                                                          
6 Suitcase libraries literally means a library in a suitcase. IDWs in Hong Kong often “open” a public library by bringing 
their books collection in a suitcase. See Retnaningdyah. 
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Islamic writing group of IDWs in Hong Kong. Her findings show that the literacy forum has 
provided many IDWs with opportunities to actively engage in both religious practice and 
creative writing. The forum in particular has empowered IDWs through a collective religious 
practice, which helps insulate them against the discrimination they experience as female Muslim 
domestic workers.7 Combining ethnographic research and close reading, Sawai concludes that 
through their writing, IDWs are able to navigate what she identifies as “a more desirable sense of 
Self” (Sawai 17). 
Meanwhile Titik Indarti, another Indonesian scholar, engages with Indonesian women 
migrant literature in Hong Kong—which has developed since 2002—as a social movement. She 
argues that the existence of Indonesian women migrant’s literature can be understood as a social 
movement since it is a struggle of migrant workers whose rights have been violated. Indarti 
utilizes new social movement theory to discuss these women migrant’s literary movement in 
Hong Kong. Her findings show that relations among the actors—the writers, readers, publishers, 
critics, distributors, art institutions, and migrant workers’ library in Hong Kong—are based on 
function perspective and collective motive. In other words, all involved parties want to achieve 
the same goal: to defend the marginalized migrant workers’ community from employers who 
have power over these workers. 
Carlos M. Piocos III, a Filipino scholar, also adds a different nuance by studying “the 
complex interplay of emotions and discourses” in the stories of Indonesian and Filipino domestic 
workers in Hong Kong and Singapore in the forms of films and written fiction. His comparative 
project underscores commonalities between immigrant literature in the Philippines and 
Indonesia. In discussing emotions in both film and fiction, Piocos draws upon concepts of 
                                                          
7 Most of IDWs in Hong Kong are Muslims. 
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affectivity from Raymond Williams and Sara Ahmed. His findings show that the emotions both 
“sustain and subvert national, cultural, and gendered discourses that interpellate their roles as 
women migrant workers” (Piocos np).  
Even though IDWs are a common research focus, their creative work—IDWs’ 
narratives—has not gained widespread attention. After more than a decade since the first 
publication of Rokhmatika’s collection of short stories, SBMI has not grown much to attract 
attention from non-academia readers. In my observation, one of the reasons is the limited 
circulation of the books themselves. The publication of works by IDWs is mostly done by 
independent publishers, or they are self-published. Their books are not always available in major 
bookstores and often circulate only among IDWs, some related communities, and academic 
institutions. In addition, most of the distributed books are not reprinted for various reasons, such 
as the publishers going bankrupt. Consequently, few people are aware of this new genre of 
writing and, astonishingly, even many IDWs themselves are not familiar with the creative works 
produced by their fellow migrant workers (personal interview with IDWs in Singapore, July 
2017). In addition, IDWs’ migratory experiences have not been extensively explored even in the 
existing scholarship. My project will help fill in this gap and add more discussion on IDWs’ 
writing with a particular focus on IDWs’ migratory experiences, such as their everyday border 
struggles. In addition, using border theory as an analytical lens has not been used widely as a 
perspective and method in analyzing IDWs’ narratives. This will add a new color to the current 
scholarships on IDWs and their creative works. Therefore, this dissertation, hopefully, can serve 
as a medium for us to learn and understand better the plight and role of IDWs. 
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Domestic Work, Migration, and Border Studies 
In examining the complexity of IDWs’ migratory experiences, this project will draw 
heavily upon research on domestic work, migration, and border studies. Some of the critics 
whose theories I use, include, Walter Mignolo and Madina Tlostanova, Gloria Anzaldúa, Jouni 
Häkli and Kirsi Paulina Kallio, and I also cite scholars on domestic work around the globe, such 
as Bridget Anderson, Rosie Cox, Nicole Constable, Rachel Salazar Parreñas and Pierette 
Hondagneu-Sotelo. 
“Domestic work” is an essential term in this project, as it is central to IDWs’ narratives. 
Not only are the texts written by women migrant domestic workers, but also the stories 
themselves are mostly depictions of these women’s domestic labor. Rosie Cox, in her 
exploration of domestic employment in the global economy, argues that practically and 
psychologically, “domestic work can fit for women” (6). Because women—in most cultures—
are typically responsible for domestic chores, Cox explains that they “find it easy to get this 
work because employers assume that all women know how to do it” (6). Therefore, associating 
domestic work with women and vice versa is inescapable. In addition, in Indonesia and Sri 
Lanka as well as other countries with strong patriarchal ideologies, the belief that men are the 
breadwinners and that women should stay at home tending to families’ needs, i.e. by doing house 
work and taking care of children, is still widely circulated (Gamburd 191; Azmy 62). Division of 
gender roles is clearly executed, marking the domestic sphere as a place for women and the 
public sphere as a place for men. In a similar vein, exploring themes in the scholarship of 
twentieth-century domestic work in Canada and the United States, Susana P. Miranda concludes 
that domestic work “is seen as an extension of women’s household labor and thus gendered as 
‘natural’ women’s work” (113). Such a perception leads to a further assumption that “women 
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can be steered towards this type of work from young age,” and this long-standing view has 
reinforced the prejudice that domestic work is easy to do and that “somehow, all women were 
naturally able to do it” (Cox 6). As a result, for most workers, paid domestic work is seen as a 
last resort characterized by bad working conditions, poor pay, and a lack of prestige (Miranda 
114; Cox 6; Anggraeni 104; Milkman et al. 231). These conditions, in turn, foster the negative 
stereotyping of domestic employment and domestic workers. 
Despite these stereotypes, domestic employment has expanded rapidly in the global south 
as global inequalities, both in opportunity and income, have grown more acute, “supported by 
the development global economy and the spread of neo-liberalism” (Cox 4). Saskia Sassen in her 
article “Global Cities and Survival Circuits” notes that “globalization allows links to be forged 
between countries that send migrants and countries that receive them; it also enables local and 
regional practices to go global” (274). Sassen underscores the connection established between 
sender and receiver countries, for example, through the regular remittances sent by migrants to 
their families. In light of these views, Barbara Ehrenreich and Arlie Russell Hochschild illustrate 
the striking global wage inequalities, with Filipino domestic workers in Hong Kong, for 
example, earning wages “fifteen time the amount she could make as a school teacher back in the 
Philippines” (8). More to the point, Fransisca Ria Susanti in her journalistic report on IDWs in 
Hong Kong, notes that the salary of a domestic worker in Hong Kong is higher than the salary of 
a news reporter employed by a national newspaper in Jakarta. She also adds that in 2012, a 
domestic worker in Hong Kong could earn HK$ 3,920 or 4.7 million rupiah, threefold the 
minimum wage in Jakarta province (22). Such conditions, inevitably, have encouraged women 
from poor countries such as Indonesia or the Philippines to migrate to more affluent countries 
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such as Hong Kong.8 Put simply, wealthier countries often pay low-wage jobs more than poorer 
countries pay for even for higher-wage jobs (Chang ix; Hochschild 18). 
However, domestic employment can involve risks that derive from the workplace 
environment. Domestic workers mostly reside in their employer’s homes, meaning that they are 
deprived of autonomy and agency and remain under close scrutiny with little privacy throughout 
their employment. Chammartin in Kayoko Ueno (121) suggests that compared to male migrants 
who work on construction sites—the public domain—, female migrants who work in employers’ 
residences “face a greater risk of experiencing ill-treatment and exploitation.” Moreover, because 
domestic work takes place in the private domain of an employer’s house, this type of work is 
often not perceived as “real work.” On the contrary, “the workplaces of male migrants are 
considered genuine” (Ueno 121). 
In discussing IDWs’ plights in their host countries, border theory is beneficial because 
this particular theory has not been employed in scholarly research looking at IDWs’ narratives. 
This theory treats borders not only as “research objects” but also as method and perspective 
(Mezzadra and Neilson 16,18). Walter D. Mignolo and Madina V. Tlostanova in their article 
“Theorizing from the Borders,” offer intriguing arguments about borders. First, they argue that 
borders entail multiple meanings including geographic, systemic, political, and subjective (208). 
They further contend that the concept of border also implies colonial relations which link the two 
sides of a border where different people, languages, knowledge, and religions exist (208). In 
conclusion, borders exist and are “created in the very constitution of the modern/colonial world” 
(Mignolo and Tlostanova 208). Likewise, Michiel Baud and Willem van Schendel suggest that 
borders “create political, social, and cultural distinction, but simultaneously the existence of 
                                                          
8 Hong Kong is actually a Special Administrative Region (SAR) of the People’s Republic of China. 
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(new) networks and systems of interaction across them” (216). To sum up, the term “border” 
inherently connotes imbalanced power relations, even as the interaction between the two sides of 
the border involves interdependency.  
Mignolo and Tlostanova’s concept of border is useful when mapping the relationships 
between Indonesia as the sending country and other countries as the recipients of IDWs as well 
as those between IDWs and their employers. Borders exist between each of these entities, as do 
power asymmetries, which in turn lead to various forms of abuse and exploitation. In recent 
years, reported abuse of IDWs has steadily increased each year in host countries such as—
Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, and Hong Kong. In cases where IDWs are convicted crimes 
and/or facing death sentences, the Indonesian government is usually considered too inefficient to 
manage the case in a timely manner and too weak to effectively protect its citizens from the 
prosecution. Though the Indonesian government has established various policies to protect 
Indonesian migrant workers, few are being successfully implemented (Azmy 189). Additionally, 
the agreement between the sending and recipient countries often excludes crucial clauses such as 
forms of migrant workers protection in the host countries (Azmy 193).  
However, it is also clear that both Indonesia and the recipient countries need each other. 
By sending workers abroad, the Indonesian government is able to push down unemployment 
numbers (Azmy 6). Host countries, meanwhile, gain affordable and/or cheaper laborers, which 
help keep their economies running smoothly. 
In their second argument, Mignolo and Tlostanova offer the concept of “Border 
thinking,” which  
emerges primarily from the people’s anti imperial epistemic responses to the colonial 
difference—the difference that hegemonic discourse endowed to ‘other’ people, 
classifying them as inferior…these people refuse to be geographically caged, subjectively 
humiliated and denigrated and epistemically disregarded (208). 
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Gloria Anzaldúa’s Borderlands/La Frontera illustrates this concept through Anzaldúa’s own 
border conflicts, which devastate her life. Using her own personal experiences, Anzaldúa reveals 
how the mere existence of borders, leads to marginalization. Drawing on her own experiences in 
the borderland, Anzaldúa offers a definition of border as a way of defining and delineating safe 
and unsafe places, as well as us and them (25 italicized from the original text). Anzaldúa’s 
concept border is in line with Mignolo and Tlostanova’s, as is her concept of mestiza 
consciousness, denoting her awakening of border awareness and the consciousness of the 
borderlands, the third space where she makes peace with the border conflicts and develops 
“tolerance for contradictions and ambiguity” (Anzaldúa 101).  
As noted, borders connote a colonial dynamic where one dominates another, and those 
who have power will use it to define themselves and others. In light of this, Pablo Vila highlights 
and argues that the borderland “offers a unique opportunity to look at the complex process of 
identity construction and its constant use of arbitrary classification systems to make sense of 
people’s social identities” (9). Here, people are aware of “themselves” and of “others” (see 
Anzaldúa’s definition of border). As immigrants, IDWs are no stranger to borders, both concrete 
and abstract. They cross physical borders in order to reach their host countries, but they also face 
many unseen borders, those delineated by class, economy, religion, race, language etc. In 
addition, “there is a basic asymmetry in the relationship between the migrant domestic worker 
and the employer, in term of the status and rights associated with citizenship…[which] makes the 
migrant more vulnerable to mistreatment” (Momsen 6-7). This power imbalance can exacerbate 
exploitation and abuse of migrant workers by employers, which in turn, leads to marginalization.  
The problems raised regarding the border, highlight the need for a border theory. Because 
borders are already imbued with oppositions, interactions happening in borderlands are 
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inherently problematic. The conflicts that happen are not only identity conflicts, but also those of 
class, race, and language. Border thinking helps people see these dynamics and situate 
themselves in order to find a tenable middle ground from which to face the conflicts they 
experience. Theorizing about borders, thus means executing a de-colonial project over the 
experiences of the colonized and the subaltern. In the context of migrant workers, everything in 
the host country is new and the process of adjustment is not always easy. Problems often arise at 
this time of transition, as migrants jump into their new lives in destination countries. 
Overview of the Dissertation 
Chapters will be centered on themes explored in IDWs’ narratives in relation to domestic 
work, migration, and borders. The chapters are arranged as follows: 
Chapter One: Border Struggles and the Production of Political Subjectivity among Indonesian 
Domestic Workers 
In this first chapter, I explore how their narratives portray IDWs’ everyday experiences in 
relation to their struggles to bridge cultural differences and adjust to living in a foreign country. 
As migrants, these women face various abstract borders formed by, for example, as cultural and 
socioeconomic differences. IDWs’ narratives commonly express the difficulties of overcoming 
these differences. IDWs’ struggles to navigate these challenges, show that they are not only 
tending to their employers’ needs and doing domestic chores, but also working tirelessly to 
bridge the two different worlds they live in and their vulnerable positions in each of them. For 
example, IDWs need to overcome conflicts caused by differences in languages, cultural values, 
and religions. These conflicts can put IDWs under emotional and psychological stress, which in 
turn can affect their working performance.  
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I argue that from their everyday border struggles, IDWs gain a sense of border awareness 
This awareness helps them to find viable solutions to the border conflicts they encounter. In 
addition, from their everyday struggles, IDWs are simultaneously exercising political agency in 
mundane political moments. Even their daily routines can be political because these women have 
something at stake: their right to practice their religion, for instance. Thus, when they negotiate 
to defend their rights, IDWs are cultivating and producing their own political subjectivity. These 
particular experiences have the potential to boost IDWs’ confidence, allowing them to see 
themselves more than merely maids. 
In exploring IDWs’ border struggles and their production of political subjectivity, I 
examine a collaborative memoir written by Bayu Insani and Ida Raihan, TKW Menulis (IDWs 
Write). In addition, I selected three short stories from an anthology written by Nadia Cahyani et 
al., edited by Pipiet Senja titled Surat Berdarah untuk Presiden (Bloody Letters to the President). 
The three short stories are "Kumaknai Setiap Langkah di Negeri Beton” (“Lesson Learnt in the 
Land of Concrete”) by Kine Risty, “Jika Hati Ikhlas” (“If Your Heart is Content”) by Neng 
Rinrin, and “Ramadan dalam Ikhlas” (“Ramadan in Willingness”) by Juwana Azza. These stories 
provide representations of IDWs’ everyday border struggles in their host countries, showing 
readers unknown parts of their lives as foreign migrant workers. In addition, this chapter shows 
the risks of IDWs’ being exploited and marginalized by their employers and agency staffs 
underscoring migrant workers’ helplessness due to their complex circumstances working in 
domestic employment. The discussion on IDWs’ border crossing and struggles are continued 
throughout chapter two emphasizing on migrant mothers’ efforts and strategies to “cross” the 
distance laid between them and their children. 
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Chapter Two: The Politics of Dislocation and Transnational Motherhood among Indonesian 
Domestic Workers 
 Migration produces a distinct set of challenges for Indonesian migrant mothers. The 
geographical distance between IDWs and their children forces these women to mother their 
children from afar. A new notion of motherhood has emerged as a consequence of being migrant 
mothers who reside in a foreign country. This chapter, in particular, discusses the pain felt by 
migrant mothers as a result of spatial and temporal separation from their children. I argue that 
geographical separation not only impacts the children left behind, but also their migrant mothers. 
Due to various reasons, mainly economic, IDWs have to leave their children behind and work 
abroad. However, these migrant mothers actually suffer from severe psychological burdens 
because of the inner conflicts they experience as they transgress the patriarchal expectations of 
ideal motherhood, which requires that a good mother stay with her children.  
As most media accounts focus on the impact of migration toward children left behind, 
these migrant mothers’ pain is almost unrecognized. In addition, migrant mothers are also prone 
to stigmatization, as “bad mothers” because they are not fulfilling their “natural responsibilities,” 
such as staying with their children to nurture and guide them throughout their childhood years. 
Thus, this chapter aims to shed light on the sufferings IDWs encounter as migrant mothers and 
acknowledge their suffering. To contextualize the discussion of IDWs as transnational mothers, I 
rely on contributions from various scholars such as Pierrete Hondagneu-Sotelo and Ernestin 
Avilla, Heather Millman, and Rachel Salazar Parreñas as well as case studies from different parts 
of the world to understand the notion of transnational motherhood. 
In discussing IDWs’ experiences as migrant mothers, Bayu Insani’s memoir is utilized as 
it provides a chronological narrative on how Insani becomes a transnational mother. Three 
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poems taken from an anthology titled Alunan Jiwa Kembara (The Melody of a Traveler Soul) are 
also used to reveal the portrayal of transnational mothers’ pain. These three poems are 
“Rinduku” (“My Longing”) by Nurfadilah, “Anakku” (“My Children”) by Meriati Rambu Sida 
and “Di Bawah Langit Singapura” (“Under the Sky of Singapore”) by Wiwik Tri Winarsih. The 
variety of stories in the corpus provide different ways in which migrant mothers express the pain 
caused by geographical separation and the efforts to be able to bridge and finally cross another 
unseen border separating these women from their children which underscores the distinct impact 
of migration on migrant mothers. Compared to IDWs’ border crossing experiences in chapter 
one, these migrant mothers’ border experiences in chapter two are far more personal and 
exclusive to IDWs who are have children. Similar personal experience is discussed in chapter 
three underlining IDWs’ evolved sexuality. 
Chapter Three: Gender and Sexual Transgressions in IDWs’ Narratives: Tomboi, Same-Sex 
Relationships, and the Reinforcement of Heteronormativity  
 The last chapter in this project deals with IDWs’ alleged gender and sexual 
“transgressions” as portrayed in the selected short stories in the corpus. In this chapter, I only use 
narratives from IDWs in Hong Kong because these transgressions are more visible, both in their 
narratives and in their real lives. It is an open secret that many IDWs in Hong Kong are tomboi 
and engage somewhat publicly in same-sex relationships. This is not to say that all tombois are 
lesbian, but most IDWs who engage in same-sex relationships are predominantly tombois. As 
noted in her memoir, Insani is concerned about the image that these women’s behavior puts into 
circulation, especially in Hong Kong, for she perceives these behaviors as immoral and does not 
want all IDWs to be associated with them. She admits that the rumor is partly true because even 
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among IDWs communities, IDWs in Hong Kong are widely considered “too much” in terms of 
appearance and attitude.  
In connection with Insani’s assertion, Susanti mentions that many IDWs in Hong Kong 
who engage in same-sex practices may not be fully aware of their own sexual orientation. The 
environment in Hong Kong tends to be permissive of various non-normative sexual orientations, 
which enables tomboyism and lesbianism to flourish among IDWs who may never have had 
opportunities to explore their transgressive sexual interests and desires in Indonesia (Susanti 53). 
Sexual and other identities become more fluid through the process of migration, a transitional 
period that renders individuals and groups more “open to transformation” (White 3). Yuen Ki 
Lai’s research on IDWs’ lesbianism in Hong Kong notes that IDWs’ emergent sexual identities 
are more products of migration rather than factors motivating their migration. Lai’s findings have 
challenged the dominant view held by most queer migration scholars: that immigrants’ non-
normative sexual identities motivate their migrations (7, 11). In addition, IDWs’ gender and 
sexual transgressions exemplify Gurvinder Kalra and Dinesh Bhugra’s notion of evolved 
sexuality, underscoring the fluidity of identity, but also of sexuality, in the context of migration. 
In discussing IDWs’ gender and sexual transgressions, I argue that even though IDWs’ 
narratives make tomboi and same-sex relationships visible, IDW authors do not universally 
accept these transgressive behaviors and identities. On the contrary, all of the authors in the 
selected short stories specifically craft their plots and characters to reinforce heteronormative 
values and ideas. 
 To contextualize my arguments, two short stories from Surat Berdarah untuk President 
(Bloody Letters to the President) anthology—"Jalan Menuju Cinta-Mu (“The Way to God’s 
Love”) by Widya Arum and “Cinta Kita tak Bermakna” (“Our Love is Meaningless”)—are 
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analyzed, as well as Tarini Sorrita’s “Adegan” (“Scene”). In each story, the reinforcement of 
heteronormativity is achieved through different means. However, all three stories emphasize in 
no uncertain terms that same-sex relationships are not acceptable among IDWs, at least not those 
who consider themselves pious practitioners of Islam.  
 Although IDWs’ migratory experiences are explored differently in each chapter, the 
discussions throughout the chapters consistently address the dynamics relation between domestic 
work, migration, and border. IDWs’ narratives, in a way, provide a means of understanding the 
manifestation of this complex interaction between domestic work, migration, and border which 
embodies in numerous challenges faced not only by IDWs but also any women working as 
foreign domestic workers. This means by investigating IDWs’ narratives, we also learn, for 
example, how domestic employment and migration interplay and impact each other. Similarly, 
the narratives do provide illustrations on how migrants, migration, and border are connected in a 
very distinct way. Lastly, I certainly hope that by continuing the conversation on IDWs and their 
migratory experiences, we are able to widen and broaden our perspective to see IDWs in a more 
humane way. 
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Chapter One 
Border Struggles and the Production of Political Subjectivity  
among Indonesian Domestic Workers 
Indonesian Domestic Workers’ (IDWs) experiences of migration are worthy of study 
because they are a marginalized group of people who contribute to the overall economy of both 
their origin countries and the destination countries. Sandro Mezzadra and Brett Neilson in their 
book Border as Method (2013) emphasize the need “to valorize the capacities, skills, and 
experiences of border crossing, of organizing life across borders” (viii). IDWs are not merely 
“maids” attending to their employers’ needs and cleaning houses. These women critically and 
actively evaluate their lives as illustrated in their narratives. Bayu Insani and Ida Raihan in their 
collaborative memoir TKW Menulis (IDWs Write), for example, underline the challenges of 
working abroad that force IDWs to deal with differences in terms of language, culture, religion, 
etc. and the processes by which they come to be writers. The genre of the memoir provides them 
with a means to reflect on their experiences and evaluate experiences that are prominent to them. 
By writing about the difficulties of assimilating to a new environment and coping with the 
challenges of service, IDWs’ narratives expose the harsh realities of their migratory experiences, 
a perspective that largely remains unknown to the public.  
IDWs have to negotiate not only the physical “international border,” but also many “other 
lines of social, cultural, political, and economic demarcation” (Mezzadra and Neilson ix). This 
chapter explores IDWs’ narratives in relation to the challenges they face in crossing abstract 
borders and how such borders often situate IDWs in such compromised situations. It also 
examines IDWs’ responses and views of the challenges they face, as well as their strategies for 
solving the problems caused by various metaphorical borders. The linguistic barrier, for 
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example, seems to be a standard border problem for all migrants, and in the case of IDWs, it 
often inhibits coherent communication between employers and employees. I argue that through 
the process of crossing abstract borders, the IDW protagonists in Bayu Insani’s memoir—Diary 
1—and the selected short stories “Kumaknai Setiap Langkah di Negeri Beton” by Kine Risty, 
“Jika Hati Ikhlas” by Neng Rinrin, and “Ramadan dalam Ikhlas” by Juwana Azza gain a deeper 
understanding of the effects of borders and develop the critical thinking skills necessary for 
navigating them. In crossing these borders IDWs experience a renewed sense of confidence 
which allows them to assert their identities beyond reductive labels such as “maids.” This new 
perspective transforms them from mere “maids” into “doers” who are capable of engaging in 
more critical ways with their realities as migrants.  
Through their everyday border struggles, which involve subject positioning, IDWs are 
becoming political exercising what Jouni Häkli and Kirsi Paulina Kallio describe as political 
agency. This refers to an individual’s capacity to execute acts that “are capable of challenging, 
opposing, negotiating, maintaining and readjusting prevailing conditions” (57). Political 
subjectivity can manifest in individuals’ responses to issues that are considered important by 
them (Häkli and Kallio 57), emphasizing the notion of the political ordinary which is useful 
when examining IDWs’ everyday border struggles. Häkli and Kallio’s emphasis on the mundane 
is in harmony with Mezzadra and Neilson who conceptualize border struggles as “the set of 
everyday practices by which migrants continually come to terms with the pervasive effects of the 
border, subtracting themselves from them or negotiating them through the construction of 
networks and transnational social spaces” (Rodrigues in Mezzadra and Neilson 13). Border 
struggles manifest in all aspects of IDWs’ transnational lives, but perhaps most of all in the 
realm of the mundane.  
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Nonetheless, borders struggles imply that even relatively minor acts of negotiation or political 
subversion are challenging and can produce anxieties. After crossing physical borders, for 
example, IDWs tend to be overwhelmed by the invasion of their personal space and the struggle 
for maintaining their subject position in the employers’ residence. They also have to cultivate 
amicable relationships with their employers as well as with their fellow IDWs. In my view, 
Gloria Anzaldúa’s concept of the “borderland” is relevant to this context.  Even though this 
particular concept is developed in relation to the U.S.-Mexico border and the realities of Chicana 
borderlands subjects, we can draw a parallel line between Chicana’s borderlands experience and 
IDWs’ migratory experience as both experiences expose challenges of living in two different 
worlds and the struggles to cope with border conflicts. Anzaldúa’s mestiza consciousness 
provides an indispensable point of reference as we identify, observe, and examine the 
development of IDWs’ border awareness. It will also inform my analysis of the process by which 
IDWs bridge two different worlds—in this case between Indonesia and Hong Kong and/or 
Singapore, and specifically what and how IDWs do to overcome their border conflicts and 
further settle contradictions.  
 IDWs’ temporary sojourn in their host countries illustrates the complications in a 
“borderland” where two cultures “merge and bleed,” to quote Anzaldúa. The borderland is 
transformed into a site of struggle where there is a “constant state of transition” (Anzaldúa 3). 
For IDWs, the borderland is a place of uncertainties. IDWs need to deal with rejection and/or 
acceptance of a new culture while negotiating their relationships with their employers. These 
theoretical perspectives on borders support the interpretation of the complex challenges faced by 
IDWs and offer insights into the perspectives that IDWs articulate in their writing. In addition, 
Mezzadra and Neilson argue that border struggles allow migrants to unfold a new space of 
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political moments (13-14). This space allows these migrants to be able to recognize their 
political trajectories in their everyday lives and begin exercising their political agency.  
In examining IDWs’ migratory experiences specifically their border struggles, I focus on 
primary works in the form of memoir and short story. TKW Menulis (IDWs Write) is a 
collaborative memoir written by Bayu Insani and Ida Raihan published in 2011. The book is 
divided into two parts: the first Bayu Insani’s memoir and the second part Ida Raihan’s. 
Presently, both women reside in Indonesia and continue to write. Their memoir thoroughly 
illustrates the challenges they encountered during their employment abroad, most prominently 
underscoring cultural differences such as language, values, and beliefs. This chapter will also 
examine three short stories—"Kumaknai Setiap Langkah di Negeri Beton” (Lesson Learnt in the 
Land of Concrete) by Kine Risty, “Jika Hati Ikhlas” (If Your Heart is Content) by Neng Rinrin, 
and “Ramadan dalam Ikhlas” (Ramadan in Willingness) by Juwana Azza—taken from an 
anthology titled Surat Berdarah untuk Presiden (Bloody Letters to the President) written by 
Nadia Cahyani et al., edited by Pipiet Senja, and published in 2010. These fictional narratives 
highlight religious conflicts between IDWs and their employers. 
To contextualize the border struggles depicted in the aforementioned narratives, I begin 
by reviewing the major theoretical views on migration from a border studies perspective 
providing background on border struggles and how such struggles can lead to the development of 
border awareness and border thinking. The second section discusses the impact that their 
awareness has on shaping their political subjectivity. I argue that IDWs’ everyday life 
experiences play an important role in cultivating migrants’ political subjectivity. In the third part, 
I explore and discuss IDWs’ border struggles, their views on various types of borders, and their 
emergent border awareness. The fourth section provides a discussion of how everyday 
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experiences can prompt migrants like IDWs to exercise political agency the ways in which these 
practices cultivate and produce their political subjectivity. Based on the careful analysis of the 
primary works named above, I propose the following conclusions: that both the memoir and the 
short stories suggest that positive outcomes are guaranteed for people who act wholeheartedly; in 
the three short stories, the authors craft their protagonists as tough, religious Muslim women who 
place their trust in God and believe He has determined the best for them, while a similar premise 
is articulated in the memoir; and despite expressing faith in higher powers, the protagonists’ are 
still primed, by their border struggles, to constantly think and act in ways designed to solve, or at 
least minimize, border conflicts.  
Migration, Borders, and Border Crossing 
Sten Pultz Moslund considers the modern era “to be an age of unparalleled mobility, 
migration, and border crossing” as people all over the world participate in various migrations, 
“crisscrossing the planet and all its national, ethnic, cultural, social and linguistic borders” (1-2). 
According to him, this geographical movement threatens the reliability of traditional identity 
markers—"nationality, origin, settlement, dwelling, roots, birthplace or bloodlines”— which are 
no longer sufficient for defining the human condition (Moslund 2). In a similar vein, Henk Van 
Houtum and Ton Van Naerssen contend that migration involves “a constant process of re-
invention and self-re-definition” not only because people move physically but also because their 
“personal and social boundaries shift” (132). These scholars illustrate not only the dynamic 
nature of migration, but also the increasingly fluid nature of identity. 
Migration fundamentally alters people and their mentalities—both the migrants 
themselves and the people in the host countries—and has the capacity to disrupt and restructure 
conditions in both home and host countries (White 1). Migrants must face and cross both 
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concrete and abstract borders. The concrete borders can be easily crossed if one has all the 
documents needed to validate one’s legal right to do so. However, documentation alone cannot 
alone facilitate the crossing of abstract borders. Crossing these borders require cultural fluency, 
language skills and open mindedness—traits that not all migrants possess, at least within the 
initial stages of migration. In the U.S., for example, a Chinatown area is a sanctuary for Chinese 
immigrants. Many Chinese immigrants who work and live in this community have no need to 
acquire English language skills or engage with mainstream U.S. culture. As long as Chinese 
immigrants remain in the Chinatown, they are sheltered by its concrete and abstract borders. This 
shows that abstract borders are not necessarily crossed even if the migrant moves across the 
physical border. However, this by no means applies to all migrants. 
 In discussing borders, Walter Mignolo and Madina V. Tlostanova contend that, “borders 
are not geographic but also political, subjective (e.g. cultural) and epistemic” (208). In a similar 
vein, Krishnendra Meena contends that borders exist “not only as political entities, but also 
social constructions that pervade the daily lives of people living at the borders as well as away 
from them” (62).  Further Mignolo and Tlostanova expand the definition of borders to include 
the divide between people, religions, languages, and different degrees and realms of knowledge. 
They speak of the “relations established by the coloniality of power” and the “imperial and 
colonial differences” (208). The differences and oppositions that exist on both sides of the border 
indicate an asymmetrical relationship.  
An important concept related to border issues is that of borderland. Borderlands emerge 
as places where meanings and identities are constantly contested and negotiated. The borderland 
as described by Jean-Pierre Cassarino, is an area wider than a frontier and seen as “a transition 
zone within which the boundary lies” (3). This is in line with Anzaldúa’s definition of the 
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borderland as a constant state of transition. Anzaldúa explains that the borderland “is [a] vague 
and undetermined place created by the emotional residue of an unnatural boundary” (25). 
Characterizing the inhabitants of the borderland as “the prohibited and the forbidden,” Anzaldúa 
clearly elucidates the significance of the binary created on the border. An additional perspective 
is offered by Renato Rosaldo who says borderlands, “should not be regarded as an analytically 
empty transitional zone, but as sites of creative cultural production” (208). This argument in 
particular highlights the fundamental dynamism of life in the borderlands. 
In the context of Indonesian migrant domestic workers, I argue that the employer’s 
residence can function as a borderland where the cultural baggage of both employer and 
employee converge. This site enables a contestation and negotiation of identities. By residing in 
their employers’ residences, IDWs are left with no choice but to deal with the unseen borders—
socioeconomic, class-based, cultural, linguistic, and religious borders—that divide between them 
and from their employers. Even though limitations exist among these abstract borders, so do 
opportunities. For instance, if IDWs manage to overcome the language barrier, they are far more 
likely to follow instructions more easily and thus develop more harmonious relations with their 
employers. Good communication, according to Ida Raihan, an IDW writer, is beneficial in the 
domestic employment situation. Healthy communication between the employer and employee 
begins, she argues, with speaking the same language. Thus, mastering the language of the host 
country is crucial for IDWs. It is not only enough merely to understand employers’ instructions; 
the IDWs must know how to read the household appliance manuals as well as public signs, 
government notices, etc. Raihan emphasizes this because employers often accuse their maids of 
being stupid and incompetent if the maids do not understand what the employers are saying or 
what they want them to do. No matter how diligently the maid works, if she does not understand 
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her employer’s instructions, problems will most likely arise. Raihan briefly explicates her 
concerns below: 
The biggest problem faced by IMWs (Indonesian Migrant Workers) working in 
employer’s residence is communication. Problems caused by miscommunication 
could lead to unilateral termination by the employer. The employers might not 
accept their maids and might return them to the agency simply because these 
women could not understand what their employers were saying. However, this 
only happens to unfortunate IDWs who happen to have cruel employers (Raihan 
in Insani and Raihan 127). 
 
This illustrates the asymmetrical power relations between employers and employees in the 
domestic sector and highlights how important it can be for IDWs to cultivate good relationships 
with their employers. However, this does not mean that language barrier is the only reason that 
IDWs got terminated or abused. Many other complicated webs of social, cultural, ethnic, and 
racial differences contribute to the asymmetrical power relations that undergird such systemic 
abuses.  
The discussion of abstract borders warrants a dialogue on the colonial relations that are 
inherent in those borders. On their second thesis on borders, Mignolo and Tlostanova articulate 
the notion of border thinking or border epistemology, which develops as one’s awareness of 
colonial differences increases. They define colonial difference as “the difference that hegemonic 
discourse endowed to ‘other’ people, classifying them as inferior and at the same time asserting 
its geo-historical and body-social configurations as superior and the models to be followed” 
(208).  Power differentials, in other words, are inherent to colonial difference, and colonial 
difference inherent to borders. Colonial difference therefore naturally exists in the process of 
migration and the world of domestic employment. The marginalization of the domestic worker, 
particularly migrant domestic workers, is tied to the historical colonial relations shaping the 
master-servant relationship (Milkman et al. 232). Colonial relations justified the unfair treatment 
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of domestic employees. At present unfair treatment of IDWs take its shape from this colonial 
history. Transforming relations between master and servant must be part of the on-going project 
of de-colonization. Mignolo and Tlostanova argue that de-colonization 
“instead of working toward the accumulation of knowledge and imperial 
management, works toward the empowerment and liberation of different layers 
(racial, sexual, gender, class, linguistic, epistemic, religious, etc.) from oppression 
and toward the undermining of the assumption upon which imperial power is 
naturalized, enacted and corrupted” (208). 
 
The project of de-colonization attempts to empower as well as liberate people by exposing and 
eventually dismantling all the modes of colonial oppressions embedded in the multiple different 
axes of everyday life.  
The result of this project of de-colonization, as proposed by Mignolo and Tlostanova 
resembles Anzaldúa’s new mestiza consciousness. Mestiza consciousness is a survival 
mechanism that confronts the rigidity of borders. According to Anzaldúa, the mestiza, survives 
by adapting to different cultures and inhabiting multiple identities. Mestiza consciousness shifts 
from convergent to divergent thinking, accompanying “a more whole perspective, one that 
includes rather than excludes” (101). Furthermore, it also works to “break down [the] subject-
object duality” that systems of oppression are built on (102). This means that Mignolo’s and 
Tlostanova’s notion of border thinking has the same function as Anzaldúa’s mestiza 
consciousness, in that both aim to dismantle and achieve a state of holistic de-colonization. 
Migrants’ Experiences and the Production of Political Subjectivity 
The term “political subjectivity” encompasses a wide range of meanings. Summarizing a 
number of scholars’ arguments about political subjectivity, Jouni Häkli and Kirsi Pauliina Kallio 
in their article “On Becoming Political: The Political in Subjectivity” contend that “the term has 
gained multiple conceptual tones ranging from human experience to psychological processes and 
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affective states, from constructions of selfhood to the constitution of the subject in relation to 
power and domination” (58). In order to easily observe and examine political subjectivity in 
everyday life, they introduce the idea of the political ordinary. Häkli and Kallio argue that the 
“political subject arises and is constituted by everyday political agency” (58). This means that 
everyday practices should not be dismissed as banal, but rather considered highly significant. 
They further argue that subject acts with political agency when they are “in the state of becoming 
prompted by future-oriented demands and contingencies of social life” (Häkli and Kallio 57). 
This “the state of becoming” is a situation in which the subject experiences a political moment 
“where the past and the future intersect in the form of a challenge, uncertainty, or conflict that 
demands their attention” until they begin to feel that they have “something at stake” (68). When 
a political moment emerges, the subject unleashes their political agency. 
 Thus, everyday experiences become political arenas when people begin to recognize their 
own routines as important. Emphasizing the relation between experience and subjectivity, Teresa 
de Lauretis (quoted in Scott 1998) contends that subjectivity is constructed through experience 
(Scott 61). This definition suggests the need to valorize people as “reliable sources of knowledge 
that comes from access to the real by means of their experience” (Scott 61). Experience, in other 
words, must be regarded as a legitimate foundation of valuable knowledge. 
Situating IDWs in the Host Country: IDWs’ Narratives and Border Challenges 
Migration enables IDWs to experience border crossings physically and symbolically. In 
Indonesia, recruitment agencies,9 known as PJTKI10 (the term currently used is PTTKIS) 
coordinate the process of sending IDWs to host countries. These women generally do not have to 
                                                          
9 Also known as agency 
10 PJTKI stands for Perusahaan Jasa Tenaga Kerja Indonesia or Indonesian Overseas and Domestic Employment 
Agency. Currently, the term PJTKI is no longer used. The current term used is PPTKIS, which stands for Pelaksana 
Penempatan Tenaga Kerja Indonesia Swasta (private company of labor supplier). 
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contend with the issues related to illegal border crossing because the companies provide them 
with legal documents. However, document falsification11 does happen, and when it does, IDWs 
suffer. When recruitment agencies falsify documents, the government authorities are not able to 
trace IDWs’ addresses, for example, because they do not have access to accurate information. As 
a result, IDWs sometimes find themselves isolated in the host countries, unable to contact their 
families or trust that information about them will be transmitted home. 
Once IDWs arrive in their host countries, the partner agency will take them to their 
offices and distribute them to their future employers. IDWs immediately confronted with the 
symbolic borders as they begin to interact with their surroundings in the host countries. Cultural 
borders, for example, present themselves before IDWs even leave the airport. IDWs’ first 
meaningful encounters are usually with the staff from agencies. In her memoir, Bayu Insani 
recalls how she recognizes the different ways of walking between her and the agency officer who 
picks her up. Being exposed to different landscapes, people, and cultures for the first time, IDWs 
must quickly come to terms with differences and obstacles that confront them. This is when these 
women begin the process of observing, identifying, and eventually comparing the host country’s 
culture to that of the homeland. This particular process also includes translation, conceptualized 
in Madeline Hron’s Translating Pain, which focuses on immigrant suffering. According to her, 
In real life, the newly immigrants find themselves figuratively ‘translating’ into 
citizens of the host country: they must transform their images of home, their 
idealized notions of the country, their former values, customs, and above all, their 
culture, into the context of the target host country (xv-xvi). 
 
Along with translation comes the challenge of assimilation. Adapting to the mainstream values, 
customs, and cultures of the host country is often crucial for IDWs’ survival and this process has 
                                                          
11 The recruitment agency purposely falsifies IDWs’ personal data such as age and address. Age falsification, for 
example, commonly happens to underage women who want to work abroad.  
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the potential to challenge their “earlier self-perception and self-images, and through such 
challenges the compositional element of multiple identities may be redefined” (White 2-3). 
Through their narratives, IDWs share their migratory experiences including their old and new 
perceptions of the everyday life. 
 When these women migrate, they bring cultural baggage. Exposure to new values, 
beliefs and customs of the host countries inevitably alter their beliefs and perceptions. Take, for 
example, Ida Raihan whose memoir in IDWs Write talks about her migratory experiences in 
Hong Kong. Raihan shares her first impression of the people in Hong Kong, whom she perceives 
as being “disciplined.” She came to this conclusion because she often sees them complying with 
traffic lights and speed limits and pressing crossing buttons before using crosswalks. These 
observations led her, to realize that obeying rules and regulations helps create peaceful condition 
in the street, which benefits all street users. To come up with this idea, Raihan had to compare 
the behaviors of people in Indonesia as well as Indonesians in Hong Kong with the behaviors of 
Hong Kong natives, as illustrated in the following paragraph. 
Hong Kong people were known for their discipline. They were discipline on the 
street. There were no vehicles speeding, as I often saw in Indonesia where cars, 
public transportation, or motorcycles often raced with each other. Speeding was a 
common thing I saw when I still lived there [in Indonesia] […]. Here, in Hong 
Kong, I almost never saw vehicles speeding on the street. There was no even the 
motorcycle sound that used to deafen my ears in my homeland (Raihan in Insani 
and Raihan 130-131). 
 
Raihan presents a thorough comparison, contextualizing the values of her home country with 
those of the host country. The contrast of old and new values prompts Raihan to consider both 
carefully and finally decide to adopt the one she prefers, the more disciplined culture in Hong 
Kong. Exposure to new things has given migrants like Raihan new insights that change their 
earlier perceptions. Raihan recalls this process of her transformation in the following passage: 
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Let us think about life. For example, think about the household. I was sure that 
every household had its own rules. Just imagine when we made the rules, but we 
did not follow them. What would we do? We might punish the violator. Right? 
So, do you want the rules you made to be obeyed? Let us start with ourselves. Or, 
we could do it by applying the easiest one first. Take for example a soft drink 
box; it usually had a written instruction on the box: flatten before disposal. The 
instruction was a request to flatten the empty box before we throw it to the trash 
can. I did not know what the real purpose of that was. I could only think that it 
would save more space in the dumpster. Have you done that already, friend? If 
not, you have to try. You would find yourself content because you had done 
something good, obeyed little rules made by other people (Raihan in Insani and 
Raihan 133). 
 
Raihan’s changing perception is shown as she comes to understand the importance of a particular 
rule—a relatively minor one to which she assigns greater symbolic meaning. She concludes that 
the easiest way to learn discipline is to start with oneself. Doing so, learning from scratch, little 
by little but in the end of this tedious process, as Raihan has emphasized, “you would find 
yourself content because you have done something good.” Raihan’s logic is interesting. In short, 
her message is that people should take personal responsibility for comparing the habits in their 
home and host countries, decide what is best on a case-by-case basis, and then actively adopt that 
behavior. This demonstrates openness to the host country’s cultures and values, but also active 
engagement in critical thinking.  
Bayu Insani, too, recalls her first impression of people in Hong Kong.  She was surprised 
to see the agency staff walking so fast summarizes her experience as follows: 
The agency staff asked us to walk faster. I believed that he was used to walking 
fast. Just like what we often heard during our stay in the training center. They 
were different from us, among whom it is common to walk slowly like a 
princess.12 It was probably because we were still dictated by a common belief: 
alon-alon waton kelakon. 13 The way the agency staffer walked made me (the 
smallest and most naïve human) fall behind and get lost in the crowd (Insani in 
Insani and Raihan 12). 
                                                          
12 Walking like a princess means to walk slowly. This phrase is quite common in Indonesia to refer to people 
walking so slowly.  
13 Alon-alon waton kelakon is a Javanese proverb, which means slow but sure. This proverb refers to the need not to 
rush when doing something. Therefore, doing thing slower is okay as long as people can achieve their goal. 
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Insani, like Raihan, is aware of her own cultural baggage as she observes how people in the host 
country behave differently than people in Indonesia. This experience enhances Insani’s sense of 
difference from the people around her and ultimately enriches her perspective, but unlike Raihan 
she does not embrace the values of the host country directly, instead citing a Javanese proverb to 
legitimize the behavior in her own.  
Insani’s characterization of herself as “the smallest and most naïve human” accentuates 
her sense of foreignness. This precise feeling is natural and common among migrants, especially 
upon arrival in the host country. However, for some migrants, this feeling may persist, 
particularly when they fail to adjust to mainstream life in the host country or actively resist 
assimilation. This can, of course, cause lasting suffering, but according to Julia Kristeva (quoted 
in Frank) challenges the notion that such suffering necessarily equates to psychological harm and 
in fact considers this feeling of foreignness as “good” since it can catalyze experiences of self-
reflection and personal growth and even “promotes the values of universal human rights” (Frank 
21).  
In relation to Kristeva’s positive perception of the migrant’s sense of foreignness, Raihan 
shares her concern about it and pleads with employers to be understanding. She emphasizes 
employers not to easily terminate their maids when these women are still in the process of 
adjusting to their new surroundings, in particular their employers’ residence and developing 
cultural competence. Raihan writes, “the employers should have known better that they were 
dealing with foreigners who had never known things in the new community” (Raihan in Insani 
and Raihan 127). Raihan’s concern does make sense because, as a consequence of the 
imbalanced power relations between employers and employee, the domestic workers oftentimes 
are the ones who are expected to abide by everything forced upon them. Employers demand that 
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IDWs satisfy their expectations. Therefore, employers tend not to tolerate misunderstandings that 
derive from IDWs’ status as foreigners and perceive their inability to assimilate quickly—by 
learning the language, for example, as unacceptable. They often easily accuse IDWs of being 
incompetent or stupid. In short, these employers are inclined to treat IDWs as subordinates, 
strengthening the established colonial relation already built into domestic employment. In the 
worst-case scenario, employers terminate IDWs and return them to the agency. 
Other prominent border challenges illustrated in IDWs’ narratives are socioeconomic and 
cultural. The next subsection starts by contextualizing those challenges, as illustrated in the 
narratives, and discussing how these women perceive and respond to them. Given the fact that 
cultural borders encompass a wide range of challenges, I decided to address those related to the 
values and habits of the host country as well as linguistic and religious differences. 
Cultural Borders 
As mentioned above, foreign migrant worker such as IDWs are inevitably forced to 
immerse themselves in the host country’s culture, especially the subcultures in employers’ 
homes where these women live and work. IDWs’ cultural backgrounds from their homeland and 
the cultural norms of the host countries thus interact and intersect. The meeting of two or more 
different cultures lead to various situations of acceptance, rejection, assimilation or acquisition of 
multiple cultures. In addition, culture shock and cultural comparisons are unavoidable, and IDWs 
must frequently choose between the adoption or rejection of the new habits and values. As time 
goes by, these women gradually become accustomed to the new culture, a processed commonly 
portrayed in IDWs’ narratives. Nonetheless, the process of adjusting to the new culture can be 
hard and perplexing.  
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In TKW Menulis, Bayu Insani shares her impressions of these cultural difference 
challenges. During her employment in Hong Kong, Insani worked for several employers. The 
experiences of working for different kinds of employers helped her to prepare herself and adjust 
more easily to her new surroundings. Insani tells the readers that she had a good experience 
working with her first employer, although she admits that she technically had to work for two 
families: her employer’s family, and their extended family.14 Meeting the extended family for the 
first time, Insani acknowledges that she had a hard time memorizing their names and faces, but 
she expresses gratitude because they treated her well. She also recalls being amazed at how fast 
Mama15 worked in the kitchen despite being a middle-aged woman. The positive impression of 
her employer’s family is expressed in the following quotation: 
Alhamdulillah16, even though I was surprised to see how big this family was—
there were 12 people in the household ranging from Mama’s children to her 
grandchildren. I felt grateful because they were all kind and friendly. They did 
treat me equally […] indeed, there was no discrimination. That was a good 
impression I felt when I first worked in Hong Kong. In short, I received a warm 
welcome (Insani in Insani and Raihan 16). 
 
For a migrant domestic worker, a warm welcome from the employers can ease the feeling of 
“foreignness” described by Kristeva. In addition, being accepted into a family can reduce IDWs’ 
anxieties and apprehensions. Insani recalls that she did not experience any discrimination and 
that her employer’s family treated her well and not as subordinate. 
Yet, still, tensions and misunderstandings occasionally arose. During a family dinner, 
Insani recalls observing how her employer’s family ate, and thinking more about her own eating 
habits. Insani, unconsciously uses her Indonesian eating etiquette while eating with her 
                                                          
14 This is actually a violation to her working contract as it is mention that she works only for one family. 
15 This is how Insani calls her employer’s mother. 
16 Praise be with God: Muslim’s prayer for being grateful 
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employer’s family. Inevitably, the eating etiquettes of home and host country converge in this 
family dinner. Insani recalls the dinner situation as follows: 
With an indescribable feeling, I started to eat slowly and politely. However, they 
did not feel that my eating politely was necessary. For them, my politeness was 
apparently indicated slowness when working. It was a tradition in Hong Kong to 
put the bowl close to the mouth, so that the hands could easily shove the rice 
quickly with the chopsticks. It was too quick for me. That was my first 
impression, which I thought was weird, confusing yet entertaining (Insani in 
Insani and Raihan 17). 
 
Insani’s slow and meticulous manner of eating, considered polite in Indonesia violates Hong 
Kong etiquette. Her employer’s family inferred that she must be lazy because she was eating 
slowly, while Insani perceived her employer’s family eating quickly as “it was weird, confusing 
yet entertaining” since she was not accustomed to seeing such etiquette in action.  
 Later on, Insani learns that everything happens quickly. Little by little, by observing her 
surroundings, she begins to connect the dots—the agency staff walking swiftly, her experiences 
at the dinner table—and building her own understanding of the cultural differences. She 
articulates this newfound understanding as follows: 
The next day, after I met them one by one, they started to show their real selves. 
They did not like the way I worked, which was considered too slow for them. 
Yes, I had just realized that people in Hong Kong always walked fast and they 
were sprightly in doing things. In Indonesia, kids needed to take a shower before 
going to school. It was different from Hong Kong. In the morning, people in 
Hong Kong did not need to take a shower. They only brushed their teeth and 
washed their faces. After that, they continued to do whatever activities they 
needed to do, went to either school or the office. They only took a shower once, in 
the evening before going to bed. For Indonesians, it might sound funny. 
Nonetheless, it was the habit of the people in Hong Kong (Insani in Insani and 
Raihan 17-18). 
 
Working and living with people in a foreign country grants Insani a greater awareness of 
differences in habits and values. Insani is expected to learn how things work in Hong Kong and 
more importantly in her employer’s residence. This process, inevitably, forces her to compare the 
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things that work in Indonesia with those that work in Hong Kong. Take for example the 
showering habits illustrated above. Her claim that the hygiene routine in Hong Kong “might 
sound funny” is understandable. However, as people adjust and adapt to new habits, such 
differences can be bridged.  It works for Insani who admits that after a week, she finally 
managed to adjust to the family’s expectations and routines and even began to selectively adopt 
bits and pieces of their culture (18). In short, Insani was able to bridge the cultural differences by 
identifying, understanding, and accepting the new values.  
However, this is not to say that as a migrant, Insani easily accepted all of the cultural 
differences of the host country. Hong Kong’s attitudes toward crying, for instance, was a hard 
adjustment for her. People in Hong Kong tend to believe that crying or being sad brings bad 
luck. Insani is aware of this belief because her employer’s family informed her of it. Yet, for 
migrants like Insani, crying has a very different meaning as illustrated in the following quote: 
They also told me that they did not like to see me sad and crying. For people in 
Hong Kong, crying would bring bad luck to the house and/or family. Therefore, 
they were against crying. Nonetheless, crying could ease the burden of being a 
migrant like myself who lived a thousand of miles away from her family (Insani 
in Insani and Raihan 19). 
 
Here, different attitudes toward crying are presented, and meaning another cultural border to be 
bridged. Insani explains that it was not easy to cross this border as it was to adopt some of the 
habits discussed above. Her opinion that “crying can ease the burden of being a migrant” 
emphasizes a bitter fact that as domestic workers, the challenge is not only the burden of 
physical work, i.e. the domestic chores in the employer’s residence, but also the psychological 
pressure of living away from their family. People say that crying may not solve problems, but it 
still eases the psychological burden. In the case of foreign migrant workers, crying is considered 
a great tool for releasing the pent-up burdens of migrant life. In her memoir, Insani does not 
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mention how she negotiated this particular border. However, her fellow IDW, Raihan shares her 
response to this cultural difference. She confesses that she would go to her room and look out on 
the ocean (Insani and Raihan 128). Here, Raihan could cry without being seen by her employer. 
This allowed her to take care of her own needs without breaking the local cultural codes. 
Another border is successfully bridged. 
 Whereas Insani adapts more easily to the host culture’s expectations and norms, Raihan 
seems more attuned to the injustices built into the expectation that she always conforms to her 
employer’s expectations. She asserts that employers should understand that IDWs are strangers 
in a foreign country who have to deal with a variety of challenges such as socio-economic, 
cultural, racial differences. Awareness of these dynamics is essential since there is a tendency for 
employers to easily and unilaterally terminate IDWs when they are dissatisfied with IDWs’ 
working performance without first understanding it in context. Termination, according to Raihan 
puts IDWs at a disadvantage and requires them to go through the cycle of recruitment again, 
paying installment fees each time they switch employers without finishing their two-year 
contract. If an IDW has to change employers several times, she may find herself essentially 
working without pay because she owes more to the agency than she receives each month. 
Raihan’s concern is encapsulated in the following passage: 
Ideally, they [employers] ought to know that foreign domestic workers were 
strangers to their community. However, a rich and heartless employer could easily 
send a maid back to her homeland or agency. Yes, firing them. A termination. As 
a result, an IDWs had to start the process [of getting a new employer] from 
scratch. This means she would not get any payment despite her hard work for 
months (Raihan in Insani and Raihan 127). 
 
Raihan’s criticism suggests that she has acquired a capacity for critical border thinking. Such 
thinking allows her to map out the problem, identify its source, and eventually find the best 
solution. By recognizing the importance of bridging language or other cultural barriers, for 
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example, IDWs such as Raihan have the potential to dismantle the attitudes that drive employers’ 
oppressive treatment of their maids, including various abuses and termination. 
Though they each treat the topic differently, Insani and Raihan both devote significant 
space to discussing immigrant challenges which can make them suffer from both physical and 
psychological stress. Søren Frank notes that immigrant suffering becomes an essential part of 
most immigrant narratives embodied as “a necessary series of trials” (17) important elements in 
literary texts. Ranging from fairytales to tragedy, Frank exemplifies the notions of trials from 
scholars such as Vladimir Propp and Aristotle—that heroes must suffer and experience pathos as 
the basis of tragedy—emphasizing the significance of suffering in literary texts. However, this is 
not to say that IDWs’ narratives take tragedy as its basic plot. Suffering and difficulties are 
generally expressed in their narratives but more as “a necessary series of trials” that shape these 
women to be tougher, work harder and pray more. The primary works in the corpus do signify 
the necessity to work hard in order to solve the problems relating to cultural borders, and after 
giving one’s best effort, to put faith in God’s to handle the rest. The authors thus seem to be 
utilizing immigrant challenges to motivate both their protagonists and their readers to strive to 
become more diligent and more religious. 
 The discussion above suggests that foreign domestic workers like Insani and Raihan 
cannot escape from the cultural norms of the host country. Moreover, as live-in domestic 
workers, these women live under the same roof with their employers and are bound to follow the 
rules of their employers’ residences. Thus, IDWs have no option but to adjust in order to meet 
their employers’ expectations. 
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Linguistic Barriers 
In her memoir, Insani admits to having difficulties with language difference. 
Surprisingly, she is able to overcome her language problem by learning Cantonese17 with her 
employer’s children. “I realized that learning language with children was a lot better and faster 
than learning with adults who often got frustrated easily," Insani writes, explaining her success in 
crossing language border (Insani in Insani and Raihan 24). Insani’s experience reveals that 
linguistic barrier is one of the abstract borders that play a significant role in the world of 
domestic employment. Mastering the host country’s language is imperative because this kind of 
employment relies heavily on effective communication between the employers and employees. 
Therefore, only with sufficient language competency can IDWs perform their work well. It is 
true that she had difficulties at first since language learning takes time. Nonetheless, as time went 
by, she improved. After three months she had better communication with her employer and had 
formed positive relationships with the children. Interestingly, a similar experience is illustrated in 
one of the three short stories. Like Insani, Eny, the protagonist in Kine Risty’s story “Lesson 
Learnt in the Land of Concrete” learns Cantonese from her employer’s four-year old daughter. 
This implies that learning the host country’s language alongside or by communicating with the 
children that these women take care of is quite common among IDWs.  
Both Insani and the fictional character, Eny, not only find a solution to their language 
problems, but also forge stronger connections with their employers’ children and thus strengthen 
their positions in their employers’ households. Such close relationships between employers’ 
children could potentially become a liability for IDWs’ as well as an asset, as it might provoke 
                                                          
17 Cantonese is the language spoken in Hong Kong. 
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jealousy from the children’s mother, and even resentment or hatred. However, this does not 
happen to Insani or Eny. 
Raihan shares a similar story. Fully aware of her limited Cantonese, Raihan admits that 
she had difficulty communicating with her male employer and his mother. Luckily for her, her 
employer’s daughters are fluent in English. Thus, they become her interpreter every time Raihan 
has difficulty understanding her employer’s instructions (Insani and Raihan 127). By learning 
and communicating in the host country’s language or in a common language spoken in both 
countries, such as English, Raihan challenges the image of IDWs as ignorant subordinates, and 
thus reduces the chances of being treated like one. 
Religious Borders  
Religious borders emerge from religious differences. Coming from Indonesia, the largest 
Muslim country in the world, most IDWs are Muslim. Living in a country where Islam is not the 
main religion brings challenges for IDWs. In terms of food, for example, it might be difficult for 
IDWs to get halal18 food. Also, if they are observant Muslims, IDWs have to observe their 
religious rituals, such as prayer performed five times daily19 and the fast during the Ramadan.20 
Most employers are not Muslims and may not accommodate the observance of Muslim religious 
practices by, for instance allowing IDWs to do shalat,21 fasting, or separating pork—which 
Muslims are prohibited from consuming—from their other foods in their daily meals. Observant 
Muslim IDWs thus often face challenges in maintaining their religious practices. In their 
narratives, many IDWs admit that they worry about fulfilling religious rituals even before 
                                                          
18 Halal food for Muslims is similar to Kosher food for Jew. Halal meat for example, refers to the meat that has been 
slaughtered and prepared as prescribed by Mu slim law. 
19 This daily prayer is known as shalat. 
20 Ramadhan is the ninth month of the Islamic calendar. During this month, Muslims observe fasting from sunrise to 
sunset. As one of the five pillars of Islam, fasting during Ramadhan is mandatory for every Muslim. 
21 Shalat is the Indonesian spelling for Salat in Arabic. 
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arriving in their host countries, while they are still attending the mandatory training in Indonesia 
because they hear rumors about maids not being allowed to perform religious rituals in certain 
host countries. This creates apprehensions and adds to their already layered anxieties and fears 
about working abroad.  
Insani does not specifically discuss difficulties caused by religious differences. On the 
contrary, she enjoys the freedom to perform her Muslim religious rituals while working for her 
first employer, who does not require her to prepare pork, and her second employer, who allows 
her to wear Muslim headcover (Insani in Insani and Raihan 19, 29). Meanwhile her fellow IDW, 
Raihan, encounters some tension when she has to fast during Ramadan. Her employers are 
worried that she might pass out during the day since she cannot eat and drink (Raihan in Insani 
and Raihan 135). She successfully proves that she is able to do her work while fasting.  
However, some stories in the corpus do portray IDWs as constrained and even prohibited 
from performing their religious rituals for various reasons. Some host countries have well-earned 
reputations for being unfriendly to Muslims. Neng Rinrin in her short story “If Your Heart is 
Content” emphasizes this issue. Ri, the main character, is struggling to adjust to the expectations 
of her employer’s mother, Mama, who constantly criticizes her work, while still performing her 
religious observances. Commenting on her situation, Ri says, 
It was an open secret that it was hard for a maid in Hong Kong to get employers’ 
permission to do religious rituals. They thought those ritual practices were a waste 
of time. Oftentimes I cried remembering my sin of abandoning the compulsory 
religious rituals. However, I was completely helpless. King’s temperamental 
mother always kept an eye on me, day and night. I had limited space. Yeye and 
Mama forbade me to pray because they did not want their house to be 
contaminated (Rinrin 241). 
 
Ri’s story confirms the rumor circulated in the training center that some host countries do not 
accommodate IDWs’ religious practices. She mentions that employers often do not allow their 
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maids to perform their religious rituals for fear that they may waste time or even “contaminate” 
the employers’ house. It is not clear what her employers mean by contamination since there is no 
further explanation. I suspect that what is meant by “contamination” is closely related to the 
binaries that exist within domestic employment, which produce numerous abstract borders that 
create colonial differences between employees and employers, payee versus payer, dirty versus 
clean. If these borders are sufficiently rigid, then employers might construe any act of border 
crossing as a form of “contamination.” Bridget Anderson in her book Doing Dirty Work: The 
Global Politics of Domestic Employment, addresses this issue arguing that: 
The domestic worker, whether ‘cleaner,’ ‘nanny’ or ‘servant,’ is fulfilling a role, 
and crucial to that role is her reproduction to the female employer’s status 
(middle-class, non-laborer, clean) in contrast to herself (worker, degraded, dirty). 
I assert, with particular reference to the caring function of domestic labor, that it is 
the worker’s ‘personhood,’ rather than her labor power, which the employer is 
attempting to buy, and that the worker is hereby cast as unequal in the exchange 
(2). 
 
I believe that the issue of contamination invoked by Ri’s employers aligns with Anderson’s 
explanation of binaries and unequal power relations within domestic employment. Because the 
maid is seen as dirty, her ritual is thought to soil the “cleanliness” of the employer’s house. 
Moreover, any assertion by an IDW of self-hood or the home culture in the employer’s 
household could be construed as a threat to the employer’s authority. The notion of dirtiness is 
thus used to reinforce the colonial power differential and justify discrimination based on 
religious differences. Abandoning religious rituals psychologically affects the domestic worker, 
as Ri illustrates when she writes, “Oftentimes, I cried remembering my sins.” Nonetheless, this 
does not mean that Ri gives up her religious observance entirely. She tries her best to continue 
performing these rituals secretly. Her negotiation of the religious border is reflected in the 
following passage: 
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However, since I had my own room, I could do shalat unbeknownst to them. 
Sometimes I pretended to be entering the restroom22 and closed the door. I 
actually went straight to my room and did shalat. That happened when I had to do 
day time prayer. Meanwhile, I found no difficulties doing nighttime prayers since 
I closed my bedroom door anyway (Rinrin 241). 
 
Faced with this border conflict and driven by her self-guilt for not being able to perform shalat 
regularly, Ri does not succumb to the pressures of the dominant culture, but rather finds 
innovative solutions. Though psychologically stressful, the challenges that IDWs face do not 
necessarily inhibit their expression of their own identities; often, these challenges motivate them 
to stretch themselves and find creative solutions.  
Many IDWs are actually dealing with the same problem as expressed in Ri’s story. 
However, not all of them are successful in finding workable solution. Sometimes IDWs are 
forced to give up their religion practices and even principles in the name of employment—by 
consuming pork,23 for instance—as illustrated in Kine Risty’s “Lesson Learnt in the Land of 
Concrete.” The main character’s employer expects Eny to eat pork. However, Eny refuses. This 
results in a conflict, as encapsulated in the exchange below: 
One day, Ma’am talked seriously to me: “Eny! I don’t like you not eating pork.” 
Her voice sounded like a thunder in my ears. Dear God! She even threatened me 
to send me back to Indonesia just because I refused to eat pork. I could not hold in 
my tears and cried in front of her. I told her that as a Muslim I was not supposed 
to eat pork. She was terribly angry with me. “Oh, Indonesia is Indonesia! But this 
is Hong Kong and you have to eat pork!” she snarled shutting the door hard. 
Bhlaaarrr! After I refused to eat pork, my Ma’am started to change her attitude 
toward me. She often got irritated easily. One day, she told my agency staffer 
about my refusal. Of course, the easily irritated agency staffer was so mad at me. 
The staff babbled like a lunatic and told me that he had successfully made many 
IDWs eat pork. Some agency staff even asked the employers to terminate their 
maids if they refused to eat pork (Risty in Cahyani 112) 
 
                                                          
22 Ri’s room is connected to the restroom. 
23 Muslims are prohibited to consume pork. 
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Eny’s experience underscores another challenge of being a Muslim in Hong Kong. To justify her 
own requirement, the employer puts emphasis on Eny’s foreignness and demand that while in 
Hong Kong, she follows the law of the land. In other words, her employer strengthens her own 
position by strengthening the association between different binaries. Indonesia versus Hong 
Kong becomes equal to Muslim versus non-Muslim as well as no pork versus pork. The agency 
staffer’s siding with the employer emphasizes the structural power imbalance that disadvantage 
IDWs and illustrate the tendency of the more powerful parties to not consider IDWs’ human 
right when making decisions. This story demonstrates that IDWs are sometimes deliberately 
prevented from implementing creative solutions to their problems. Faced with this multilayered 
oppression, Eny ends up submitting her resignation. 
Despite all these obstacles, some of IDWs successfully negotiate conflicts over religious 
difference. By exercising patience and perseverance, they are able to adjust to host country 
without giving up their religious identities, and practices ignoring criticism of their religion and 
pressures to give up their Islamic practices such as wearing hijab.24 An anonymous protagonist in 
Juwana Azza’s “Ramadhan in Willingness,” for example, successfully negotiates conflicts at the 
religious border.  She initially hoping to work in a factory in Taiwan, where fixed schedules 
would allow her to fulfill her religious rituals more easily than she could in the less structured 
environment of domestic employment. However, fate brings her to Hong Kong, a destination that 
she thinks of as unfriendly to Muslims. This preconception conditions her to prepare herself and 
plan ahead so that she can fast secretly during Ramadhan. She explains, 
I finally got the idea to save my lunch, whether it was noodles or rice, in a box 
and put it in the fridge. I took the box out of the fridge before bed time along with 
chopsticks or a spoon and, a bottle of water and brought them to my room. I 
would put them near the window to conceal them. The food would not go bad, 
and by the time I ate, it would be less cold. Yeah, I had no choice but to eat cold 
                                                          
24 Hijab is a head covering worn by Muslim women. 
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food in the dark with or without appetite. I tried to reach for the food slowly and 
make as little noise as possible because I was afraid that I would wake everybody 
in the room next door, or my male employer who often stayed up late watching 
soccer games (Azza 66). 
 
Saving her lunch enables the main character to maintain her religious practice of fasting. She 
does have to accept consuming cold food, which makes her eat without much pleasure. 
Nonetheless, she is aware that she has no other options. The anonymous protagonist is able to 
map out her situation and come up with a viable solution to the problem, at least during the 
week. Saturdays and Sundays pose a different challenge, as her employers eat at home on the 
weekend or go out to restaurants. To overcome this problem, the main character applies a 
different strategy, as outlined in the following quotation: 
If they would eat in a restaurant, I had no option other than to tell them that I had 
a stomachache, or, that I would eat at home since I still had things to do. If they 
ate at home, I would pretend to eat bit by bit. I actually put the food slowly into a 
box, which I would put it in the fridge for the morning meal. (Azza 67) 
 
Coming up with strategies to solve her problem is not easy as the main character has to observe 
her employer’s meal routines carefully and then think of the best excuses to exempt her from 
participating in them. Eventually, the main character successfully completes the month of 
fasting, and the next year she is brave enough to ask the employer’s permission to fast.  
Requesting permission requires its own set of “soft skills” in addition to the “hard skills” 
required to keep her religious practices secret. The protagonist must engage in subject 
positioning, which requires good communication skills, as illustrated below: 
I was finally able to finish fasting unbeknownst to my employer. I told them the 
truth a year after. My employer actually disagreed because she was afraid that I 
might get sick. However, I told her, “Last year I fasted, and I was fine.” After 
that, she did not think it as a big deal. She reacted similarly when I was doing my 
shalat. After a year, she caught me praying. She argued, telling me, “How will 
you take care of my children when you leave them to pray?” “Relax, Madame. I 
have prayed since the first day I came to your house. Everything is okay, right?” 
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She finally gave up and allowed me to do my religious rituals as long as I 
prioritized the care of her children (Azza 68). 
 
This narrative illustrates that as long as IDWs are able to convince their employers that they are 
able to perform their work well, many employers will allow them to fulfill the religious rituals. 
All of these instances demonstrate that being a domestic worker does involve not only cleaning 
and tending to employer’s needs but also attending closely to their employers’ daily practices 
and routines, using the information they gather to solve complex logistical problems, balancing 
their own needs against their employers,’ and choosing rhetorical strategies that their employers 
will find convincing. What the unnamed character has done also signifies her flexibility. She 
finds a way to fast or to do shalat that is compatible with the norms of the host culture instead of 
insisting on performing these rituals exactly the way she used to in Indonesia.  
IDWs like this anonymous character often have to cultivate an awareness of their 
employers’ needs so that they can meet those needs in ways that are compatible with their own. 
This reflects Anzaldúa’s notion of mestiza consciousness, which refers to the fluidity and 
flexibility required to juggle between multiple cultures. Anzaldúa characterizes this flexibility as 
the only viable alternative to rigidity, which equals death. In IDWs’ case, such flexibility can 
manifest in their many sacrifices and problem-solving strategies, which have the capacity to 
subvert the power dynamics in their employers’ households and function as a form of resistance 
against forced assimilation and the stripping away of rights.  
 The discussion in this subsection has demonstrated that IDWs put tremendous effort into 
dealing with the various border challenges they encounter. It is true that some are successful, 
while others might not achieve the desired result. Nonetheless, IDWs’ efforts underscore a 
bittersweet reality in the sphere of domestic employment. Experiences of migration raise 
migrants’ awareness of cultural differences and their confidence in their ability to negotiate these 
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differences. IDWs’ written narratives, in turn, can raise public awareness of these dynamic and 
lead to greater appreciation of these women and their contribution to both their home and their 
host countries. Immigrant challenges, as expressed in their narratives encourages readers to think 
more about the challenges these migrant women have to face during their employment in the 
host countries. In Indonesia, IDWs’ immigrant challenges, as illustrated in their narratives, is not 
as widely recognized as their material contributions to the home country: e.g. the big houses that 
they have built in their hometowns. Most Indonesian are not aware that IDWs’ material 
successes do not exist in a vacuum. It is the fruit of hard work and sacrifice. Attention must be 
brought to narratives featuring IDWs’ immigrant challenges before IDWs can be widely 
recognized, as Mezzadra and Neilson have proposed, as “women of valor.” The following 
section discusses the impact of IDWs’ border awareness to politicize their everyday experiences 
and cultivate political subjectivity. 
IDWs’ Narratives: IDWs’ Mundane Experiences and Their Production of Political 
Subjectivity 
In the world of domestic employment, IDWs are often positioned as the subaltern. 
However, from the previous discussion of border crossing, I argue that many of these women are 
also empowered by their own migratory experiences, which contribute to the re-construction of 
their identities as migrants who are exposed to new perceptions, values, and habits in their host 
countries. Indeed, those are not mutually exclusive: an individual may be simultaneously 
oppressed by certain elements of an experience and empowered by others, or instances in 
unfamiliar contexts may motivate individuals to come up with creative solutions to problems 
they never imagined they would have to face, thereby empowering themselves. Based on their 
narratives, it is fair to say that IDWs’ lives are enriched by their migratory experiences and the 
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acquisition of border awareness. IDWs’ border awareness emerges from their border crossing 
experiences, for as Felicity A. Nussbaum writes, knowledge is indeed the product of experience 
(160). In addition, by converting their migratory experiences into written narratives, IDWs are 
able to navigate their own subjectivity and transcend subaltern status. Thus, IDWs’ narratives 
become a means to mediate the unvoiced aspirations of these women.  
In their struggles to overcome border challenges, IDWs inevitably have to think about 
their subject position. Being caught up in the net of colonial differences within domestic 
employment, IDWs are conditioned to prepare themselves for any situation they might be pushed 
into. Border-related challenges bring IDWs to be aware of their surroundings, which include 
their physical and social surroundings as well as the relationships between their employers, the 
agency staff, and themselves. This raises questions regarding how IDWs "negotiate their access 
to resources and networks of belonging plus their recognition as subjects with 'the right to have 
rights'” (Arendt 1975:260 in Krause 2011: 117). Through these mutually reinforcing processes of 
cultivating awareness and transcribing experiences, opportunities emerge to dismantle the 
colonial modes of oppressions. I argue that the experiences represented in IDWs’ narratives 
demonstrate that the process of crossing borders challenges these women to cultivate their own 
political subjectivity. Even though not all IDWs are successful in negotiating the border 
challenges they encounter, their narratives and the complex problem-solving strategies depicted 
in them prove that these women are far more than mere “maids.”  
By drawing up on their everyday lives to craft their written narratives, IDWs are giving 
meaning and significance to the “ordinary stories” that shape their day-to-day. Joan W. Scott 
emphasizes that what matters is not only the subjects who own the experience but also the 
“subjects who are constituted through experience” (60). Scott also defines internal experience as 
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“an expression of an individual’s being or consciousness,” and external experience as “the 
material upon which consciousness then acts” (Scott 61). Putting Scott’s arguments in the 
context of IDWs narratives, this means that by articulating their lived experiences, IDWs’ 
narratives actualize their conscious subjectivity. 
As illustrated in their narratives, even in their everyday lives, IDWs are oftentimes caught 
in situations where they need to perform an act, thereby “challenging, opposing, negotiating, 
maintaining, and readjusting prevailing conditions” (Häkli and Kallio 57). The capacity to carry 
out these acts is what Häkli and Kallio identify as political agency within the realm of political 
ordinary. Simply by conceptualizing and implementing solutions to their border conflicts, then, 
IDWs are executing political acts and constituting themselves as subjects with political agency. 
Häkli and Kallio indeed suggest the importance of focusing on day-to-day “experiences of 
subject positions” to recognize and examine one’s political agency as well as the political 
moments in which they find themselves (66). IDWs’ narratives serve as effective vehicles for 
studying their political subjectivity since these narratives mostly illustrate their everyday lives. 
In their daily lives, IDWs are not only involved in conflicts with their employers, but also 
conflicts with the employer’s family members when negotiating conflicts caused by various 
abstract borders, IDWs invariably consider their compromised position with a cluster of 
binaries—master-servant, dominant-subordinate, powerful-weak, bold-timid, clean-dirty, etc.—
and take action to secure their subject position in order to avoid total oppression and subjugation. 
In other words, they must find ways to show that they are “subject with the right to have rights.” 
The colonial differences between IDWs and their employers are designed to negate the fact that 
these women are people who deserve appreciation and respect. By constituting themselves as 
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political subjects, both in their daily life and in their narratives, IDWs are reestablishing this 
principle and their “right to have rights.” 
Cases where IDWs are forced to abandon their religious practices25 are examples of 
political moments. Eny, the main character in Kine Risty’s “Lesson Learnt in the Land of 
Concrete,” experiences a political moment when her employer tries to force her to consume pork. 
Her refusal to comply constitutes the emergence of Eny’s political agency. Eny’s employer 
cannot accept her refusal and tries to invoke the notions of space and belonging to justify her 
demand, by constructing Hong Kong as a space in which the consumption of pork, instead of 
being prohibited, is mandatory. The employer attempts to position Eny as a passive subject and 
assimilate her into the mainstream culture of Hong Kong at the expense of her Indonesian 
Muslim identity. Yet, Eny remains fully aware of her agency and chooses conflict with her 
employer over giving up her religious principles. The excerpt below demonstrates her strong will 
in defending her belief. 
“Dear God, is this the devil in the form of a human?” my heart screamed. 
I had to be tough. I held onto my principle firmly.  
Who is afraid to go back to Indonesia? I still had my parents who would give me 
a warm welcome. I did not want to submit to the human-faced devil (Risty 112-
113). 
 
By calling her employer “the human-faced devil,” Eny rejects the employer’s framing of the 
conflict—i.e. as one constructed by spaces, identities, and borders: Hong Kong vs. Indonesia, 
non-Muslim vs. Muslim—and instead frames the conflict as a battle between good and evil with 
Eny representing the forces of good. Eny thus resists her employer’s attempt to dominate her 
internally as well externally, establishing not only political agency, but also political subjectivity 
and consciousness. 
                                                          
25 The rights to perform religious rituals such as daily prayers and fasting. 
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 Another example is shared in Raihan’s memoir. One of the political moments she 
experiences is when she tries to negotiate her contract. Raihan asks her employers not to take her 
to restaurants for dinner since they serve pork. Her female employer, Ivonne refuses to grant 
Raihan’s request because she has taken Raihan as her own daughter and thus requires Raihan to 
participate in family events such as going out to eat (Raihan in Insani and Raihan 136). However, 
Raihan who does not want to risk compromising her religious principles, insists that her request 
be granted or says if it is not, then she will not extend the contract. Ivonne argues that if Raihan 
does not work for her family, she must leave Hong Kong. For Raihan, Ivonne’s request does not 
make any sense since she has the working permit. Her awareness on her own right to work in 
Hong Kong on her own terms and her willingness to exercise it is demonstrated in the excerpt 
below: 
Finally, at the end of March, I left my first employer’s house […] Because they 
could not grant my request, I decided to leave. I had the right to determine my 
own way even though I felt sad for my female employer who had been kind to 
me. I realized that it was rare to have a kind female employer like her. But I had 
made up my mind (Raihan in Insani and Raihan 137). 
 
Rihan’s decision to either extend or renew her contract becomes political, with her right to work 
granting her a leverage to negotiate things that are important to her, such as her religious 
principle. It is important to note that choosing to end her contract still puts Raihan at risk—as she 
notes, it is difficult to find a kind employer, and there is no guarantee that her next employer will 
not abuse her—but still she exercises her agency, choosing to confront her employer directly 
rather than giving up her religious rights.  
The experiences of both Eny and Raihan illustrate the types of political acts that IDWs 
often perform, which turn them into “acting and developing subjects” (Häkli and Kallio 70). 
Regarding the political acts, Häkli and Kallio further contend that such acts “concern anything 
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that human subject become attentive to, with the potential of maintaining, challenging, and 
transforming the conditions from which they spring” (71). Both sample cases from Eny and 
Raihan illustrate instances of political subjectivity emerging in the context of everyday life. 
Conclusion 
 This chapter has demonstrated IDWs’ immigrant challenges, as produced by their 
encounters with abstract borders, and their attempts to cross these borders and negotiate cultural 
differences. Their narratives—both memoirs and short stories—express similar ideas, implying a 
close relationship between factual experiences in their memoirs and the creatively imagined 
experiences articulated in fiction. Though, memoir and short story are differently crafted, both 
can have similar discursive functions, shedding light on IDWs’ unknown stories, and the 
suffering they experience when crossing symbolic borders. Bringing the unfamiliar stories to the 
public can challenge the hegemonic dominant narratives about these migrant women and present 
alternate narratives contesting the common stereotypes about foreign domestic workers that are 
widely circulated in Indonesia.   
 IDWs’ border struggles have enabled these women to constantly search for spaces where 
they can develop and empower themselves despite the strong grip of colonial relations within 
domestic employment. These women’s efforts to cope with the difficulties of migratory life 
heighten their awareness of different borders, and IDWs’ everyday border struggle catalyze the 
cultivation of political subjectivity by making meaning from seemingly mundane experiences. 
Every strategy, negotiation, and creatively executed acts of resistance to oppression brings IDWs 
a greater confidence to stand up for themselves. This perspective alone has the potential to 
subvert, dismantle, and disempower colonial differences in the relation between employers and 
employees. Yet, Shiho Sawai, in her article “Ambivalent Marginality: Literary Activities of 
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Muslim Indonesian Migrant Domestic Workers in Hong Kong,” also describes the potential 
power one can derive from writing one’s own narratives, referring to the “freedom” of 
representing what she identifies as “an ideal of Self” (Sawai 17). She underscores the 
significance of narrative as site of empowerment where one can “decide” how to tell and make 
meaning from one’s own stories. This notion describes IDWs’ narratives well. 
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Chapter Two 
The Politics of Dislocation and Transnational Motherhood amongst  
Indonesian Domestic Workers  
The rapid change and growth of the global economy has facilitated global migration in 
which female participation has skyrocketed, especially in the informal sector, including 
professions such as domestic employment.26 The overwhelming female presence in the global 
migrant workforce raises issues, among other things, for transnational mothers. Transnational 
mothers emerge as a direct consequence of the feminization of labor migration in which 
thousands of children are left behind in the country of origin (Illanes 209; Sternberg 1; Susanti 
34; Anggraeni 2006). The involvement of mothers with children in the global migration27 forces 
them to experience mothering from afar, which “creates a dislocated chain linking a woman as a 
mother, another woman as a carer, and their children, in terms of the provision of love, care, and 
supervision” (Dewi 209). Taking the role as the major breadwinner, these women migrants step 
out of their domestic domain—which in most cultures is seen as the default domain of the 
woman—into the public space.  
In light of this observation, Elisabeth Dewi’s study, which examines Indonesian migrant 
women who work as foreign domestic workers, shows that these women migrants have moved 
beyond their expected roles28 of household and family care (213). The new role situates them to 
work in foreign countries to support their families economically. These women contribute to the 
family, but from outside the patriarchal ideals of female being in the domestic domain. Their 
                                                          
26 “Of all the international migrants, women represent 83 percent of the 52-100 million domestic workers 
worldwide” (ILO) 
27 This does not solely apply to women who migrate because of economic reason but also others such as international 
students who have to leave their children behind in their home country during their study in the host country.  
28 These roles refer to the patriarchal expectations of ideal woman and/or mother circulated in Indonesia. 
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decision to migrate, to a certain extent, underscores the convergence of the “socioeconomic and 
familial pressures” put upon them (Dewi 213; Millman 72; Utamidewi et al. 70; Illanes 205). 
This condition underscores the fact that the feminization of poverty is closely related to the 
feminization of migration. 
Studies about women migrants often reveal the widely known impact of women’s 
migration on the families left behind, especially, their children (Hochschild 22). However, there 
have not been many explorations of the impact of migration on migrant mothers. Quoting S. 
McGuire and K. Martin (2007), Rosa Maria Sternberg, in her study of the experiences of 
transnational Latina mothers, contends that the separation between migrant mothers and their 
children haunts the everyday life of migrant mothers while they are employed in their destination 
countries (1). Phyllis W. L. Lau et al., in their study of acute psychiatric disorders in Filipino and 
Indonesian foreign domestic workers in Hong Kong, reveal that migrant women are considered a 
group at risk of “psychiatric morbidity” (569). They further explicate that various stressors such 
as “family problems, marital/courtship problems, job related problems, and financial difficulties” 
(Lau et al. 571) have contributed to severe psychological and physiological issues among women 
migrants. According to their research, Indonesian domestic workers “become ill significantly 
within 2 years after their arrival in Hong Kong” (Lau et al. 572). Thus, this study underscores the 
emotional and psychological vulnerability of women migrants. 
The often-overlooked impact of migration on women, especially migrant mothers, is the 
focus of this chapter. Emotions related to separation is rarely covered in the media. Instead, 
stories about Indonesian women migrants’ misfortunes such as work-place accidents, abuses, and 
other misfortunes, are relatively common. National newspapers’ headlines about IDWs’ 
misfortunes such as “Wasni TKI asal Cirebon Kerap Disiksa dan Tidak Digaji Selama 45 Bulan” 
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(“Wasni, IDW from Cirebon, Frequently Abused and Not Paid for 45 Months,” Sindonews 
2017), “Dua TKI Indonesia Terancam Hukuman Mati di Singapura” (“Two Indonesian Migrant 
Workers Faced Death Sentence in Singapore,” CNNIndonesia 2017) and “Seorang TKW asal 
Malang dikabarkan Bunuh Diri di Hong Kong (“An IDW Committed Suicide in Hong Kong,” 
Kompas.com) reveal the circulation of certain narratives on IDWs. International media such as 
the Strait Times, a Singaporean periodical, often features IDWs—widely referred as “maids”—in 
the headlines, but most of these headlines focus on sensational stories—e.g. work-place 
accidents, mistreatment of maids by employers, mistreatment of employers by maids, maids 
convicted of criminal, violent acts—rather than on the comparatively “mundane” challenges of 
transnational motherhood such as the emotional and psychological stress caused by the spatial 
and temporal separation. 
In the midst of widespread media attention to IDWs, some of these women are writing 
their own stories, creating both fictional, non-fictional, and poetic accounts of their migratory 
experiences. By examining these women’s narratives, this chapter seeks to investigate the impact 
on migrant mothers of physical separation from their children, as articulated in IDWs’ narratives. 
I argue that in Bayu Insani’s memoir—Diary 1—and the selected poems “My Longing” by 
Nurfadilah, “My Children” by Meriati Rambu Sida, and “Under the Sky of Singapore” by Wiwik 
Tri Winarsih, these authors reveal migrant mothers suffer severe emotional and psychological 
symptoms as a result of separation from their children, including homesickness, stress, 
loneliness, and yearning for physical touch. In their narratives, we see the ways in which these 
women’s beliefs about ideal motherhood29 collide with their current status as migrants residing 
in their host countries. As different interests intersect, inner conflicts occur. On the one hand, as 
                                                          
29 This belief refers to the commonly acknowledged values of ideal motherhood which are rooted from the patriarchal 
expectations of ideal motherhood. 
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mothers, all IDWs—the memoirist and the IDW protagonists in the selected poems—desire and 
are expected to nurture and stay with their children. On the other hand, as breadwinners, these 
women take on the responsibility to provide for their children and family back home. Such a 
situation forces IDWs to weigh the costs and benefits of staying with their children while the 
whole family suffers hunger and poverty or living far away from home but providing their 
families with daily necessities. Both options have harmful consequences that are well illustrated 
in their narratives.  
Being transnational mothers has challenged the common view that a woman’s place is at 
home (Parreñas 40). This view is rooted in patriarchal gendered norms that define the basic 
structural framework of labor division in the patriarchal family where the father is economically 
responsible for the family and the mother’s role is reproduction and child care (Dewi 219). Yet 
as Judith K. Benhard et al. observe, “in the present circumstances […], the high expectations 
associated with the conventional views about motherly devotion have given rise to a number of 
problematic situations and frequently have produced a great deal of distress to some mothers” 
(5). 
In this chapter, I analyze the lived experiences of IDWs as transnational mothers as 
articulated in a memoir written by Bayu Insani, an IDW (now a returnee) who has worked in 
Hong Kong. Her memoir, “Diary part 1 Menerawang Masa Depan di Negeri Orang” (“Looking 
at the Future in a Foreign Country”) is taken from TKW Menulis (IDWs Write), a collaborative 
memoir project written with Ida Raihan. This memoir was published in 2011. I also examine 
three poems from an anthology written by IDWs in Singapore titled Alunan Jiwa Kembara (The 
Melody of a Traveler Soul) published in 2017. The poems discussed in this chapter are 
“Rinduku” (“My Longing”) by Nurfadilah, “Anakku” (“My Children”) by Meriati Rambu Sida 
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and “Di Bawah Langit Singapura” (“Under the Sky of Singapore”) by Wiwik Tri Winarsih. In 
addition, one non-fiction work is used to add the nuance of IDWs’ experience of being 
transnational mothers and serves as an important reference throughout the discussion. Tentang 
Sedih di Victoria Park: Kisah Buruh Migran Indonesia di Hong Kong (About Sadness in Victoria 
Park: Stories about Indonesian Migrant Workers in Hong Kong) is a collection of IDWs’ lived 
stories written by Fransisca Ria Susanti, a journalist, edited by Mathori A. Elwa.  Her book, 
published in 2013, illustrates the journey of Indonesian women who work as migrant domestic 
workers in Hong Kong.  
In their narratives, these women, both real and fictional, frequently express the challenges 
they face as transnational mothers and reveal the psychological pain and longing caused by 
physical separation. The pain often manifests as guilt or helplessness, along with the hope for 
forgiveness and understanding from the children and family left behind. Words and phrases such 
as “maaf” (“sorry”), “kasih sayang” (“love,” “affection”), “berjuang” (“to struggle”), 
“kewajiban” (“duty,” “responsibility”), “air mata” (“tears”), “segera kembali” (“to return soon”) 
and “rindu” (“longing,” “yearning”) commonly appear in the corpus, denoting multiple layers of 
painful feelings. Images of the narrators’ loved ones—the children—also permeate the texts. 
Take for example, the poem “My Longing,” which begins by expressing the speaker’s longing 
for her children. 
Holding you tight in my embrace 
Affectionately 
Alas, it is just a living memory  
(Nurfadilah 57). 
 
The longing that the speaker describes here implies that memories of physical contact with her 
child only accentuate her sense of loss and her awareness of the distance between them. These 
first three lines of Nurfadilah’s poem have already displayed one painful and bitter reality faced 
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by transnational mother, that of physical separation. Physical separation from their children turns 
out to be the most challenging aspect of life for transnational mothers (Sternberg 3). Observing 
the plight endured by transnational Latina mothers, Stenberg mentions that these women, too, 
express deep longing for the physical contact with their children (4).  
To get a clearer picture of the experiences these women are facing, this chapter begins 
with a brief review of existing scholarship on transnational motherhood, which is necessary to 
provide a framework for understanding how transnational motherhood is defined. Considering 
case studies of transnational mothers from the Philippines and Central/South America as well as 
Indonesia, this literature review attempts to offer a complex, nuanced and global portrait of 
transnational motherhood. Next, this chapter discusses the experiences of IDWs as transnational 
mothers in Hong Kong and Singapore, as articulated in their narratives. This section focuses on 
the universality of transnational mothers’ experiences, underscoring the ache of the separation, 
the assumption that the children are the reason for these women to work abroad, and the conflict 
between the notions of ideal motherhood—which strongly refers to the patriarchal expectations 
of ideal motherhood—and the material circumstances in which migrant mothers find themselves. 
The salience of pain caused by geographical separation is juxtaposed with the fact that these 
mothers’ will to provide food for their children serves as the motivation for them to work abroad 
and leave their children in the first place. In other words, the children themselves provide reasons 
for these women to work abroad. The last part of the second section discusses the emergence of a 
new notion of transnational motherhood, a result of IDWs negotiating the conflict between their 
beliefs [of the patriarchal ideal] of motherhood and the geographic and socioeconomic situations 
in which they find themselves.  
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This chapter’s third section centers on the importance of children to IDWs, as expressed 
in their narratives. The children not only provide the reason for migration, but also serve as 
inspiration for these women to endure the challenges of living and working in their host 
countries. For example, in her memoir, Insani admits that she writes because of and for her son. 
By focusing their narratives on their children, IDWs, as transnational mothers, create a defense 
mechanism to cope up with the guilt of leaving their children behind.  
Transnational Mother[hood]: Physical Separation and the Strategies in Exercising 
Mothering from Afar 
Heather L. Millman in her article “Mothering from Afar: Conceptualizing Traditional 
Motherhood,” explains that the term “transnational mother” refers to any woman who works 
abroad and leaves one or more children in the country of origin (72). However, Pierette 
Hondagneu-Sotelo and Ernestin Avila, in their study of paid domestic work in Los Angeles, 
define the term “transnational mother” more broadly and argue that it does not simply refer to 
mothers who go abroad while their children remain in the home country. According to 
Hondagneu-Sotelo and Avila, transnational motherhood means “forsaking deeply felt beliefs that 
biological mothers should raise their own children and replacing that belief with new definitions 
of motherhood” in order to psychologically accommodate necessary physical separations (557). 
Implied in this definition is the transnational mother’s perceived duty to ensure that “substitute 
care-givers” are present to take care of the children left behind (Illanes 209). Typically, this role 
is taken on by older sisters, grandparents, and other immediate family members (Benhard et al. 
24). 
Separation from their children and families forces transnational mothers “to confront and 
negotiate the assumptions and social constructions of ‘good” mothering’” (Dewi 217) that, by 
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default, tend to position these women as bad mothers. This challenge is exacerbated by media 
coverage, which tends to “vilify migrant mother[s], suggesting that their children face more 
profound problems than do those of migrant fathers” (Parreñas 40). Addressing a similar issue, 
Judith Benhard et al., in their study of the experiences of separation and reunification among 
Latin American families in Canada, argue that “when transfers of care from a mother to others 
have occurred, the mother has been found to have become subject to social disapproval and 
stigmatization” (5). Consequently, transnational mothers suffer for neglecting the patriarchal 
ideals of motherhood duties, especially the mandate to be physically present with their children. 
In their article, Benhard et al. conclude that during employment in their host countries, 
transnational mothers reported suffering from feelings that “ranged from anger and guilt to 
depression and hopelessness” (25). In connection with Benhard et al.’s conclusion, Rachel 
Salazar Parreñas makes a similar observation: that transnational mothers are more likely to 
experience feelings of “helplessness, regret, and guilt” due to the pain of family separation (361). 
In other words, transnational mothers are likely to experience personal conflicts and 
psychological problems as “the emotional consequences” of the geographical separation 
(Parreñas 361). Parreñas underlines the possibility of children left behind to suffer from “a care 
deficit” if transnational mothers “are to remain responsible for the emotional care of their 
families (364). 
Meanwhile, in the case of Indonesian transnational mothers, Wahyu Utamidewi et al. in 
their article about the communication of IDWs and their families, contend that these women’s 
absence causes their children to miss the nurture and guidance from their mothers (70). They 
further explain that mothers in Indonesia are expected to be role models for their children, setting 
examples, offering advices, providing guidance and encouraging attitudes and behaviors that 
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benefit their children (70). Consequently, the mother’s absence from the family creates a void 
that is difficult to fill.  
Being physically absent, transnational mothers are forced to strategically adapt their 
mothering practices (Parreñas 323) in order to accommodate “their roles and their sense of 
themselves as ‘good’ mothers, caregivers, workers, and even breadwinners” (Dewi 217). This 
means physical separation, to a certain extent, can be bridged so that migrant mothers can 
exercise their maternal role and connect with their children and families back home. Indeed, “for 
transnational mothers, daily life involves the constant negotiation of geographies, economics, 
and social and familial roles” (Millman 73).  
In connection to the constant negotiations mentioned by Millman, Parreñas points out 
three central methods that distant mothers use to negotiate emotional strains due to physical 
separation: “the commodification of love; the repression of emotional strains; and the 
rationalization of distance, that is, they use regulation communication to ease distance” (371). In 
addition, Parreñas finds that in general, Filipino transnational mothers make use of these three 
methods as “coping mechanism” (371). Similarly, in the case of Latina transnational mothers, 
Hondagneu-Sotelo and Avila provide an example of a mother who continues to fulfill her 
maternal role by sending money regularly, exchanging letters and pictures, and making phone 
calls (557-8). By doing so, she is able to maintain the connection between herself and the family 
back home. By sending remittances regularly, at least once a month, this transnational mother 
maintains what Parreñas calls an “intimate relation across borders” (323).  
In harmony with Parreñas and Hondagneu-Sotelo and Avila, Millman highlights 
transnational mothers’ use of information and communication technologies (ICTs) to provide 
emotional support to the children and family left behind (77). Emphasizing the role of ICTs, 
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Mirca Madianou in her article “Migration and the Accentuated Ambivalence of Motherhood: 
The Role of ICTs in Filipino Transnational Families,” recognizes that ICTs facilitate mothering 
from afar among Filipino transnational families, which empower “women to be in control of 
their households and children’s upbringing” (292). Similarly, Sternberg in her study of 
transnational Latina mothers confirms that modern technology has provided ways by which 
transnational mothers are able to “participate in such everyday occurrences as behavioral issues, 
homework, family events, financial needs, family crises, and mutual hopes for the future” (3). 
Sternberg observes that maintaining regular contact with the children and family back home 
helps to ease the pain and sadness of separation among migrant mothers and their families (3). 
The practice of sending remittances and utilizing ICTs demonstrate transnational mothers’ 
commitment to continuing to exercise their maternal role, nurturing their children even from 
afar. 
Regardless of these women’s efforts to maintain good relationships with their children, 
the dominant discourse on migrant mothers commonly casts these women as careless mothers 
who abandon their children (Paul 284). In Indonesia, for example, mothers who work abroad are 
accused of disturbing the family dynamic (Utamidewi et al. 70; Nainggolan 39). The physical 
separation is considered to contribute to the shifting gendered parental roles. When mothers 
migrate, the domestic work in the family is transferred to the fathers. This means that men are 
expected to manage domestic chores that were previously handled by their wives (Nainggolan 
39). However, this transference does not always occur smoothly. In her study of Indonesian 
transnational families, Dewi reveals that most men feel reluctant to take over their wives’ 
responsibilities in the domestic domain, such as child rearing, cooking, and cleaning and tend to 
prefer to have female relatives do the domestic chores (219). When women shift from 
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housewives to breadwinners, their husbands often experience “a loss of self-respect and dignity” 
(Dewi 219). Husbands may also find themselves facing stereotypes and discourses that devalue 
their importance in the family if they do not serve as the primary wage earner (Dewi 219). This 
means that their pride is at stake as their ability to provide for the family is publicly questioned. 
Oftentimes, men’s injured pride contributes to marital problems that in turn burden their wives, 
who are already managing the psychological stresses of working abroad. 
Assuming the Role of “Transnational Motherhood:” IDWs’ Narratives and the Portrayal 
of Transnational Mothers 
In discussing transnational motherhood, Hondagneu-Sotelo and Avila explicate widely 
held concerns about motherhood that tend to shape ideal attitudes, such as whether the mother 
can provide sustenance for her children, and whether she can ensure her children’s well-being 
and future security (562). They emphasize that migrant women workers strive to provide stable 
and healthy economic futures for their children at the cost of long-term physical separation from 
their children (Hondagneu-Sotelo and Avila 562). This is illustrated in IDWs’ narratives, which 
reveal that these women’s decisions to leave home and work abroad are motivated by the desire 
to secure good lives for their children and families. 
Bayu Insani’s memoir, “Diary 1” in TKW Menulis is perhaps, the only narrative in the 
corpus under consideration that provides chronological depictions of the challenges experienced 
by IDWs as transnational mothers. Through her migratory experiences, Insani offers an 
understanding of how it feels to be a transnational mother. Her experience as a transnational 
mother is contextualized in the first two stages of migration: pre-departure (time spent in the 
training center) and employment (time spent in the employer’s residence). In Indonesia, women 
usually apply to work abroad through a third party called a sponsor. This sponsor is generally a 
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private company known as PJTKI,30 which provides services such as labor-power to employers 
outside Indonesia. After submitting all needed documents, potential IDWs are required to 
complete work-training programs that provide them with a basic education relevant to domestic 
service.31 The training also includes instruction in various languages depending on where these 
women are going to be deployed.32  
In “Diary 1-Imagining the Future in a Foreign Country,” Insani depicts her personal 
experience as a mother who has to work abroad due to her family’s socioeconomic status. Insani 
is a devoted mother and wife who was encouraged to marry at a young age but accepts the 
complications in her married life. She admits that she never complained, even when her husband 
could not secure a steady job after they had been married for 5 years. Eventually, though, she 
realizes that living in a rural area does not provide her with enough resources to keep her family 
economically stable. Through her childhood and adult life, Insani experienced severe poverty. 
Her hardest trial was when her husband was hospitalized. Insani managed to pay the hospital bill 
by borrowing money from relatives and neighbors. Nonetheless, this makes her aware that she 
needs more money to live a decent life as well as to pay off these debts. Determined to achieve a 
better standard of living, Insani writes, 
My ideology prompted me to have more money: to build a house, to send my kids 
to school, to pay our debts, and et cetera. I tried hard to think how to get this 
money. Nonetheless, if I kept staying in the village, it would be hard for me to get 
the money in such a short time (Insani and Raihan 3). 
 
                                                          
30 PJTKI stands for Perusahaan Jasa Tenaga Kerja Indonesia or Indonesian Overseas and Domestic Employment 
Agency. Currently, the term PJTKI is no longer used. The Current term is PPTKIS, which stands for Pelaksana 
Penempatan Tenaga Kerja Indonesia Swasta or loosely translated as a private company of labor supplier.  
31 The training includes cleaning, cooking, how to operate household appliances, ironing, taking care of children and/or 
elderly etc. 
32 This means if Hong Kong is the destination country, potential IDWs have to learn Cantonese. On the other hand, if 
they are applying to work in Saudi Arabia or other Middle-Eastern countries, these women have to provide themselves 
with the ability to speak Arabic.  
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Poverty triggers Insani to take on the role of a breadwinner in order to secure her family’s well-
being. Yet to her despair, because she lacks education and technical skills, domestic employment 
is Insani’s best option. She perceives foreign domestic employment as a way to earn money 
quickly compared to having a very low-paid job in her home country.  
Securing financial independence is indeed the dream of every Indonesian woman who 
sets out on a journey to work abroad. In her book, Tentang Sedih di Victoria Park (About 
Sadness in Victoria Park), Fransisca Ria Susanti articulates this dream clearly. Her book is the 
result of two years of observation, living in close proximity to IDWs and witnessing their daily 
lives. As a journalist, Susanti tries to make public the reality of IDWs’ lives in their host 
countries, in this case, Hong Kong. In general, she argues that these women are tired of being 
poor; being prevented from getting proper educations because of their gender; being rejected by 
the job market because they lack education; being paid low wages for working in factories, 
which is not enough to make ends meet; and having to line up in public clinics because they 
cannot afford family doctors (40-41). Based on IDWs’ lived experiences, Susanti further 
emphasizes that most IDWs who come from rural areas—because of their gender—were forced 
to leave school at a young age and work in order to help support their families in the domestic 
spheres. On the contrary, their male siblings are often given opportunities and access to higher 
education.  
Education, then, is a “boy’s privilege.” Parents in rural areas typically assume that girls 
will soon accept marriage proposals and get married, and this assumption is usually invoked to 
justify their decision to make education available only for their sons. This means that there is no 
point in girls pursuing higher education simply because as adults, they will mostly likely end up 
managing household, not working in the public spheres. Commenting on rural women’s low 
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education levels in Chile, Katina Pappas-DeLuca finds a similar situation and contends that this 
disparity between men’s and women’s education levels in rural areas is a manifestation of the 
patriarchal ideals of gender roles (101). Insani is aware of this issue and illustrates Susanti’s and 
Pappas-DeLuca’s arguments, writing, 
Traditional parents always said, “a woman does not need to pursue higher 
education; it is just a waste of money. What is important is the ability to do 
domestic chores and make her husband happy; that is more than enough. In 
addition, what is most important is not to disappoint your parents when living 
with the in-laws” (Insani and Raihan 1). 
 
This gendered discrimination coerces women like Insani to give up their aspirations for higher 
education and employment. Nonetheless, Insani seems to understand the necessity of this 
situation because of the difficult living conditions in her family’s village, where they are 
struggling to make ends meet (Insani and Raihan 2). Her dreams of having a better life, being 
able to send her child to school, and paying off her debts eventually convince her to pursue a job 
overseas, as a domestic worker. 
Foreign domestic work is seen as an alternate employment option for women with limited 
skills and education, and, perhaps, unsurprisingly, “is defined as a natural extension of female 
gender roles” (Pappas-DeLuca 101). This is why, Rosie Cox in her exploration of domestic 
employment in the global economy, contends that practically and psychologically “domestic 
work can fit for women” (6). Women are typically familiar with and responsible for domestic 
labor in their own homes and can apply their skillsets to provide services such as “childcare for 
women with children at school” (6). She further elucidates that “women find it easy to get this 
work because employers assume that all women know how to do it” (6). In conclusion, “paid 
domestic labor is arguably the quintessential example of an occupation defined by the gender 
division of labor” (Pappas-DeLuca 100).  
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Insani chooses Malaysia33 as the first country in which to seek her fortune. However, her 
first job does not work out. Moreover, after two years away from home, Insani had no idea how 
her husband was spending the remittances she sent, though she found out that her family 
economics conditions were not getting any better. Nevertheless, Insani did not cry over her 
unfortunate circumstance, instead expressing gratitude for the chance to finally return to 
Indonesia and see her child. “At least, I could meet my son again,” she writes, “which was my 
only happiness“ (Insani in Insani and Raihan 3). Insani’s first employment experience reveals 
that migration does not guarantee improved financial status, especially when an irresponsible 
family member is left to manage remittances and the family’s other resources. These dynamics 
open the door for a circular migration. Soon after returning to Indonesia, Insani decides to go 
abroad for the second time. This time, she says, a broker visits and persuades her to work 
overseas, sponsored by his agency. The broker promises Insani that he would take care of 
everything and that she does not have to prepare any money for the application (Insani and 
Raihan 3). This practice is widely known as the debt-bondage34 and enables potential IDWs to 
work abroad without charge, but only on the condition that they send their first seven months’ 
salary to the recruitment agency or broker to retroactively cover all of their migration expenses.35 
Otherwise, they would have to pay the fee up front.  
                                                          
33 Malaysia is one of the top five most favorite destination countries for domestic workers from Indonesia. See 
BNP2TKI 2017. In addition, both Malaysia and Indonesia share similar language and culture, which make IDWs feel 
comfortable as they need not to struggle much to adjust to new culture and language in the host country.  
34 Debt bondage is considered to be a ‘contemporary form of slavery’ as “it can lead to the situation where the 
person holding the debt has enough power over the person so as to act if they own them (APDLW 2011: 5) 
35 “In order to work as a domestic worker, women often sign up with a recruitment agency that will organize their 
migration to another wealthier country and will set them up with an employer. Instead of paying the agency fees and 
costs of going overseas upfront, the worker may agree to work under the terms stipulated by the agency and pay off 
the debt over time through their labor. Therefore, the agency will commonly organize for the worker to go in debt 
with their associated credit agency or financial institution, this amount is then paid back by deductions out of the 
domestic workers’ wages for a particular period” (APWLD 5) The New Slave in the Kitchen: Debt Bondage and 
Women Domestic Workers in Asia 
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Once again, Insani makes up her mind to work abroad. For her, going abroad is the only 
way to pay her debts, which only accumulate day after day. Her primary financial motivation to 
work overseas is in line with Millman’s assertion that global south-to-north migration is 
dominated by poor women searching for job opportunities (72). Insani is one of them. Her 
determination to go abroad is illustrated in the following quotation: 
With a heavy heart, I asked my husband’s permission to work abroad in the hope 
of supporting the family economy and being able to send our children to school. 
For me, there was no point in staying in the village because I would not be able to 
pay the debt that was accumulating each day. There was no other way besides 
going abroad (Insani and Raihan 4). 
 
Her narrative emphasizes her willingness as a wife and mother to sacrifice her own comfort and 
well-being for the sake of the family. She believes that there is no mother who wants to be apart 
from her children, indicating her commitment of patriarchal rooted notions of ideal motherhood 
(4). Her narration below elaborates her conception of motherhood and the intense mixed feelings 
that she experiences while preparing to leave her beloved child and reside abroad:  
To be honest, my heart broke to pieces. My soul protested, even screamed as the 
approval letter was signed. I felt as if I was about to go far away, leaving my child 
behind, and never return. I was devastated. I could not even bear to think of the 
pain. If anyone asked, is there any mother who wants to be separated with their 
children? everyone would give a similar answer: that they did not want that to 
happen. Because every mother would always want to watch her children grow. 
Was it not the greatest moment for a mother to be able to see the apple of her eyes 
grow? (Insani in Insani and Raihan 4) 
 
Psychologically, Insani is not ready to work abroad and leave her child behind. Her anxieties 
persist, and it tears at her heart. Her narrative, to a certain degree, reveals a reality that is rarely 
made visible by mainstream media36: transnational mothers’ aching pain of separation. As a 
genre, memoir enables Insani to retell and reflect upon her actual experiences as a transnational 
mother. Memoir, to a certain extent, offers a unique “degree of subjectivity” which helps the 
                                                          
36 See page 56 
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readers to see that every single experience is “true to the person going through it” (Thang 2018). 
This means, compared to the mainstream media accounts, memoirs such as Insani’s allow 
readers to see the actual emotional and psychological toll of being transnational mothers takes on 
IDWs. Insani emphasizes the unbearable pain by using words and phrases such as “broke to 
pieces” and “devastated” suggesting that as a mother, her soul is no longer complete without her 
child by her side. The last two sentences clearly articulate Insani’s understanding of a good 
mother, which she is about to violate by working abroad. 
Insani points out that as a mother, what she really wants is to be with her children. 
Nothing would make her happier than watching her children grow. She also believes that all 
mothers would have similar feelings. Insani has internalized the societal archetype of the good 
mother defined by her physical presence in her children’s lives. The belief that a mother is solely 
responsible for nurturing her children has positioned women to dedicate themselves fully to 
childrearing. It means that an ideal mother should stay at home,37 which is shown in Insani’s 
question, “Was it not the greatest moment for a mother, to be able to see the apple of their eyes 
grow?” Such a perception applies in most parts of the world. In their exploration of the 
construction of motherhood, Hondagneu-Sotelo and Avila explain that both white middle class 
and women of color hold similar ideas about good mothering (549). In a similar vein, Judith K. 
Benhard et al. notes that in the Latina community, the mother is the one responsible for “many 
areas related to children” and this responsibility cannot be handed over to others (5). Therefore, 
IDWs as transnational mothers are undoubtedly transgressing this particular notion of ideal 
motherhood since they are not physically present at home to nurture their children. In light of the 
discussion above, it is clear that transnational mothers radically rearrange mother-child 
                                                          
37 See Parreñas 2002. 
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interactions and disrupt the notion of patriarchal ideals of motherhood solely because of the 
spatial and temporal separation.38  
Thus, distant mothers struggle with the patriarchal expectations of ideal motherhood 
which demands that mothering involve physical proximity to the child. This situation produces 
fear and guilt for transnational mothers like Insani, which she articulates in lines like, “my hope 
to be able to watch my son grow has gone to pieces” (4). Her conscience collides with the fact 
that she has to be away from her son, which means that Insani will definitely miss many stages 
of her son’s childhood developments. In a similar vein, Nurfadilah, an IDW in Singapore, shares 
her views about what it means to be a good mother and her concern that, as a transnational 
mother, she is not able to fulfil her responsibilities as dictated by her belief about ideal 
motherhood. In her poem titled “My Longing,” Nurfadilah vividly depicts her protagonist’s 
feelings of guilt as follows: 
Forgive me who is far away 
Cannot hold your hand as always 
Staying by your side 
Watching you grow (Nurfadilah 57) 
 
Requests for forgiveness are relatively common among the narratives used in this corpus. These 
women realize that working abroad, thousands of miles away from home, is what hinders them 
from performing the maternal role. Here, the poet emphasizes the physical separation and the 
speaker’s inability to physically tend to her children. In contrast, being physically present means 
a mother is able to accompany her children as they grow, as per the line “staying by your side, 
watching you grow.” Like Insani, the speaker’s soul is torn because she cannot see her children 
                                                          
38 See Hondagneu-Sotelo and Avila 1997 
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grow. Following her lament, the speaker tries to explain why she could not stay with her children 
in their home country and thereby justify her decision to go abroad: 
It is not that mama39 does not love you, 
But this duty I must do 
Mama has to strive 
For you, my children (Nurfadilah 57)  
 
The first two lines—"It is not that mama does not love you/ But this duty I must do”—illustrate 
the speaker’s socioeconomically determined need to work and her willingness to share the 
responsibility of earning money, take on the challenge of becoming a transnational mother, and 
risk enduring the accusation of child abandonment. For many transnational mothers, the parental 
responsibility to make ends meet overrides the maternal responsibility to remain physically close 
to the children, as prescribed by patriarchal models of motherhood. The lines above assert that 
the speaker has to sacrifice her own happiness precisely because she loves her family so much. 
Contrasting the words “love” and “duty,” the poet articulates the dilemma commonly faced by 
woman migrants like herself. In addition, she also stresses that the speaker has to work in order 
to be able to provide a better future of her children. Nurfadilah uses the word “mama” in 
reference to the speaker instead of the word “ibu,” which is the direct equivalent for the English 
word “mother.” In Indonesia, the word “mama” has become widely recognized as a synonym, 
even a substitute, for “ibu.” Though in the past “mama” was mostly used by middle- to upper- 
class families, nowadays this word tends to be widely used by families across the socioeconomic 
spectrum. Thus, it connotes a modern notion of motherhood that is capable of transcending the 
boundaries of socioeconomic class. Though only women from lower socioeconomic classes tend 
to seek employment as IDWs, the last two lines in the stanza above reveal that the speaker does 
so because she wants to secure a better future for her children—in other words, so that they can 
                                                          
39 Italicized words are not translated from the source language. 
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achieve upward mobility and will not have to raise their own children from abroad as she is 
raising them.  
The ache of physical separation is dreadful and causes anxiety among transnational 
mothers. Since transnational mothers and their families are separated by distance, they can only 
imagine and dream of the physical reunification. Nurfadilah’s “My Longing” illustrates these 
tensions. The poem’s speaker laments her grief in the following stanza: 
When this aching pain comes 
Feels like mama wants to fly home 
Locking you in my arms 
Alas, we are thousands of miles apart (Nurfadilah 57) 
 
The desire for physical contact with their children haunts transnational mothers. Yet, in the end, 
transnational mothers have no option but to accept the reality that distance lies between them and 
their families. Nurfadilah, through the poem’s speaker, is clearly aware of one of the hardest 
consequences of migration—physical separation—and strives to make it visible in the poetry. 
 Conveying similar sentiments, Wiwik Tri Winarsih in her poem “Under the Sky of 
Singapore,” expresses that the longing her protagonist feels is not only for her children but also 
for her parents. The protagonist illustrates her longing for her family as follow: 
Time I cannot buy 
When I miss Mom’s embrace 
Dad’s tender look 
My dearest children’s whining 
Don’t know when I can see them … 
I run, 
Searching every single corner of the town 
On the banks of the creek 
Even a flash of shadow I could not find 
Arid soul 
Even the swiftness of the rain 
Could not exuberate this dryness 
The sky quips 
Tears trickle down the corner of the eyes 
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“It’s useless, no one loves as sincere as Mom, Dad!” (Winarsih 77-78) 
 
The first stanza illuminates the speaker’s longing for the whole family, thereby differing from 
Nurfadilah’s “My Longing,” which expresses only the speaker’s guilt and longing for her 
children.  Winarsih’s use of longing not only accentuates the speaker’s longing for her children 
but also her parents. When the protagonist recalls the memory of her Mom’s embrace, this 
underscores the ache for physical contact. This line can also be interpreted to mean that the 
protagonist does understand the feeling of a child left behind. Paralleling her speaker’s feelings 
both as a child and as a mother, Winarsih intensifies the loneliness and longing of both migrants 
and their families. In addition, Winarsih’s speaker also misses her Dad’s tender look, as well as 
her children’s whining, orienting attention toward the family’s everyday habits and attitudes. 
Winarsih not only utilizes tactile imagery, such as in “miss Mom’s embrace,” but also visual 
imagery, as in “Dad’s tender look,” and auditory imagery, as in the speaker’s missing her 
children’s whining. The line “Don’t know when I can see them” communicates a sense of 
uncertainty, which can characterize many situations in the context of domestic employment.  
Interestingly, none of IDWs’ narratives mention longing for an absent husband. Children 
and parents are commonly mentioned as the object of IDWs’ affection and longing but rarely do 
IDWs’ mention missing of their husbands. One reason may be that some of these migrant 
mothers were already single mothers when they left their home country. Another possibility is 
that marital problems have diluted whatever longing they might have felt for their husbands. 
Husbands’ having affairs, for example, are quite common in-migrant families.  
The second stanza in Winarsih’s poem depicts the speaker’s struggle to overcome the 
pain of separation. The poet illustrates the speaker’s attempts to search for a cure for her 
loneliness in every corner of the city. Yet, she could not find any, not even a glint of her family’s 
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image. This stanza heightens the feeling of loneliness that women migrants have to endure, both 
as mothers who miss their children and as children who miss their parents. The third stanza 
quoted above dwells further on the feeling of distress that the speaker endures. Living without 
her family, she feels emptiness in her heart and refers to her “arid soul,” accentuating the 
dullness and loneliness of her everyday life in Singapore. The last few lines in the third stanza 
show that nothing can cure her longing for the family. Singapore is indeed a beautiful city-state 
with many wonders, yet these are not enough to replace what a family means in the eyes of the 
speaker.  
In connection with the discussion of the impacts of spatial separation on migrant mothers, 
Susanti in her observation of IDWs’ lives in Hong Kong, focuses the experience of Rubi, an 
IDW who shares many anxieties with the speakers in the memoirs and the poems discussed 
above. Rubi comprehends that the separation will affect the relationship between her and her son, 
and Susanti notes Rubi’s anxiety as follows: 
Rubi, an IDW from Blitar, East Java, who migrated to Hong Kong since 2005 has 
this kind of anxiety. She was afraid that her only child would despise her because 
she was not there when her son grew older. Rubi left her son when he was only 1-
year old. The time when he was about to learn how to walk and have his first 
word spoken (66). 
 
Like Insani, Rubi believes that a good mother is a mother who stays with her children. This core 
value of motherhood has made Rubi anxious about her own relationship with her son because 
she is not able to stay with him. She is worried that her son will grow up hating her for not 
staying with him and, worst of all, that he might forget her since she left when he was only a year 
old. The challenge of physical separation does situate transnational mothers like Insani and Rubi 
as well as the two protagonists in Nurfadilah’s and Winarsih’s poems, to feel helpless. Indeed, 
according to Tessa le Roux, such situations are “ironic: the women work for the sake of their 
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children, yet the very fact of employment away from home restricts the life chances of these 
children” (189).  
 The last poem, “My Children,” by Meriati Rambu Sida illustrates the impact of extended 
separation on a migrant mother and her children. The speaker characterizes her relationship with 
her children as follows: 
At the beginning of gloomy December 2003 
The blinking of lights decorates Christmas 
Tears trickled down 
Leaving my little one behind 
[…] 
Now, as [s/he] turning 15 years old 
We talk without feeling 
The golden voice weakens 
“Mama, exam fee.” (Sida 93-94) 
 
Sida’s poem illustrates how extended geographical separation can impact a migrant mother’s 
relationship with her children. Contrasting Christmas and “gloomy December 2003,” Sida 
heightens the sadness felt by the protagonist. Christmas is supposed to be a happy time where 
families gather. On the contrary, for the speaker of this poem, it becomes the time of separation 
and loss.  
The protagonist emphasizes the length of her time in Singapore. She started working in 
December 2003, leaving her “little one,” as seen in the first line of the first stanza. She does not 
say how old her child was when she left. However, the first line of the next stanza states that her 
child is “now…turning 15 years old,” indicating that several years have passed since she left 
home to work abroad. In an endnote, Sida clarifies that this poem was written in 2017. Simple 
math reveals that the speaker has spent 14 years in Singapore, and that her child was 1 year old 
when she left home. The line “we talk without feeling” indicates that the relationship seems not 
to have progressed as expected, with the mother-child connection now weakened and all 
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intimacy lost. This feeling is heightened by the last line when the protagonist’s child asks for 
money, “Mama, exam fee,” it suggests that the connection between them consists only of the 
remittance she sends.  
Concerning mother-children relation in migrants’ families, Susanti confirms that some 
IDWs have to be willing to be called “mbak” (miss) by their own children due to years of 
separation. The separation forces the children to gradually lose their memories of their own 
mothers’ faces (34). However, this is not to say that all of the children will forget their mothers. 
Sida’s poem, just like Insani’s, Nurfadilah’s, and Winarsih’s narratives, articulates the saddest 
consequence of being a transnational mother. These migrant mothers must accept the fact that 
they could not see their children grow so that they can financially support their families. In 
addition, they are not only “losing” their children, for some of these women also risk losing 
husband who are not patient enough to wait for their wives to return (Susanti 34). 
 The discussion above underscores both the importance of securing the future of the 
children and the toll it takes on mothers, who lose irreplaceable time with their children. These 
mothers are willing to sacrifice themselves and reside far away from their families in order to 
provide better economics condition for the families. Their love for the children drives them to set 
out on a journey to strange lands. Insani’s, Nurfadilah’s, Winarsih’s, and Sida’s accounts, as well 
as various studies on transnational mothers in Indonesia and South America, have confirmed 
Hondagneu-Sotelo and Avila’s widely shared concerns about migrant motherhood.40 The fact 
that transnational mothers prioritize their children’s and family’s stability over their own 
happiness and relationships with their children, not to mention their reputations, reveals that 
                                                          
40 See page 61 
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these women should be appreciated and lauded rather than condemned them as “horrible 
mothers.”  
 My Children, My Spirit: IDWs’ Narratives and the Notion of Children as the Source of 
Strength and Power 
Following the premise previously discussed—that children are the reason for migration—
the third part of this chapter hypothesizes that children serve as the source of transnational 
mothers’ strength to endure the pain of separation during employment in the host countries. In 
the context of transnational families, transnational mothers exercise long-distance mothering by 
sending remittances and using ICTs.41 However, sending money and maintaining contact with 
families back home are not the only challenges that migrant women have to face. In the context 
of IDWs, challenges relating to confinement in the training center,42 socio-cultural and linguistic 
differences in the host countries, and the employers themselves cause IDWs to suffer different 
forms of pain and sadness, both physical and psychological. This is to say that the pain of 
physical separation from families is not the only form of suffering that these transnational 
mothers have to endure, though it is arguably the most acute one. 
In her memoir, Bayu Insani articulates problems that many transnational mothers face: 
whether to stay with their children and live in poverty, suffering daily hunger; or to work abroad 
and feed their children from afar. Because of this dilemma, Insani admits that she was already a 
broken soul when she left home. She recalls her painful experience of departure, as follows:  
My broker’s Shogun motorbike took me away from the front yard. I could not 
stop my tears remembering my little one, who was also in tears looking at his 
mother through the windowpane. Oh God, I left my son in your hand. I was sure 
                                                          
41 See page 63-64  
42 Potential IDWs have to attend trainings in a training center before they start working in the host countries. The 
training ranges from weeks to 1 year depending on the ability of the brokers to find potential employers.  
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that You knew better regarding his future. Bring us together again one day, dear 
God (Insani in Insani and Raihan 5). 
 
For Insani, parting with her son is a heartbreaking moment, illustrated by the visual imagery in 
lines like “I could not stop my tears.” Her belief that a good mother should stay with the children 
is clearly challenged by the fact that she must sacrifice physical proximity to her son in order to 
support him. The image of her son crying further amplifies Insani’s sadness. In her prayer, Insani 
rests everything to God’s hands and hopes that someday, God will bring her and her son together 
again. Thus, with a heavy heart, Insani starts her journey. Still, her heart refuses to go. Insani’s 
dilemma is vivid in the following excerpt: 
I really wanted to jump from the bike and run back to hug his little body.  But, 
what about his future? This was my responsibility as his mother: to make his 
future secure. Tears were my only company on my way to the training center. 
Dear God, gave me strength! (Insani and Raihan 5).  
 
Migration and separation, no matter how much internal conflict they produce, are survival 
strategies for many families. This aligns with Sternberg’s study on Latina mothers who have to 
migrate in order to escape from poverty (1).  
Similarly, Sida in her poem “My Children,” reveals a situation where her protagonist has 
no better choice than to migrate. Both the memoir and the poem share an understanding of what 
migration can mean for these women. As a method of escaping poverty, migration can mean 
empowerment. Yet Sida’s poem casts migration not as a choice, but rather as a survival strategy. 
Got to go—away  
I could not face this life 
Hiding behind the will of fortune 
Migrating is the way out (Sida 93) 
 
The second line, “I could not face this life,” yields myriad interpretations. Is it because of 
poverty? Is the speaker escaping from violence, social pressure, or a failed marriage? Though, it 
is not clear what makes the speaker leave, the third line implies that migration offers a way out 
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of whatever difficulty the protagonist is facing in the home country. This ambiguity suggests that 
the decision to leave is necessarily driven by poverty, or not by poverty alone. 
 On her first night in the training center, Insani cannot sleep because her son was always 
in her mind. She wondered what her son would do the next day and whether or not he had eaten 
something that night. Insani recalls all the routines she usually maintained as a mother. These 
worries represent the first stage of separation. During this stage, friends in the center—according 
to Insani—are the one who could ease her pain, as only they understood how it feels to be apart 
from one’s family.43 She has not flown yet to Hong Kong, but her feelings are already torn. She 
writes, “I cried and cried thinking of my beloved son.” Insani emphasizes the pain of physical 
separation because in that situation, she can only think of her son until the pain becomes 
unbearable and leaves her devastated. 
However, this local geographical separation can be bridged since the agency allows 
IDWs’ families to visit them on Sundays. Nonetheless, for a security reason, Insani explains, 
every visitor must leave their IDs as they enter the training center and pick them up when they 
left (Insani 8). These Sunday visits allow Insani and others to meet their children and families 
and often spend the whole day talking and playing. “Yes,” Insani writes, recalling these visits, 
“my son and family were the source of my strength at that time” (Insani 8). Insani recalls similar 
excitement when she has her first work leave and visited her family. It is in December 2007, and 
Insani is surprised to see how her son had grown. She also marvels that her son is so excited and 
does not feel awkward to see her after two years, attributing this to the strong mother-and-son 
bond and the regular contact that they maintain (Insani in Insani and Raihan 30). Insani depicts 
her excitement as follows: 
                                                          
43 In some narratives, the friendship formed in the training center can develop into a romantic same-sex relationship. 
This issue is specifically discussed in the third chapter. 
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Spending new year eve together, playing fireworks together, I felt really, really, 
really happy! I felt like it was a dream to be able to see him laughing and kissing 
my cheeks. Yes, it was only my baby who could make me happy, it was him who 
could only ease my pain at that time. […] My son, it was because of you Mommy 
had the reason to keep on moving (Insani and Raihan 30-31). 
 
The opportunity to visit family back home gives IDWs the chance to catch up on things that they 
have missed.44 Insani emphasizes the togetherness that she and her son experienced on these 
visits, using the words “together” several times. This reveals her continuing commitment to the 
belief that a mother must spend time with her children, indicating that even as a transnational 
mother, she did not change her perception of an ideal motherhood.  
Another example of a transnational mother enduring the pain of separation occurs in 
Winarsih’s poem “Under the Sky of Singapore.” This poem also portrays the typical situation 
migrant women have to face in their host countries: 
Under the sky of my second home 
Where I sow the dream 
I put my hope 
Behind the loss 
[…] 
Under the sky of Singapore 
I take the wound, ignoring the pain 
For the sake of love and the future 
I just want them to be happy (Winarsih 77-78) 
 
In the first stanza, the speaker laments the pain of being a stranger stranded in a foreign land. 
Sadly, this is also the place where she hangs her hope to improve her family’s economic 
condition. This irony is presented in the first three line of the first stanza, as the speaker writes, 
“I put my hope / Behind the loss.” The “loss” mentioned in this line connotes the physical 
separation and the inability to be able to stay by her children and watch them grow. Despite the 
sacrifice she has to make, the protagonist stays tough. The second stanza demonstrates her 
                                                          
44 The one-time contract lasts for two years. After that, IDWs can renew the old contract or get new employers. 
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perseverance. This stanza clearly shows that the speaker definitely prioritizes her family above 
all else, even if she has to sacrifice herself as seen in, “I take the wound, ignoring the pain / For 
the sake of love and the future / I just want them to be happy.” “Them” in this line refers to her 
family. “I take the wound, ignoring the pain” signifies the bitterness and challenges of life in the 
host country, which she has to endure no matter what. Winarsih’s poem once again verifies that 
family is the source of the primary strength and inspiration for transnational mothers. 
 Similarly, Insani also confirms that love for their children enables transnational mothers 
to endure the hardships during their employment abroad. She confesses that just by looking at 
her son’s photograph, she can feel motivation and draw inspiration. This works especially well 
when she needs motivation to write. She recalls her experience in the following excerpt: 
Indeed, it was true. When I put my son’s photograph on the wall above my 
computer, I felt perpetually motivated and inspired to keep on writing. Yes, I 
realized that it was my beloved son who always supported me to keep on writing 
and it was for my son that I was motivated to write (Insani in Insani and Raihan 
59). 
 
Insani presents herself as a transnational mother who is fully aware of the strength her children 
can give her. A physical memento of her son—the photograph—boosted her mood and 
motivated her to articulate her experience. Memories of her son provide not only motivation, but 
also inspiration: just by thinking about her son and family, Insani is able to generate ideas for her 
writing. She admits that recalling true stories about her families and friends helped her to get 
fresh ideas to write: 
Praise be to Allah, little by little, writing comes easy for me […] I always got the 
ideas, especially those coming from my own life experiences: my son’s, my 
friends’, my family’s, my parents’, my siblings’, and the people surrounding me. I 
preferred to tell stories about people around me (Insani in Insani and Raihan 58-
9). 
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Writing about people who used to be around her allows Insani to feel closer to them despite the 
distance between them. It also allows her to express and thereby process her longing for her son, 
as illustrated in the passage below, which documents her composition of a story about her 
relationship with her son. 
In that particular story, I wrote about our own lives. When writing the story, I 
cried my heart out. Perhaps, it was because I was really into the story. Or maybe 
because the story was taken from my real experience. Therefore, I did know every 
single detail in the story, with all the sufferings we had to endure. I might feel 
very sad remembering that sad moment in my past life as well as feeling uncertain 
about my only son’s future life. The longing, caring, and loving for him: I poured 
everything down onto the pages, and it left me feeling moved (Insani in Insani 
and Raihan 63). 
 
The above quote highlights the fact that writing turns out to be a way for Insani to express her 
longing, caring, and love for her son. This is to say that sending remittance and utilizing ICTs are 
not the only ways in which transnational mothers express their care for their families. In Insani’s 
case, writing functions both as a source of strength and as a medium for releasing pent-up 
emotional and psychological stress. This means, writing can manifest as a form of coping 
mechanism adding to the mechanisms previously discussed by Parreñas, Hondagneu-Sotelo and 
Avila, Millman, Sternberg and Madinou.45 This particular mechanism may not directly affect the 
children per se, but it impacts the transnational mothers tremendously, as expressed in Insani’s 
memoir. Insani even takes her own pen-name from her son’s name, Bayu Syeikh Insani. She 
proudly uses her this name because it makes her feel as if her son is by her side (63).  
 Living in foreign countries without their families nearby, transnational mothers, 
undeniably, have to strive to endure each day. Insani’s memoir and Winarsih’s poem illustrate 
how memory has served these women well. Believing that they are doing the right thing—going 
                                                          
45 See page 62-63 
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abroad for the sake of the family—these women are able to endure isolation in the host countries. 
Nurfadilah’s poem “My Longing,” illustrates these dynamics, too. 
Time is running 
Passing day and night 
Hoping to reach the dream 
Together we are in happiness (Nurfadilah 58) 
 
In the above stanza, the anxious speaker counts every passing second, waiting for the moment 
where she can be reunited with her family.46 The hope of not just seeing their families, but also 
alleviating their poor socioeconomic conditions, motivates many migrant mothers to persevere 
day after day.  
 The discussion in this subsection has highlighted the fact that despite physical separation, 
children and families contribute to the everyday lives of transnational mothers. Memories of their 
families motivate these women to strive to realize their dream of achieving upward mobility and 
financial security. Both the memoir and the poems situate children as the primary source of 
strength for these women as they endure the difficulties of migration and separation, and of being 
cast as bad mothers in accordance with the patriarchal expectations of ideals motherhood.  
Conclusion  
 This chapter has demonstrated that through their narratives, transnational mothers like 
Bayu Insani, and the fictional transnational mother characters in the poems of Nurfadilah, Wiwik 
Tri Winarsih, and Meriati Rambu Sida, are prone to emotional and psychological stress due to 
migration and separation from their children. The fact that these women have to leave their 
                                                          
46 A similar practice can be seen on one IDW’s Facebook page in Singapore, where the woman in question counts 
how many more days she has to stay and work in Singapore. The future reunification with her daughter is the moment 
she is waiting for (Muna Yaya FB page) 
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children behind to provide for their families collides with the idea that a good mother should stay 
with their children. Their narratives, however, do not promote the idea that IDWs should simply 
abandon their children or neglect all of the patriarchal ideals of maternal responsibilities. As a 
matter of fact, as illustrated in the narratives, these women strive to overcome the geographical 
distance at all cost. Sending remittance is one of many ways that they maintain their connection 
with their families. ICTs are commonly used among migrant mothers to facilitate long-distance 
mothering, but these technologies are not highlighted in the narratives, though Insani mentions 
that she wrote letters to her family when working for her first employer.  
 These women’s narratives draw attention to the vulnerability of IDWs as transnational 
mothers. IDWs’ accounts of migration—as manifested in the memoir and the poems—vividly 
reveal the impact of geographical separation to transnational mothers’ psyche. Loneliness, guilt, 
hopes and longing are commonly expressed in the narratives. In addition, the notion of children 
as a primary source of psychological strength is common among the narratives, emphasizing that 
even though these women are far away from home, their children are always in their hearts. By 
expressing their love for their children in their writing, these women are trying to emotionally 
and psychologically bridge the gap between the patriarchal expectation of ideal motherhood and 
their current situations as IDWs in their host countries. This means, their narratives serve as a 
coping mechanism for these women to endure the emotional and psychological stress. 
IDWs’ narratives, in conclusion, have provided a window through which it is possible to 
witness the particular challenges of transnational motherhood, namely the psychological and 
emotional strains caused by long-term physical separation in a way that other media forms and 
technology cannot. These physical separations need further attention, for they can disturb the 
psychological conditions of both the migrant mothers and their children. For the migrant 
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mothers, unhealthy psychological condition can negatively impact their work performances as 
well as the physical health, which, in turn, can further impair their ability to financially support 
their children. 
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Chapter Three 
Gender and Sexual Transgression in IDWs’ Narratives:  
Tomboi, Same-Sex Relationships and the Reinforcement of Heteronormativity 
Sometimes I took her as a man.  
For her attention, her touch, her appearance was indeed like a man. 
She was 5.5 feet height which was nearly as tall as a man.  
Her name was Rohmianti, but she went by Romi. Isn’t it cool?   
 
(Arum 122-123) 
 
The quote above addresses the phenomenon of same-sex desire among IDWs in Hong 
Kong. An anonymous protagonist in Widya Arum’s “Jalan Menuju Cinta-Mu” (“The Way to 
God’s Love”) affectionately narrates her same-sex desire to her fellow domestic worker, a 
tomboi named Romi. A number of IDWs’ narratives do feature IDWs’ same-sex desire and 
same-sex couples as themes in their short stories. Amy Sim in her article on same-sex desire 
among IDWs in Hong Kong notes that these same-sex practices are openly displayed during 
IDWs’ weekly gathering on Sunday and it is not uncommon to find same-sex couples at Victoria 
Park, a place where these women usually gather (Sim 37).47 Same-sex couples among IDWs 
usually stand out with women dressed in typically masculine attire known as tombois,48 
fraternizing with ceweks,49 i.e. women dressed in typically feminine attire (Sim 38, 39; Lai 
2014). Tombois usually have a short hair style and sometimes tattoos and piercings. The word 
tomboi connotes a woman who exhibits behavior typical of a man and performs masculine social 
roles, especially when interacting with other females. Tombois often wear “baggy pants, large 
                                                          
47 This is illustrated in the movie Minggu Pagi di Victoria Park (Sunday Morning in Victoria Park) as well. 
48 Tomboi is Indonesian spelling for tomboy. In Indonesia, the term tomboi commonly refers to girls who adopt 
masculine mannerism. It is common for girls before they reach puberty. However, in the context of IDWs’ same-sex 
relationships, tomboi signifies a completely different meaning. 
49 A cewek is literally translated as a girl in English. 
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shirts and baseball hats” (Sim 44) and keep their hair short. Ceweks, meanwhile, wear feminine 
clothing and perform more traditionally feminine roles. 
The publicly visible presence of same-sex couples among IDWs raises questions for 
researchers, especially in the context of the anti-LGBTQ sentiment currently prevalent in 
Indonesia.50 In this chapter, I examine how IDWs themselves view these same-sex relationships 
and argue that even though in their narratives, IDWs invoke same-sex relationships as a theme, 
their narratives depict these relationships as far from universally accepted. On the contrary, many 
IDWs’ narratives seem to argue that same-sex relationships, in addition to violating the 
heteronormative status quo, are also morally unacceptable. These narratives invoke and uphold 
the familial, national, and religious values articulated by Indonesian nationalists and, in several 
cases, suggest that women who transgress dominant norms can break away from their same-sex 
relationships and redeem themselves by embracing God and familiarizing themselves with 
religious teachings. Nonetheless, the narratives also suggest that same-sex relationships offer 
benefits to IDWs in the sense that these relationships provide them with comfort and 
psychological support as they struggle to survive the daily challenges and anxieties relating to 
their employment.  
This chapter also investigates whether the perpetuation of a heteronormativity and the 
predominant Islamic religious discourse on gender and same sex relationships is closely related 
to the background of the authors writing on this topic. Some of these authors are actively 
involved in a literary group for Muslims known as Forum Lingkar Pena (Pen Circle Forum). 
Most of the members of this writing organization wear “hijab.”51 According to Bayu Insani, an 
IDW woman writer, the mission of this particular writing group is to use literature to spread 
                                                          
50 Since 2016, there have been many incidents related to LGBTQ issues.  
51 In Indonesia, hijab is sometimes seen as symbolizing observant Muslims. 
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religious messages (Insani and Raihan 46). Therefore, it is possible that these writers raise the 
topic of same-sex relationships in their stories specifically in order to condemn them. 
In general, all of the protagonists in the selected short stories used in this chapter—who 
engage in same-sex relationships—explicitly identify their current relationships as abnormal and 
sinful. For example, a protagonist named Nik—in the story “Our Love is Meaningless” –
perceives her same-sex relationship as a “forbidden love,” “sea of sin,” “mud of blind love,” and 
other labels with similarly negative connotation. Some of the stories imply that same-sex 
relationships are curable, and often the proposed “cure” is a heterosexual marriage. The hopeful 
prospect of a normative marriage is thus juxtaposed with the sin and shame evoked by a lesbian 
union.  
Whether or not these unions should be classified as “lesbian” to begin with, though, is not 
entirely clear. In her research on same-sex relationships among IDWs in Hong Kong, Amy Sim 
points out that tombois not only perform the social roles of men, but also claim male identities52 
(39). The preliminary reading has revealed that in the narratives, the tomboi characters do in fact 
claim to be, and see themselves as men. However, these women do not indicate any contempt on 
their female bodies or intentions to change their physical build. Therefore, a tomboi is not 
identical with a “trans-man,” which refers to individuals who “were assigned as female but 
identify and live as male and alter or wish to alter their bodies through medical intervention to 
more closely resemble their gender identity” (American Psychological Association 1).   
Narratives featuring such couples also tend to portray migrant women as possessing and 
exercising sexual agency (Lai v). It is important not to read either these stories or the gender 
performance of real-life tombois merely as simplistic reactions to larger cultural forces, for Sim 
                                                          
52 Referring to the social role of men circulated or widely known in Indonesia. 
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points out that IDWs’ same-sex relationship in Hong Kong “cannot be understood as one of 
simply resisting heteronormativity because of deeply embedded gender hierarchies that become 
manifest on the bodies who love other women “as men,” or of femme women who seek out 
tombois with whom they can behave “as women”” (39). Thus, the notion of heteronormativity 
remains intact in the context of IDWs’ same-sex relationships. 
In their article “Migration and Sexuality,” Gurvinder Kalra and Dinesh Bhugra identify 
the relationship between migration and sexuality as “bidirectional” based on the assumption that 
migration can affect one’s sexuality and vice versa. They offer a scheme that describes the 
process by which migrants develop new models of sexual expression—what they call “evolving 
sexuality”—in response to “increased sexual contact and sexual identity formation” in the 
context of “newer sexual subcultures” (119). The scheme illustrates how the evolution of 
migrants’ sexuality catalyzed by various factors, namely “anonymity, independence, stress, 
opportunities, accessibility and affordability,” that characterize processes of migration including 
tourism, trafficking, educational, and labor migration (Kalra and Bhugra 117). These factors play 
an important role in shaping migrant’s sexual expression. Migrants’ experiences are typically 
influenced by the sexual cultures of both home and host countries, as well as contact with the 
emergent “newer sexual subcultures” that arise when distinct cultures interact with one another 
(Kalra and Bhugra 119). In a similar vein, Yuenki Lai, in her research on IDWs’ lesbian 
subjectivity, finds that the phenomena of the tomboi and same-sex relationships among IDWs in 
Hong Kong proves that “sexuality is fluid and can be changed when individuals are subjected to 
a new gender/sexual discourse, particularly in unfamiliar social context” (154). Her findings in 
particular illustrate, as Kalra and Bhugra argue, that migrants’ sexuality is altered by migration 
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process. This is also consistent with the corollary advanced by Lionel Cantú that sexuality plays 
an important role in the processes of immigration and identity formation (1). 
Kalra and Bhugra focus on the culture of anonymity that is enabled by migration, leading 
many migrants to “later go on to explore issues of identity and sexuality, which would otherwise 
not be available to them in case their identity is revealed” (120).  In their status as migrants, 
thousands of miles away from home, IDWs, find liberation from familial, religious, and societal 
surveillance. These women are able to participate in Hong Kong’s nightlife, for example, going 
to pubs and consuming alcohol and drugs (Susanti 23). However, this is not to say that IDWs are 
completely free of such surveillances. A degree of self-surveillance has permitted IDWs’ to 
police themselves and put up barriers between their communities and the new beliefs, values, and 
norms that they encounter during migration. This phenomenon is clearly illustrated in the 
narratives whose representations of same-sex relationships seem designed to reinforce the 
hegemonic systems of heteronormativity.  
 This reinforcement can be seen most clearly in the ways that the relationships end. 
Invariably, the main character starts to question her same-sex relationship and to articulate, at her 
own expense, the basic tenets of heteronormative ideology. Fear that the relationship is not 
“right” or “normal” ultimately leads each of the protagonists to decide to end her same-sex 
relationship, thus fulfilling the requirements of the heterosexual master plot. 
Often, these doubts arise spontaneously and constitute inner conflict, personal conflicts. 
These are framed as the battle between the conscience and heart, logic versus feeling, 
heteronormative ideology versus same-sex desire. In addition, doubt is also triggered by an 
external conflict. This is when the main character is confronted by another character who thinks 
that same-sex relationships are not right or acceptable. Here, too, wrongness is equated with non-
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normativity—specifically non-normativity in the context of Indonesian society, which, though 
geographically distant, is embodied by the Indonesian migrant characters surrounding the 
protagonist—and binary is maintained. 
Yet even as traditional Indonesian sexual mores are reinforced by these narratives, they 
are further undermined by the real-world circumstances in which many migrant women find 
themselves, characterized not only by anonymity, but also by economic and personal 
independence. The ability to provide for oneself and enjoy financial security without being 
dependent on others, Kalra and Bhugra argue, is another catalyst for the evolution of sexual 
expression. Along with financial independence, and the accompanying absence of financial 
safety nets, come additional stressors, and stress, too, can catalyze sexual transgression and 
experimentation (Kalra and Bhugra 120-121). Finally, Kalra and Bhugra argue that the modern 
world is rife with models for human sexual interaction that simply did not exist, or at least in 
such a high concentration, when traditional values articulated in IDWs’ stories were forming. 
Rather than sexuality being oriented entirely around procreation, for instance,” the present-day 
companionate models” now allow people to find boyfriends and girlfriends for hire (120).  
In exploring IDWs’ same-sex relationships, three short stories will be examined: “Jalan 
Menuju Cinta-Mu” (“The Way to God’s Love,” published in 2011) by Widya Arum, “Cinta Kita 
tak Bermakna” (“Our Love is Meaningless,” published in 2011) by Kienza Fiona and “Adegan” 
(“Scene,” published in 2006) by Tarini Sorrita. All three stories were written by IDWs in Hong 
Kong. I could not find any stories depicting same-sex relationships written by IDWs in 
Singapore, probably because tombois are not currently as publicly visible among IDWs in 
Singapore. When I did my fieldwork in Singapore, I did see one or two tombois at the IDWs’ 
weekly Sunday gatherings, but this was a decidedly rare occurrence. However, this does not 
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prove that same-sex relationships are not practiced as frequently among IDWs in Singapore, only 
that they are not practiced as publicly. Further investigation and observation are certainly 
needed. 
The first two short stories “The Way to God’s Love” and “Our Love is Meaningless” are 
taken from an anthology titled Surat Berdarah untuk Presiden (Bloody Letters to the President), 
which was published in 2011. This collection was written by IDWs who are actively involved in 
a Muslims’ literary group known as Forum Lingkar Pena (Pen Circle group). This particular 
group is well-known in Hong Kong for helping many IDWs to cultivate their talents as writers 
and advance their careers. I was unable to determine whether Tarini Sorrita, the author of 
“Scene,” has been involved in Forum Lingkar Pena or in any other writing groups. Sorrita’s 
“Scene” is taken from her collection of short stories titled Penari Naga Kecil (Small Dragon 
Dancer), which was published in 2006.  
Of these primary works Widya Arum’s “The Way to God’s Love” and Kienza Fiona’s 
“Our Love is Meaningless” most clearly reinforce of the heteronormative status quo. Both short 
stories reveal the authors’ attitudes toward same-sex relationships in at least three ways. First, the 
protagonists in these stories question the validity of their same-sex relationships and feel that 
they are abnormal and wrong. Second, both protagonists’ doubts are confirmed by secondary 
characters serving as confidantes, who insist that the main characters must come to their senses 
and maintain that same-sex relations are unacceptable. Third, as the plots progress, the 
confidantes also play the role of a big sister to the main characters, earning the protagonists’ 
respect and admiration. This affects how the protagonists weigh various factors and make 
decisions. In both “The Way to God’s Love” and “Our Love is Meaningless,” readers are invited 
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to share the protagonists’ positive feelings toward their confidantes, and thus to approve, or at 
the very least empathize with the protagonists’ decisions to end their illicit relationships.  
In Sorrita’s “Scene,” on the other hand, the protagonist clearly states her own 
heteronormative attitudes without being influenced by another character. Laras, the protagonist 
imagines a guy couple’s romantic scene and later on, she witnesses a lesbian couple’s romantic 
scene, provoking revulsion and prompting her to vehemently curses the couples. Her 
commentary situates her as a “normal person” and makes it clear that she sees same-sex 
copulation as abnormal. Yet, interestingly, Laras’ explicit disgust is accompanied by a “strange 
whirring” sensation inside her body as she watches the couples. On same level, in spite of her 
overt reaction, Laras seems to enjoy imagining these scenes. The very fact that she imagines 
them in the first place, unprompted by external events, suggests that she may be indulging in a 
repressed sexual fantasy, one that she must quickly deny in order to maintain her own normative, 
and thus socially tenable, identity. 
To contextualize the discussion of these three stories, I begin this chapter with a literature 
review surveying the discourses surrounding same-sex relationships in Indonesia. Next, I analyze 
each story’s depiction of same-sex relationships in an effort to understand more generally how 
IDWs view same-sex relationships. This section poses questions such as: How do IDW 
characters see and perceive same-sex relationships? Do they see same-sex relationships as 
transgressive and/or as resistance to a hegemonic status quo? How are tomboi and cewek 
characters represented in the narratives? To what extent are the characters aware of their own 
heteronormative views and beliefs? and How and to what extent do the narratives reinforce the 
heteronormative status quo? Finally, I present my conclusions: based on careful analysis of these 
narratives and the attitudes of their lesbian characters, I have determined that each author 
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strategically orchestrates plot and character to reinforce a heteronormative ideology and to 
universalize the basic assumption undergirding the heterosexual gaze.  
The Discourses of Same-Sex Relationships in Indonesia  
In their book Sex and Sexualities in Contemporary Indonesia: Sexual Politics, Health, 
Diversity, and Representation, Linda Rae Bennet and Sharyn Graham Davies state that as a 
country, Indonesia is a good example of “a heteronormative state” (12). They explain that 
heteronormativity defines “appropriate sexuality” as that which occurs “within heterosexual 
marriage” and is “only…undertaken by nonanomalous bodies” for the purpose of procreation 
(12). In Indonesia, the national “ideal family” consists of “a heterosexual partnership solidified 
by offspring” with the President himself explicitly characterized as the “parent overseeing the 
care of children who are filled with filial piety” (Bennet and Davies 12). This particular view, 
therefore, leads to an understanding that to be a good citizen, one must exhibit filial piety to 
engage in a heterosexual marriage and produce progeny.  
Numerous ideological tools facilitate the popular propagation of this set of ideals. In 
Indonesia, the government endorses a heteronormative “family principle” “through a range of 
policies including pervasive family planning regime, stresses that the nation is made up of 
heterosexual nuclear family” (Suryakusuma in Boellstorff 578). Heteronormativity is directly 
related to national belonging and “those who fall outside the official sexual norms are failed 
citizens” (Boellstorff 578). Tom Boellstorff’s assertion dovetails Sim’s observations concerning 
state-sponsored ideologies especially those that regulate sexuality. The heteronormative 
ideology, according to Sim, positions women in a disadvantaged situation. Her argument is 
encapsulated in the following quote: 
“state sponsored ideologies have normative powers in the reification of values and 
behavior conditioning social acceptance and contribute to a cultural regime 
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defining what is acceptable and desirable. By relegating women to their 
heterosexual and biological role, the legitimate uses of women’s bodies are 
normalized by public regulation in intimate areas of their lives—that of 
heterosexuality, marriage and reproduction” (Sim 7). 
 
Perhaps the best example of this dynamic manifesting in Indonesia occurred during the New 
Order Regime (1966-1998). During this period, women were required by law to follow certain 
regulations restricting their sexual behavior in order to support a national family planning 
program.  
In addition, since sexuality is at least somewhat culturally constructed, “experiences of 
sexuality then are shaped by culture and discourses” (Lai 3). Quoting Bennet (2005), Lai 
describes “the intense social surveillance” of women’s sexuality and sexual behaviors 
independent of government program, accentuating how social systems—most prominently 
family and marriage— “construct and encourage normative sexual desire and exclude non-
normative ones” (4). In a similar vein, Dennis Altman in his book Global Sex supports Lai’s 
observation of how sexuality is often understood as “natural” and “private” but at the same time 
“it is simultaneously an arena of constant surveillance and control” (2). In Indonesia, marriage is 
commonly viewed as a contract not only between two individuals, but also between families 
(Boellstorff 578). The private sphere thus encompasses not just the couple at the center of the 
marriage, but also whole extended households whose members are all invested in seeing the 
marriage fulfill its social functions: social unification and biological reproduction. Furthermore, 
Altman identifies four “tools” that can be used to regulate sex in societies. These tools are 
religious and cultural prohibitions which include ceremonies and rules, policies particularly 
relating to law, science and hygiene, government prohibition of certain behaviors and 
encouragement of others; and everyday life practices (3).  
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In light of Altman’s observation, Boellstorff in his research on Indonesian gay Muslims 
underscores the entanglement of religion, sexuality, and the nation. He argues that they 
“represent three points in a triangle that posits the heteronormative nuclear family household as 
the foundational unit of nation, piety, and proper citizen selfhood” (Boellstorff 577). In the case 
of Indonesia, he argues that both postcolonial Islamic and national discourses situate marriage as 
the “central concept of organizing sexuality” (Boellstorff 578). Quoting Idrus (2004), Boellstorff 
asserts that predominant Islamic communities in Indonesia see marriage as the socially essential 
foundation that determines the “boundaries of kinship, and ethnicity, assuring social 
reproduction (because the children are presumed to be the result of [a] heterosexual couple), and 
literalizing one’s relationship to the divine” (578). This view is widely accepted and constitutes 
“as the common sense” in most sectors of Indonesian society. The sexual surveillance, though 
conducted voluntarily by families and communities, nevertheless functions as an ideological 
state apparatus, to use Althusser’s term, and ensures that transgressions can be punished, and the 
requirements of heteronormative citizenship upheld. 
This view is in agreement with Bennett, quoted in Blackwood, who explains that 
“Indonesian Muslims almost universally acknowledge that any sexual relationships outside the 
heterosexual marriage are unacceptable to the moral code of Islam and customary practices” 
(296). Such a perspective alone situates any “who are known to have had sexual relations outside 
marriage are considered disreputable, poorly brought up and a great shame to their families” 
(Blackwood 296). Blackwood also highlights the link between voluntary communal regulation of 
women’s sexuality, social stability, and patriarchal power, writing, “the deployment of gender 
works to stabilize a limited heterosexuality for women, i.e. sexuality is proper and permissible 
only within marriage and under the control of a husband” (296). Sim, too, emphasizes that 
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Indonesian women are generally expected to maintain their sexual purity in order to uphold the 
“ideals of order and development from the standpoint of the male-headed family” (Sim 7). These 
restrictions and limitations apply not only to women in Indonesia but also to Indonesian migrant 
women both married and single, who are expected to refrain from promiscuity while working 
abroad. 
 As mentioned previously, religion can also function as a vehicle for imposing 
heteronormative ideological views. In general, there is still a debate on how Islam views same-
sex relationships. In “Islamic Texts: A Source for Acceptance of Queer Individuals into 
Mainstream Muslim Society,” Muhsin Hendricks discusses a condition that is faced by most 
queer Muslims: rejection and alienation from family, friends, community, and God (31, 32). 
Hendricks further argues that such rejection is “anchored by the belief that homosexuality is a 
major sin in Islam and punishable by death under Sharia law” (31). He explicates a contradiction 
in Islam, whose name literally connotes the promotion of “peace in all spheres of life—many 
queer Muslims struggle to find peace with a presentation of Islam that does not include them” 
(Hendricks 32). Hendricks also cites research by the Inner Circle in South Africa, which finds 
that “for many queer Muslims, casual sex, alcohol and substance abuse, attempted suicide and 
apostasy have become outlets for negotiating the dilemma between Islam and their sexuality” 
(32). Boellstorff, by contrast, highlights how gay Muslims in Indonesia overcome the supposed 
incompatibility between their same-sex desires and their religion. His finding reveals that gay 
Indonesian Muslims perform what he identifies as “dubbing culture” wherein “speech and 
gesture never perfectly match,” so do being gay and Muslim as well as being Indonesian 
(Boellstorff 2003: 236; 2005: 582). Some gay Indonesian Muslims are married or planning to 
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marry and have children but still maintain their same-sex relationships with a gay partner 
(Boellstorff 581). 
 From the discussion above, it can be concluded that the dominant view of sexuality in 
Indonesia is built on heteronormativity, and that same-sex relationships are generally subjected 
to stigma and discrimination from immediate families, more distant relatives, communities and 
the society at large (Oetomo 2010: 9). Same-sex relationships constitute transgressions against 
the heteronormative ideals endorsed by the dominant religion and by the state: indeed, they are 
even seen as threats to these institutions insofar as the failure to contribute to the biological 
production of successful, pious, and loyal citizens. As a consequence of these ideological 
conditions, sexual nonconformists are typically rejected and marginalized. 
IDWs’ Narratives and the Portrayal of Tombois, Ceweks and Same-Sex Relationships: 
Reinforcing the National and Religious Discourses on Gender and Heteronormativity 
This section discusses same-sex relationships among IDWs as portrayed in IDWs’ 
narratives and focuses particularly on three short stories: “The Way to God’s Love, “Our Love is 
Meaningless,” and “Scene.” The discussion is divided into three sub sections. The first analyzes 
the main characters’ perceptions of same-sex relationships and considers the POV of both 
sexually normative and non-normative characters. It is important to note that the main characters 
who are engaging in same-sex relationships tend to use words and phrases with negative 
connotations when describing their relationships. This not only foreshadows the termination of 
each same-sex relationship, but also primes readers to internalize the characters’ negative 
attitudes toward same-sex relationships and to consider the look forward to termination of each 
relationship as a form of resolution.  
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This subsection also focuses on the tomboi characters, several of whom explicitly claim 
that they are male. This raises questions concerning their gender identity as well sexual desire. If 
the cewek considers her tomboi partner to be a man, then does she also consider herself to be a 
straight, and thus heteronormative, woman? What does this suggest about the nature of these 
same-sex relationships? Do tombois and ceweks seek to replicate heteronormative ideals? It is 
also thought-provoking to explore the fact that the authors—who are all women—are ‘brave’ 
enough to portray same-sex relationship in their work at all, considering how sexuality in 
Indonesia is still largely invisible and taboo. I argue that these women’s willingness to write 
gender and sexual transgression actually flows from their awareness of Indonesia’s dominant 
discourse and that these stories essentially constitute a form of self-surveillance. These narratives 
are thus defined by constant tension between the transgressive act of rendering these 
relationships visible and their explicit endorsement of heteronormative ideals. 
The second subsection focuses on the portrayal of marriage-bound heterosexual 
intercourse as the only acceptable type of sexual interaction according to the dominant national 
discourse and explicates the connections between migration and sexuality (Kalra and Bhugra 
119; Cantú xv; Parrado and Flippen 3), which in turn demonstrate that sexuality is fundamentally 
fluid (Kalra and Bhugra 120, Lai 154). In addition, it examines the intersection of home- and 
host-countries’ values, and how this ontological convergence manifests in migrants’ lives.  
The third subsection discusses gender and sexuality within the context of Indonesia’s 
dominant religious discourses and investigates how IDW authors incorporate dominant religious 
values into their narratives. Some of the main characters are explicitly aware of the tension 
between their religious backgrounds and their same-sex desires, and always the former prevent 
the latter from being fulfilled. In the two stories, secondary characters also articulate 
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conservative religious values and reinforce the main characters’ doubts about their same-sex 
relationships. Within each story, the protagonists’ participation in such relationships is 
universally perceived as a violation of the natural order and God’s will. These close reading will 
be situated against the backdrop of broader public discourses among Indonesian Muslim women 
regarding gender, sexuality, and same-sex relationships. 
IDWs’ Narratives and Attitudes toward Same-Sex Relationships  
 Generally speaking, in their narratives, IDWs represent their same-sex desires as sinful 
and wrong. This is true both in “Cinta Kita tak Bermakna” (Our Love is Meaningless) narrated 
by a tomboi named Nik, and in “Jalan Menuju Cinta-Mu (The Way to God’s Love), narrated by 
an anonymous cewek.  
“Our Love is Meaningless” depicts a relationship between Nik and a cewek named Heny 
Lestari, AKA Jojo. Nik’s best friend, Nunung, does not support her same-sex relationship and 
tries hard to convince Nik that she should end the relationship, constantly reminding her that 
God’s wrath is real. In addition, Nunung also maintains that a child’s responsibility is to make 
one’s parents happy, not the other way around, inducing guilt and shame and ultimately 
prompting Nik to end her relationship with Jojo. 
In “Our Love is Meaningless,” Nik identifies her relationship with Jojo as “cinta 
terlarang” (forbidden love), “lembah terlarang” (forbidden valley), “lautan dosa” (sea of sin), 
“lumpur cinta buta” (mud of blind love) and “jeratan nista” (abject trap). Her diction indicates 
that she already perceives same-sex relationships as a violation of societal norms. The use of the 
words “forbidden,” “sin” and “abject” connote that same-sex relationship is somehow 
condemned or cursed. Positive words, on the other hand, are never used to characterize the same 
sex desire and relationships. Initially, Nik seems to feel contented with her same-sex 
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relationship, but she begins to express doubt regarding its validity even before Nunung 
intervenes, as illustrated below: 
Heny, Heny Lestari was her full name. But I usually called her Jojo, a cute 
nickname for her. A girl who had been my last harbor of love, locking [my] heart 
and holding my soul in peace. Oh My, how peace is like? I knew not. Sometimes, 
I was aware that the peace I felt when I was with Jojo was unreal. I even believed 
that the Almighty God would curse me for this.  
Softly, I kissed her forehead dearly and looked at her calming eyes, which have 
drowned me blindly in the mud of love (Fiona 88-89). 
 
Nik clearly adores and is infatuated with her partner, treating her with kindness, giving her a pet 
name, and displaying physical affection. Yet, Nik’s narration also communicates a sense of 
uncertainty about her same-sex relationship. She claims that she feels peaceful when they are 
together. However, the peace that she feels is then contrasted with her fear that the relationship is 
not divinely sanctioned. This inner conflict that eventually leads Nik to perceive her same-sex 
relationship as “mud of love.” Mud is filthy, to be avoided or washed away as soon as possible, 
and Nik’s choice of metaphor suggests that she’s already begun to view her relationship with 
Jojo as impermanent as well as unclean.  
Although the author, Kienza Fiona, takes the daring step of making a same-sex 
relationship visible, the story’s arc clearly bends toward heteronormativity. The main character’s 
gradual stigmatization of her own same-sex relationship is never undermined or challenged. 
Nik’s doubts eventually lead to her decision to end the relationship, although her inner conflict 
does not end with this decision. “I cried,” she tells us, “lamenting on my inability to release Jojo 
from my life” (Fiona 93). Here, the battle between her feelings and her conscience functions as a 
microcosm of the conflict between individual desires and the mandates imposed by community, 
religion, and the nation-state. Both sides have dugouts in Nik’s psyche, but only the latter 
receives reinforcement in the form of an opinion offered by Nik’s close friend. 
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Since then, Nunung had been the one who tirelessly forbade me to have a 
relationship with Jojo. I knew her reasons and I could accept it even though I 
doubtlessly found it impossible to break up with Jojo. Being infatuated with her, 
perhaps, I knew not! I was in the throes of love for sure (Fiona 89). 
Nunung kept on talking as being a wise sister who did not want her little sister to 
plunge into the forbidden valley (Fiona 92). 
 
Nik realizes that Nunung—who has always been kind to her—wants only the best for her. She 
even considers Nunung to be a big sister; a confidante who has always supported Nik as she 
struggles to live and work in a foreign country (Fiona 92). In the end, Nik follows Nunung’s 
advices and ends the relationship with Jojo. 
A similar sequence of events recurs in another story, “The Way to God’s Love,” featuring 
a lesbian couple, the anonymous protagonist and her partner, Romi. They begin their relationship 
while staying in the training center, though the narrator is initially nervous about participating in 
a sexual relationship with a tomboi. After some time, the main character learns that her partner is 
engaging in affairs with many girls, too. This breaks her heart and affects her work performance, 
which leads to her employer terminating her and sending her back to Indonesia, where she 
reflects on everything that has happened and also thinks about her future. Eventually she decides 
to return to Hong Kong, but this time she wears hijab and begins regularly attending religious 
gatherings.  
Like Nik, the protagonist of “The Way to God’s Love” characterizes her same-sex 
relationship using words and phrases that have negative connotation: “lumpur hitam” (black 
mud), “jeratan setan” (devil’s trap), and “belenggu dosa” (chain of sin). She informs the readers 
that she has fallen into black mud dirtying her heart and body (Arum 122). The word “dirtying” 
suggests that same-sex relationship is unwanted and filthy, but also once again, it can be washed 
away. Like Nik, she confesses that she feels it hard to free herself from the devil’s trap, although 
she yearns to do so (Arum 124). The phrases “devil’s trap” and “chain of sin” both suggest that 
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she is not directly responsible for her desires, that she is struggling to do the “right” thing but is 
prevented by forces beyond her control (Arum 127). Arum’s metaphors characterize the same-
sex relationship not just as abnormal, but also as undesired.  
As in “Our Love is Meaningless,” the protagonist of “The Way to God’s Love” has a 
confidante who reinforces her attitudes toward her same-sex relationship. The confidante in “The 
Way to God’s Love,” Mbak Yati, is once again portrayed as a good big sister to the nameless 
main character who views her with admiration. Unlike Nunung, however, Mbak Yati’s past is 
surprisingly dark. In her past, Mbak Yati was no stranger to promiscuity, alcohol, and night-life 
while she was working in Hong Kong (Arum 126). However, she is able to fix her life, gets 
herself closer to God, and married to a good man. Mbak Yati’s story does inspire the nameless 
character and it makes her feel supported to fix her life, first by breaking up with her same-sex 
partner, Romi. 
 Despite these similarities between the stories, it is important to note that one is narrated 
by a tomboi and the other by a cewek, and that each of these identities is associated with a 
distinct set of characteristics. In her research on same-sex relationship among IDWs in Hong 
Kong, Lai notes that tomboi typically pampers the cewek (Lai 101). She writes that, 
Tomboi are supposed to act like gentlemen in the Indonesian heteronormative 
style by picking up their girlfriends from home and escorting them back home on 
Sundays, paying for dates, and buying gifts for their girlfriends. Moreover, tomboi 
are expected to be responsible for the physical comfort of cewek by finding seats 
on buses or trains for them when taking public transportation, and also by offering 
their thighs for cewek to rest on when they are in Victoria Park. Tomboi are 
expected to be tough and strong, like men in Indonesia, and should not need as 
much rest as cewek do (101). 
 
Thus, being a tomboi means performing typically masculine social roles and living up to the 
expectations set of Indonesian men. Rather than attempting to pass or hide their transgression 
identities, tombois make themselves visible by wearing certain types of clothing, which “helps 
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them to attract girlfriends, and at the same time, deflects male attention” (Sim 44). This 
description of tomboi is well exemplified in the narratives. 
 In the narratives, tombois are characterized as tough and strong-willed women. However, 
at the same time they can be deceiving and manipulative. Those characteristics are well 
illustrated in both “Our Love is Meaningless” and “The Way to God’s Love.” When the tomboi 
is described as tough, she is illustrated as a person who can endure pain and is willing to sacrifice 
herself for the sake of her partner. In “Our Love is Meaningless,” Nik, the tomboi, takes the 
initiative to end her same-sex relationship with her partner, Jojo. Though she is given pause 
when her partner tries to kill herself, she eventually does break up with her and personally asks 
Jojo’s parents to find their daughter a husband. Interestingly, Nik attends her ex-partner’s 
wedding (Fiona 94-95). After letting her partner go, Nik continues her efforts toward 
“normality.” In the wedding party, Jojo tells Nik that she will always cherish their relationship 
and hopes Nik will do the same. However, Nik replies coldly and tells Jojo to forget everything 
that happened between them, causing Jojo to cry. Again, Nik can only swallow her pain without 
showing it for it is taboo for a ‘man’ or a tomboi to cry. The story ends with Nik determined to 
carry on her life without engaging in anymore same-sex relationships (Fiona 95). 
In “The Way to God’s Love,” on the other hand, the other tomboi, Romi deceives and 
cheats on her partner and even fakes a suicidal attempt to stop her cewek partner from ending 
their relationship (Arum 130). When the main character realizes this, she is devastated, a 
“typical” cewek response (Arum 130). The psychological stress caused by the cheating, the fake 
suicide attempt, and the breakup ultimately disrupt the anonymous protagonist’s work 
performance and result in her termination and return to Indonesia. 
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In contrast to Nik, the cewek in “The Way to God’s Love,” is portrayed as a delicate, 
easily broken soul, unable to cope with her sadness. Nik’s partner, Jojo, too is described as a 
spoiled and fragile woman. The authors of both stories, it seems, clearly accentuate their cewek 
characters feminine characteristics and their tomboi characters masculine ones.  
The strong feminization and masculinization of the characters reflect and reinforce the 
dominant gender discourse that assigns particular traits to men and women without 
acknowledging individual variation of fluidity. Because tombois identify themselves as “men,” 
they inherit a whole collection of traits associated with Indonesian masculinity. This 
phenomenon illustrates Judith Butler’s theory of performativity, which underscores that gender is 
constructed through individuals’ repetitive performance of gender. In other words, “gender is not 
something one is, it is something one does, an act, or more physical, a set of acts, a verb rather 
than a noun, a ‘doing’ rather than a ‘being’” (Butler, qtd. in Salih 55). Thus, tombois wear certain 
types of clothing, take male’s names and perform the protective and dominant social roles 
associated with men and thereby cement their masculine identities (Lai 3; Sim 40; Blackwood 
141). 
 From the close reading above, several conclusions can be generated. First, all the main 
characters engaging in same-sex relationships perceive and understand their relationships to be 
transgressive. They do not just recognize that these relationships violate dominant Indonesian 
social norms; they also conclude from this that these relationships are intolerable and morally 
wrong and thus to terminate them. This indicates that the main characters have internalized the 
dominant heteronormative discourse, producing personal conflicts as defined by anxiety and 
uneasiness, the internalization of a strong dominant discourse on heteronormativity. In some 
cases, these conflicts also involve secondary characters, as in “Our Love is Meaningless” and 
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“The Way to God’s Love” but as examination of other stories will reveal, the presence of such a 
secondary character reinforcing the heteronormative discourse is not absolutely necessary.  
Second, when confidantes are present, they embody the social surveillance and 
reinforcement of heteronormativity conducted by families and communities. It is interesting to 
note that even when they encourage the protagonists to break off same-sex relationships that they 
have brought them peace and joy, the protagonists still perceive this advice not just as well 
intentioned, but as legitimately helpful and aligned with their own best interests. A 
comprehensive discussion on the role of confidante is continued in the second subsection.  
Third, the fact that women authors have chosen to represent same-sex relationships in 
their narratives highlights the acknowledgement of the phenomenon of same-sex relationships 
among IDWs as part of the migrant experience. To be sure, this specific experience is not as 
common, for instance, as border experiences, but it is nevertheless quite visible. Moreover, these 
women authors’ understanding of gender and sexuality is clearly illustrated in the plots and the 
characters that they craft. Their tomboi characters mimic the masculine traits of men and perform 
male social roles, while the cewek characters embody the feminine traits associated with women.  
Evolved Heteronormativity and the Reinforcement of the Dominant Discourse in IDWs’ 
Narratives 
 This section explores how, in IDWs’ narratives, Indonesia’s dominant heteronormative 
discourse on gender and sexuality adapts in response to the exigencies created by migration and 
emergent sexualities. In the three stories used in this subsection—"The Way to God’s Love,” 
“Our Love is Meaningless,” and “Scene” —heteronormative value system is clearly articulated 
and maintained despite the visible present of homosexual acts and same-sex desires. The 
visibility of these relationship and desires exemplifies Kalra and Bhugra’s evolved sexualities. 
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 According to Kalra and Bhugra, many factors contribute to migrants’ sexual 
experiences53 including anonymity, economic independence, physical and psychological stress, 
opportunities, accessibility and affordability (119-121). In the narratives, several factors are 
indeed well exemplified, namely economic independence, stress, and opportunity. Psychological 
stress and opportunity, for example are best demonstrated in the story “The Way to God’s Love,” 
where the protagonist is in need of attention and affection. The opportunity to engage in a same-
sex relationship presents itself during the compulsory stint in the training center, which, Sim’s 
and Lai’s research suggests, is quite realistic. Living in the “harsh conditions” of the training 
center, Sim observes, provides fertile soil for same-sex desires to flourish where “deep friendship 
develop providing comfort and companionship” (Sim 46). The development of a platonic 
friendship into a romantic one is quite feasible under such condition. 
The same-sex relationships depicted in “Our Love is Meaningless” and “The Way to 
God’s Love” are partnership between the tombois and the ceweks. In “The Way to God’s Love,” 
the nameless main character articulates her attraction to her partner in no uncertain terms, 
specifying that she enjoys receiving attention and affection. She admits that she feels lonely and 
sad staying in the training center and notes the monotone daily routines caused boredom. Her 
relationship with Romi begins as a platonic friendship, but swiftly evolves.  
It took only a few weeks and we were inseparable. She became the most 
understanding friend and a place to confide in. She was attentive, always 
understood and put me first.  
Since then, I always spent days with her. Without realizing it, our relationship was 
just like a couple. Sometimes I took her as a man. For her attention, her touch, her 
appearance was indeed like a man. She was 5.5 feet height which was nearly as 
tall as a man. Her name was Rohmianti, but she went by Romi. Isn’t it cool?  
(Arum 122-123). 
 
                                                          
53 See page 90-91 for a complete discussion 
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Even though, the narration does not say much about how the nameless character views her 
tomboi partner, the protagonist indeed admits that sometimes she takes Romi as a man especially 
for her attention and touch. This can be a problem when translating since the third person 
pronoun in Indonesian is genderless. However, the main character clearly introduces Romi as a 
female. Therefore, I use a female pronoun for the English translation. This is different from my 
translation for the story Ida Raihan’s Lorong MTR (MTR Corridor), for instance, because the 
main character introduces her tomboi partner as a man at the beginning. However, I do not use 
Lorong MTR in this particular chapter. 
The plot in “The Way to God’s Love” vividly illustrates Lai’s and Sim’s argument that 
ceweks are attracted to tombois because the tomboi is able to make the cewek feel like a woman. 
According to Sim, tomboi draws attention and is admired for her performance of masculinity, 
sparkling what Sim calls “femme fever,” a situation in Hong Kong “where several ‘straight’ 
women or feminine women would pursue a tomboi because ‘she is so cool, just like a boy’!” (47, 
21). The protagonist of “The Way to God’s Love” appears to experience femme fever, fawning 
over Romi’s masculine appearance stature, and name and commenting that she is “cool.” In other 
words, although theirs is a same-sex relationship, it is the masculine aspects of Romi’s 
performance to which the narrator seems most attracted. 
In short, Romi’s female masculinity is what makes the main character fall for her.  
Tomboyism—the most palpable female masculinity—according to Halberstam, is “an extended 
period of female masculinity” typically associated with desire for greater freedoms and 
mobility—in other words, an effort to appropriate not just male gender roles, but also male 
privilege (Halberstam 5-6). Within a lesbian context, female masculinity has been identified as a 
manifestation of patriarchy: the tomboi internalizes misogynistic views toward other women and 
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produces misogynistic behaviors (Halberstam 9). The femme partner’s presence highlights and 
solidifies the tomboi’s appropriation of masculinity allowing the tomboi to act out a fantasy of 
masculine power and control. This dynamic seems to be in play in several of the stories in Brave 
Women anthology, a collection of IDWs’ real stories.  
In “The Way to God’s Love,” even when the main character has gone to Hong Kong, she 
still maintains contact with Romi even though that costs her money. The nameless main 
character confesses that she is willing to spend money for the phone bill rather than to buy food. 
The economic independence granted by employment allows her to manage and prioritize her 
financial investment as she sees fit her autonomy seems to be undermined by her thirst for 
affection. As a migrant, a stranger in a foreign country, this psychological need is understandable 
and well-illustrated in the quote below: 
Once I arrived in Hong Kong, I felt it hard to forget her.  
This longing was eating away at me.  
Every day off, I always tried to call her. I preferred to buy phone credit than to 
buy food so that I could hear her voice (Arum 124). 
 
Acknowledging that Romi is the second person she calls upon losing her job, after her mother—
the unnamed narrator expresses both affection for and dependency on her partner (Arum 129). 
And indeed, Romi, a fellow domestic worker, familiar with the particular stresses of employment 
and migration abroad, and physically present when the narrator’s family is back home in 
Indonesia, does seem to offer a form of psychological support the narrator’s family cannot 
provide. The narrator’s assertion that “her voice was able to comfort my anxiety” highlights the 
exclusivity of her bond with Romi. This is why she is so shaken when she learns that Romi has 
betrayed her by carrying on numerous affairs (Arum 130-131). This story reinforces Sim’s 
conclusion that same-sex relationships provide “a safety valve for [IDWs] needs and emotions in 
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unstable and unsafe spaces in migration” (Sim 2009: 33). Thus, despite the negative 
characterizations, IDWs’ narratives highlight a positive dimension of same-sex relationships. 
Like the narrator in “The Way to God’s Love,” Nik acknowledges feeling content with 
her relationship and admits experiencing a sense of peace. Nik notes that she relies every day on 
Jojo, for strength and inspiration (Fiona 90). That is to say that even though the main characters 
characterize their relationship using negative terms, as discussed in the previous subsection, they 
all simultaneously acknowledge that these relationships bring them satisfaction. Yet the conflicts 
that ensure as the narratives progress seem designed to confirm that same-sex relationships can 
provide only pseudo-happiness, thereby reinforcing the dominant heteronormative ideology. The 
main characters are well aware of the imposed heteronormative ideology packed in their cultural 
baggage when they arrive in their host country, but as Kalra and Bhugra point out, migration, 
characterized by states of anonymity and physical distance from family, friends, and the national 
and religious institutions of the home country  
produce a fertile soil for an individual to develop a culture of anonymity and later 
go on to explore issues of identity and sexuality, which would otherwise not 
available to them in case their identity is reveal…anonymity also gives more 
freedom of expression to an individual allowing him to express his or her sexual 
styles (120, emphasis in the original). 
 
For these women, raised in a heteronormative state, it is nearly impossible to publicly express or 
act upon same-sex desires.54 In Hong Kong, IDWs are afforded freedoms they never could have 
experienced in Indonesia, but they are not still free, for they remained haunted by their own 
internalized heteronormative self-judgment as well as the judgments of their peers. The 
heteronormative state is thus able to reproduce its own surveillance apparatus even beyond 
Indonesia’s national borders.  
                                                          
54 CNN reported an incident in Indonesia where the policemen arrested “attendees at an alleged gay party in Jakarta 
sauna” and distributed their face images online (CNN May 2017). 
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Unlike the first two stories, whose main characters are engaged in same-sex relationships, 
the last short story to be discussed—“Scene”—centers on a single and ostensibly heterosexual 
woman. In the first two stories, the authors provide both internal and external conflicts to fuel the 
protagonists’ doubts about same-sex relationships. In “Scene,” on the other hand, the primary 
narrative tool used to generate conflict is the heteronormative gaze. 
Laras, the main character, never participates in a same-sex relationship or expresses 
same-sex desires. On the contrary, when she imagines a homosexual couple making love, she 
reacts swiftly and harshly, deeming their actions “jijik bercampur lucu” (disgusting but 
entertaining) (Sorrita 7). She clearly does not see same-sex relations as acceptable, yet she does 
admit being entertained—perhaps simply because the images are so unfamiliar. She also notes 
that these scenes give her goosebumps, though whether they stem from discomfort or arousal 
remains unclear. 
Upon seeing a lesbian couple making love, Laras begins to ponder questions. She 
wonders how the women can be satisfied without a penis to penetrate them (Sorrita 8). The 
question is clearly founded on heteronormative assumptions that women cannot penetrate each 
other, and that sexual pleasure can only result from penetration, beliefs that, according to Sim, 
most IDWs share (Sim 2009: 15). The heteronormative gaze also shapes Laras’ response to 
images of a gay couple performing anal penetration: “Uh, dasar udah gila!” (ugh, they were 
surely out of their mind!) (Sorrita 9). Yet in spite of her disgust, Laras admits that she does not 
want to miss the chance to witness this scene, suggesting that she finds sexual transgression 
intriguing (Sorrita 9). Her judgments, moreover, though thoroughly heteronormative, are also 
tempered by concern: at one point, for example, she wonders whether the people she is 
witnessing have experienced past trauma that make them prefer same-sex relationships (Sorrita 
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10). This suggest that on some level, she is aware of sexual fluidity and understands that certain 
conditions may produce evolved sexualities—though of course she is conditioned to perceive 
these evolved sexualities as pathological. Unlike Nik and the anonymous protagonist from “The 
Way to God’s Love,” Laras is not influenced by a confidante. She alone is responsible for 
keeping herself under surveillance and policing her own behavior and desires, demonstrating 
once again how heteronormative state produces itself in individuals’ psyches far beyond the 
nation-state’s physical borders. 
Sorrita, the author of “Scene” concludes the story with an interesting endnote. In it, she 
apologizes for writing such explicit scenes and acknowledges that they are too pornographic [for 
Indonesian readers]. Her endnote constitutes a form of self-censoring that parallels her main 
character’s. Yet, Sorrita, like Laras evidently felt compelled to imagine and inscribe these scenes 
in spite of powerful taboos prohibiting women from discussing sexual matters in general. 
Sorrita’s collection of short stories was published in 2006. A few years back, in Indonesia, there 
was an emergence of women writers who explored women’s sexuality as a theme. It was a huge 
breakthrough considering the dominant hegemonic discourse on sexuality which represses 
women to openly talk about sexuality. Concerning this issue, Ayu Utami’s novel, Saman, 
deserves mention. This novel was published in 1998 and quickly caught Indonesian readers’ 
attention. Women’s sexuality as explored in this particular novel is considered “bold.” However, 
there are things besides sexuality that are prominent in this novel—the struggle and solidarity of 
the repressed for example—that may have contributed more to its popularity (Budiman 139). 
Thus, despite the emergence of women writers exploring women’s sexuality, this does not mean 
that such a rise in Indonesian literature provides a secured path for other women writers to jump 
on the bandwagon. 
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The Reinforcement of the Religious and Familial Discourses on Gender and Sexuality 
The ideological tools of religion are also deployed throughout this corpus of stories to 
reinforce Indonesia’s heteronormative status quo outside of the country’s borders. Several of the 
main characters imply themselves as Muslims and their religious background indicates their 
perception on same-sex practice. In “The Way to God’s Love”, for instance, the narrator who 
becomes convinced that she has not merely seduced by Romi, but also by the devil: 
I cried so many times. How helpless I was. The devil held me strongly. I could 
not help myself get out of this vicious circle. I wanted to release myself from this 
nasty affair. 
I wanted to be happy (Arum 124). 
 
In the context of religious discourse, the homo versus hetero binary becomes synonymous with 
others: right versus wrong, clean versus dirty, and devil versus angel. Shortly after, a new 
character named Mbak Yati appears and her presence functions as an intervention. She helps the 
main character free herself from the trap which she has fallen—something that she is not capable 
of doing alone—by her to ask for God’s mercy and forgiveness. The narrator confides, “I really 
want to free myself from these shackles of sin, Mbak,” but relies upon external support to do so 
(Arum 127). Interestingly, during her relationship with Romi, she admits that she never prays. 
She feels that she is dirty and shameful, and that to pray in such a state would be inappropriate. 
 To pray, a Muslim must be “clean.”55 That is why mandatory ablutions must be performed 
before a prayer.  
 Yet there is another way to perceive this transgression not as a successful seduction by 
the devil, but as a trial sent by God. Initially, the protagonist fails this test, but Mbak Yati’s 
intervention and her termination serve as warnings, reminding her of God and prompting her to 
begin leading a more pious life.  
                                                          
55 See Huda 2018 
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Returning to Indonesia, I started to manage my heart and soul. Three months 
spent at home I began to apply working in Hong Kong. It was because I only 
knew Cantonese. I have planned to forget my past. In Hong Kong, I tried to 
actualize my will by wearing hijab and participating in religious meeting. When I 
met Romi, I felt nothing. I was able to see her as just a friend. I assumed the rocky 
road in my employment as God’s warning to me, a punishment for my sin as well 
as a door to forgiveness. I hoped I could be always in God’s path (Arum 131). 
 
Believing in a divinely determined predestination is one of six axioms of faith in Islam. One way 
to interpret this axiom is to accept wholeheartedly every experience, whether good or bad, as part 
of a path laid out by God. In this respect, the main character in “The Way to God’s Love,” 
despite her initial transgression, serves as an exemplar of a Muslim exercising her faith in divine 
predestination. She chooses to perceive her migrant experiences, which include two terminations 
and an emotionally chaotic same-sex relationship, as trials from God. The last two sentences in 
the quote above suggest that if the protagonist can accept everything with an open heart, God 
may bestow His mercy and blessing upon her.  
The religious discourse also manifests in the advice given by Nunung, Nik’s confidante 
in “Our Love is Meaningless,” but her intervention is also characterized by references to the 
familial discourse. In Indonesia, Lai observes, family and marriage “construct and encourage 
normative sexual desire and exclude non-normative” (4). In “Our Love is Meaningless,” Nunung 
articulates the commonly held belief that family should always be prioritized before the 
fulfilment of individuals’ desires. As a dutiful daughter, she maintains, Nik should not think only 
of herself, but should also consider the shame that her same-sex relationship would bring to her 
family. Nik does not think of herself as selfish and is deeply hurt by Nunung’s words, which 
situates her behavior not just as transgressive—she had acknowledged this already—but also 
fundamentally selfish in nature. This is consistent with Bennet in Blackwood’s research, which 
indicates that in Indonesia, any sexual relations outside marriage are seen as disreputable and 
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shameful not just to individuals, but also to their families. Boellstorff, meanwhile, notes that 
many gay Indonesian Muslim men are willing to marry women for the sake of their families 
(578). Of course, many of these men may carry on extra-marital, same-sex relationship, but that 
option does not exist for women, whom sexual behavior is more tightly policed and controlled. 
In “Our Love is Meaningless.” Nunung functions as an extension of social surveillance 
apparatus, striving to modify Nik’s behavior by inducing various forms of shame. Shame is an 
important norm in Indonesia. According to Bennet and Davies, shame functions as “a key 
regulatory mechanism operating in Indonesia, shaping all aspects of behavior, not least 
sexuality” (12). This dynamic can be seen in the following exchange that occurs when Nunung 
realizes the fact that Nik has not stopped seeing her same-sex partner: 
“So, you are still seeing her?” asked Nunung, three months after Jojo’s suicide 
attempt.  
“Yes,” I nodded. 
“Don’t you fear your God?” she rattled. 
I felt into silence. Nunung would never understand my love for Jojo. What she 
knew was only cursing and preaching, like those who were in doubt of my love to 
Jojo. 
“You are a woman and she is too. Does that make any sense?” 
“I know and understand what all of you think [of us]” 
“But you’re not living alone in this world. There are those people who would 
stare and pout at you. Also, you have a responsibility to your God. We are created 
in pairs from different sexes as a man and a woman, are we not?” (Fiona 92) 
 
Nunung’s dialogues reproduce the feeling of being constantly watched and judged that has 
shaped Nik’s behavior in her home country. No matter how far she travels geographically, 
Nunung suggests, she cannot escape the regulatory gaze of the heteronormative surveillance 
state. Despite Nunung’s invocation of God, nature, and the surveillance state, Nik’s silence 
constructs a form of confrontation that she is resistant to the compulsory heterosexuality. Nik’s 
monologue in her silence implies that she exactly knows how people including Nunung will react 
to her same-sex desire, but she does not seem to care. 
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 In both “Our Love is Meaningless” and “The Way to God’s Love,” the discursive tools of 
the heteronormative state prevail, and the status quo is restored. Nik decides to end her 
relationship with her partner to maintain her identity as a good daughter as well as a good citizen. 
She agrees with Nunung’s assertion that a dutiful daughter would not let her parents become 
unhappy or bring shame to the family. Similarly, the main character in “The Way to God’s 
Love,” comes to perceive her same-sex relationship not just a violation of God’s heteronormative 
will, but also as a test, perhaps incurred by some earlier transgression or lapse in faith, that leads 
her to repent and renew her investment in religious teachings. In other words, even these 
characters’ sexual transgressions are ultimately reinterpreted in service of heteronormative status 
quo, prompting Nik to become a better daughter, the unnamed narrator a more pious Muslim, 
and both characters more loyal and conscientious citizens. In “Scene,” meanwhile, the 
protagonist, Laras prays to God on behalf of the same-sex couples whose intimacy she witnesses, 
asking God to open their eyes and heart (Sorrita 10). Her prayers indicate that she expects them 
to renounce their transgressive acts and go back to what she identifies as normality.  
 This chapter has demonstrated how migration can catalyze the emergence of sexual 
fluidity, as suggested by Kalra and Bhugra’s scheme. The existence of tombois, ceweks, same-
sex relationships, and narratives representing them among IDW communities exemplify the 
notion of sexualities that has evolved in the context of anonymity, opportunity, and economic 
independence. Yet the narratives discussed in this chapter reveal that the dominant 
heteronormative discourse is capable of evolving in response to these conditions, too. “Scene,” 
“Our Love is Meaningless,” and “The Way to God’s Love” exemplify instances of this 
evolution. However, the authors in these stories keep the status quo to have prevailed despite the 
visibility of gender and sexual transgressions. 
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Conclusion 
The representations of same-sex relationships found among IDWs’ narratives clearly 
indicate that despite their visibility, these types of relationships have not truly been accepted yet 
among the domestic workers themselves. That is to say that almost all of the main characters are 
aware of their heteronormative subjectivity as well as the dominant Islamic discourse on gender 
and homosexuality. These characters are upholding heteronormativity as the only legitimate—
that is, state- and religion- approve—mode of sexual relations. Heteronormativity is seen as 
common sense, and same-sex desires as violations of the natural, national, and divine orders. The 
only acceptable solution is to terminate the same-sex relationships and, ideally, pursue enter into 
a heterosexual marriage.  
Interestingly, though, tombois enjoy a partial exemption from this mandate to return to 
normality. In some stories, they are indeed portrayed and encouraged to embrace their God-given 
nature as women, which is to be paired with men. Nonetheless, the narratives do not indicate that 
they must let go of their tomboi identity or fulfil the need to become more pious. Even though in 
the narratives, being tomboi may not be seen as a [gender] transgression, their same-sex 
relationship is considered as violating their nature as a woman. On the contrary, cewek characters 
such as the nameless protagonist and Jojo are portrayed to be more religious or having a 
heterosexual marriage. Such a different treatment toward tomboi and cewek is worth 
investigating for further research. Why is the tomboi’s visibility more acceptable among IDWs 
compared to their same-sex relationships? This situation seems to parallel the existence of 
waria—literally, drag queens—in Indonesia. The presence of “men with feminine mannerism” 
according to Hendri Yulius—a LGBT activist—has dominated the entertainment industry and 
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shown “a shift in the local gender and sexuality landscape” decades ago.56 Here is to say that 
there is a causal relationship between tomboi and waria suggesting that familiarity matters. 
In addition, the fact that some of the writers are involved in an Islamic writing group may 
explain the existence of a strong religious discourse within their stories. The mandate to go back 
to one’s God-given feminine nature57 and to embrace God is strongly woven into the plot of the 
stories. Nonetheless, despite the reinforcement of heteronormativity and the negative 
characterizations of same-sex relationships, the narratives still reveal that same-sex relationships 
can help IDWs to cope with some of the psychological and emotional challenges of employment 
abroad. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
56 See The Dark Side of LGBT Awareness in Indonesia, the Jakarta Post October 9, 2017. 
57 “As Bennett (2005) compellingly demonstrates, men’s and women’s sexuality in Indonesia are seen as God-given 
attributes that are carefully controlled to maintain family honor and community order. Women who are known to 
have had sexual relations outside marriage are considered disreputable, poorly brought up and a great shame to their 
families” (Blackwood 296). 
Such a value affects Indonesian migrant women in Hong Kong. Even though direct surveillance from family and 
community is not available in the destination country, these women are still holding this value strongly and thus 
allow them to engage in a same-sex relation which is considered safer than engaging with men migrant workers 
from other countries such as Pakistan, Nepal and India (see Susanti). In addition, one will not get pregnant from 
same-sex relationships. Thus same-sex relation can uphold these women’s sexual purity as expected by their family 
during their employment in the host country. Does this mean that the value of keeping ‘sexual purity’ is what brings 
IDWs a room for same-sex relationships? 
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Conclusion 
IDWs’ narratives reveal that these women’s migratory experiences offer a window 
through which outsiders can “see,” “know,” “feel,” and “understand” these women’s immigrant 
challenges and struggles in their host countries. Their experiences are represented in far more 
intimate, nuanced, and personal ways in their own narratives than in the mainstream media. 
Presented in multiple genres ranging from memoir to poems, IDWs’ narratives shed light on 
these women’s plights and their innovative responsive to them. Bayu Insani and Ida Raihan’s 
memoir (explored in chapters one and two), for example, enables them to share their migrant 
experiences and show how these experiences have shaped their personal perspectives in relation 
to domestic employment issues. Memoir provides these women the room to reflect on their 
experiences and share their insights. Moreover, given its unique dimension of subjectivity, many 
readers tend to perceive nonfiction memoirs as more important and credible than fiction or 
poetry, meaning that this genre in particular has the potential to alter perceptions of and attitudes 
toward IDWs. Taken together IDWs’ narratives humanize IDWs, counteracting the news 
media’s simplistic coverage, which often reduces these women to mere statistic.58 
IDWs’ creative writing can challenge many stereotypes concerning these migrant women 
as a community, providing alternate narratives and overturning the reductive label of “maid.” 
IDWs’ narratives, to a certain extent, can raise awareness of IDWs’ lived experiences, add 
nuance and complexity to public perceptions of them, and possibly even enhance public 
appreciation of their work. IDWs are often viewed merely as “money generators,” and this label 
can obscure their suffering and the struggles they face in their host countries and prompt their 
                                                          
58 See Sorrita 2006. 
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families demand for regular remittances without showing them empathy or appreciation. It is an 
open secret that in Indonesia, most people measure success mainly through ownership of 
material possessions such as big houses, motorcycles, cars, land ownerships, etc. The demand to 
send a certain amount of money every month forces IDWs to borrow money from money-
lending institutions or even loan sharks. The fact that IDWs need to submit their first five- or 
seven-months’ salary to the agency does not generally free these women from the expectation 
that they will send remittances regularly. Lola Amaria’s film Minggu Pagi di Victoria Park 59 
(Sunday Morning in Victoria Park) portrays this dynamic, centering on an IDW who has a 
problem with debt. This issue is also featured in IDWs’ narratives, underscoring the 
commonality of the problem among IDWs themselves.  
Aside from money and debt issues, IDWs’ narratives make visible aspects of their 
experiences that are still not widely known, such as these women’s everyday struggles dealing 
with border challenges, the impact of geographical separation on migrant mothers, and 
exploration of non-normative gender performance and sexual behaviors in the host countries. In 
the first chapter, I have demonstrated that IDWs are not only crossing physical, international 
borders, but also multiple abstract borders: i.e. socioeconomic, cultural, racial etc. Crossing these 
abstract borders pose different challenges than the physical border, which requires only a set of 
documents to prove one’s status as a legal border crosser. The narratives imply the need to 
acquire border awareness in order to successfully overcome the conflicts that emerge from the 
colonial differences naturally embedded in domestic employment. Inability to navigate these 
differences and border conflicts might affect these women’s work performance. Failure to bridge 
linguistic borders, for example, impacts communication between employers and employees. In 
                                                          
59 Minggu Pagi di Victoria Park (Sunday Morning in Victoria Park) is a film portraying IDWs’ lives in Hong Kong.  
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addition, IDWs need soft as well as hard skills. IDWs must develop communication skills, open-
mindedness, and willingness to learn new things as well as physical strength. This, too, is well 
illustrated in their narratives. IDWs’ everyday border struggles create opportunities for IDWs to 
exercise political agency, defined as the capacity to execute acts that can challenge, negotiate, or 
alter one’s situations. Therefore, even mundane routines can provide IDWs with an arena in 
which to produce and cultivate their political subjectivity. 
In chapter two, I have demonstrated that like their children, migrant mothers are prone to 
emotional and psychological risks due to geographical separation. In other words, migration 
impacts not only the children left behind, but also their migrant mothers. In this project, I have 
found that IDWs’ engagement in creative writing, in particular the act of writing about their 
children, serves as a form of coping mechanism. Through their narratives, these migrant mothers 
express their love for their children in a way that also gives them comfort and mediates their 
inner conflicts that emerge as the patriarchal notions of ideal motherhood, which dictate that 
mothers should stay with their children, clash with these women’s status as migrants. Many 
IDWs develop innovative ways to mother from afar, as discussed by Parreñas, who outlines three 
coping mechanisms namely “the commodification of love,” “the repression of emotional strain,” 
and the use of ICTs to bridge distance (371). My project posits that for IDWs—who are also 
transnational mothers—writing about their children constitute a fourth coping mechanism. These 
narratives also offer different perspectives on these migrant mothers’ plights and challenge 
stereotypes of them as neglectful mothers.  
The last chapter in this project has confirmed that many IDW authors do not accept 
sexual transgressions in the form of same-sex relationships, though interestingly, these 
relationships often seem to benefit IDWs by providing psychological support. This comfort tends 
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to be acknowledged but interpreted as pseudo-happiness, which only lasts temporarily. In 
contrast to engagement in same-sex relationships, performance of the tomboi identity, though 
also transgressive, does not seem to be interpreted as a serious threat to the heteronormative 
status quo, and thus is not generally stigmatized in IDWs’ narratives. Both tombois and ceweks 
are required to renounce same-sex relationships and seek out relationships with men and/or 
deepen their relationships with God, but whereas for ceweks, this means ceasing all transgressive 
behavior, tombois are allowed to continue performing a transgressive gender identity. Further 
research is needed to investigate this double standard and determine why tombois are more 
acceptable among IDWs communities in Hong Kong.  
 This dissertation offers an initial investigation of IDWs’ migratory experiences as 
represented in their narratives in order to provide an alternative to the hegemonic discourse about 
IDWs that prevails in Indonesia. My discussions of IDWs’ immigrant challenges and struggles 
constitute a first step to raising awareness of IDWs as a community who deserves respect and 
appreciation for the sacrifices that they make for their families and their country. IDWs’ 
narratives enable the readers to become familiar with these women’s suffering as well as their 
innovative responses to the challenges they face. My project sheds light on these women’s 
migrant experiences, their border awareness, and their sophisticated responses to the complex 
problems of border crossing, revealing that IDWs are more than just physical labors.  
This dissertation only discusses work written by IDWs from Hong Kong and Singapore, 
meaning that my findings do not necessarily reflect all IDWs’ migrant experiences. Some 
experiences may be common to all IDWs, but others might be specific to certain host countries, 
such as Saudi Arabia or Taiwan, just as the emergence of visible, non-normative gender 
identities and sexually transgressive behavior is primarily concentrated in Hong Kong. Further 
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research is thus needed to explore a wider range of IDWs’ experiences. Nevertheless, this project 
provides a brief overview of Indonesian migrant experiences as represented in IDW-authored 
literature and may serve as a model or jumping-off point for future studies. This project has 
revealed that IDWs’ narratives more or less depict IDWs’ personal experiences in the global 
economy, enable them to make meaning and understand their circumstances better, and may help 
make IDWs’ humanity more visible, thereby cultivating greater respect and appreciation than the 
community currently receives. 
Gender and sexual transgressions are prominent in the narratives written by IDWs who 
work in Hong Kong. This raises questions that warrant further academic investigation: for 
instance, why are gender and sexual transgressions not featured in the stories written by IDWs in 
Singapore? A comparative project might yield interesting insights about migrant’s gender and 
sexual dynamics in different host countries. 
In their narratives, IDWs also express their active participation in numerous organizations 
such as religious, writing, music, arts, dance, and labor. The experience gained through their 
participation in these organizations, to a certain degree, can empower IDWs both personally and 
professionally. This, in turn, can grant them the agency to assert their rights and make their 
voices heard, thereby enabling them to stand up for themselves and resist exploitation and 
marginalization. Further research is needed in order to determine the extent to which the 
composition and publication of IDWs’ narratives actually enhances their agency. 
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